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A) Threshold and Procedural Matters 

1. The Town of Palm Beach, Palm Beach County (Participants or BMA Participants) and 

the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP or Department) and the 

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) have agreed to enter into this 

Palm Beach Island Beach Management Agreement (Agreement or BMA) to coordinate beach 

management activities within the Agreement Area defined in Article C.   

2. This Agreement, including attachments and Appendices (collectively Agreement or 

BMA), is entered into pursuant to the authority in sections 161.101, 403.061, and 403.0752, 

Florida Statutes (F.S.). This Agreement is binding on all BMA Participants.  Department 

approvals issued pursuant to the Agreement will be subject to public notice, administrative 

hearing and decision-making procedures, and include points of entry for third parties at the 

time of Agreement and at Individual Project Approval (IPA), as set forth in the applicable 

provisions of state law and this Agreement.  

3. The BMA process established herein coordinates the regulatory responsibilities of the 

Department with other state and federal agencies, and with the interests of the BMA 

Participants and the public in a streamlined program to protect the environment and to 

provide net ecosystem benefits pursuant to subsection 403.0752(2)(a), F.S. 

4. This Agreement is intended to coordinate and facilitate flexible permitting for beach 

management and to achieve net ecosystem benefits and related public objectives for the area. 

The BMA Participants and the Department acknowledge that the Agreement and the 

procedures and conditions for IPA set forth herein meet the substantive regulatory and 

proprietary criteria of Chapter 161, Chapter 253, Part IV Chapter 373, and Chapter 403, F.S., 

and the BMA Participants have provided reasonable assurance that the objectives and 

requirements of subsections 403.0752(1), (2), (3), and (4), F.S., are met. 

5. The Agreement’s approach to authorizing projects and activities is centered on regional 

management of the coastal system rather than the conventional project-by-project permitting 

process.  For this reason, the BMA will improve comprehensive coastal management and 

result in a net ecosystem benefits to the coastal system through cell-wide monitoring of 

resources, improved inlet bypassing, and efficient use of beach quality sand.  In addition, the 

Agreement is expected to generate a more cost-effective and efficient permitting process that 

will reduce the BMA Participants’ costs, time delays, and permitting uncertainty.   
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6. Subsection 403.0752(2), F.S., provides that the Department and regulated entities may 

enter into management agreements when the Department determines that:  

a. Implementation of such an Agreement meets all the applicable standards and criteria, 

so that there is a net ecosystem benefit to the subject ecosystem more favorable than 

operation under applicable rules; 

b. Entry into such an Agreement will not interfere with the Department’s obligations 

under any federally delegated or approved program; 

c. Implementation of the Agreement will result in a reduction in overall risks to human 

health and the environment as compared to activities conducted in the absence of the 

Agreement; and  

d. The regulated entity has certified to the Department that it has in place internal 

environmental management systems or alternative internal controls sufficient to 

implement this Agreement.   

 The Department has determined that the requirements of subsection 403.0752(2), F.S., will 

be satisfied through implementation of this Agreement. 

B) Agreement Overview  

 The primary goal of the BMA is to define mutually agreeable methods among the 

Department, local municipalities, and stakeholders for coastal erosion control, natural 

community protection, and monitoring protocols in pursuit of regional management of Palm 

Beach Island's coastal system, while providing net ecosystem benefits to the cell.  Currently, 

beach erosion control and inlet management activities are regulated, project by project, through 

the Department’s Joint Coastal Permitting (JCP) Program.  Beach erosion control activities, such 

as beach restoration and nourishment projects, require three forms of authorization: coastal 

construction permits (Chapter 161, F.S.), environmental resource permits (Part IV Chapter 373, 

F.S.), and proprietary authorization to use sovereign submerged lands (Chapters 253 and 258, 

F.S.).  The JCP consolidates these authorizations into one permit and also serves as the final 

determination of consistency with Florida’s Coastal Zone Management Program (CZM) and 

water quality certification under the Clean Water Act.  

 The BMA Participants and Department initiated the Agreement to improve techniques for 

managing the sand resources and beach erosion within the Palm Beach Island coastal cell 
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(Agreement Area) defined in Article C.  (See map in Article C for a general depiction of the 

area.)  A primary goal of the Agreement is to develop a coordinated, long-term process that 

facilitates predictable approval of qualifying coastal erosion control and inlet management 

activities described herein.  Ultimately, the Agreement is intended to facilitate regional 

management of the Palm Beach Island coastal cell through mutually agreeable methods for 

coastal erosion control, coastal ecosystem protection, and monitoring protocols.       

 This Agreement addresses State regulatory and proprietary approvals for managing the sand 

resources and beach erosion within the Agreement Area.  It sets forth the procedures and criteria 

to be followed by the Department, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 

(FWC), and the BMA Participants for pre-application meetings and application submittal, review 

and approval for individual projects within the Agreement Area, as well as coordination with 

federal agencies and notice to the public.  The Agreement also sets forth annual cell-wide 

requirements for the BMA Participants to monitor the movement of sand, sea turtle nesting, 

shorebird nesting, and exposure and burial of hardbottom and to perform aerial surveys.   

 Department staff reviewed the projects specifically described in Article D of the Agreement 

to determine consistency with the substantive requirements of  Chapter 161, Chapter 253, Part IV 

Chapter 373, and Chapter 403, F.S., and their implementing rules, and for dune restoration, 

Chapter 161, F.S., and its implementing rules.  This review determined that cell-wide 

management of sand resources and beach erosion would result in net ecosystem benefits.   

 Prior to construction, individual projects must demonstrate compliance with the conditions of 

this Agreement under the IPA process set forth in Articles H & I.  When conducted pursuant to 

the conditions of this Agreement, those projects and activities will meet or exceed the applicable 

substantive criteria of Chapter 161, Chapter 253, Part IV Chapter 373, and Chapter 403, F.S., and 

their implementing rules.  This Agreement also constitutes certification of compliance with state 

water quality standards under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C., and a finding of 

consistency with Florida’s Coastal Zone Management Program, as required by Section 307 of the 

Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA).  

C) Description of Agreement Area 

1. The Agreement Area is generally defined by the boundaries of the coastal cell located 

within the coastal system of Palm Beach Island, encompassing 15.7 miles of Atlantic Ocean 
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shoreline, and covering 34.5% of the Palm Beach County Shoreline.  The approximate 

shoreline length and critically eroded shoreline length for each municipality within the 

Agreement Area are summarized in Table 1. Critical erosion shoreline lengths are also 

depicted in Figure 1 below.   

 
Table 1: Shoreline Lengths and Critically Eroded Areas for Municipalities within the BMA 

Palm Beach Island BMA Shoreline and % Critical Erosion Shoreline 

Municipality Shoreline length 
Percent of BMA 

cell 
Length of Critically 

Eroded Beach 
Town of Palm Beach 12.10 Miles 77.0   12.10 Miles 

City of Lake Worth 0.26 Miles 1.6   0.11 Miles 

Town of South Palm Beach 0.53 Miles 3.4  0.53 Miles 

Town of Lantana 0.15 Miles 1.0  0.15 Miles 

Town of Manalapan 2.66 Miles 17.0 0.14 Miles 

BMA Length 15.70 Miles 100  13.03 miles 

 

 

2.  The specific boundaries of the Agreement Area, approximately 5,560 acres, are defined 

as follows:  

a. On the North at the Sand Transfer Plant located on the Lake Worth Inlet north jetty 

including the expanded settling basin;  

b. On the East at the -40.0’ NAVD 88 contour; 

c. On the West at the landward extent of the crest of the significant dune or a seawall, 

(whichever occurs first); and,  

d. On the South at an east/west line twenty-five feet north of the extended reach of the 

intake pipe on the South Lake Worth Inlet Sand Bypass facility on Palm Beach Island in 

Manalapan. 
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Figure 1:  Limits of the BMA Area 
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3. Shoreline Reach Designation 

 The Town of Palm Beach prepared comprehensive coastal management plans in 1986 

and 1998, segmenting the Town’s shoreline into “reaches” in order to examine erosion 

problems and develop engineering plans for areas with similar coastal processes.  The 

reaches remained more or less consistent for the past 25 years, with slight revisions.  The 

1998 revision expanded the reach concept from the southern limits of the Town to the 

southern limits of Palm Beach Island.  More recently, the Town extended Reach 7 into the 

northern section of Reach 8, and now includes the Lake Worth Pier. This revision was 

proposed to reflect the Town’s evolving management strategies and is reflected in Table 2.    

 

Table 2: Shoreline Reach Designation 

Town of Palm Beach, Coastal Management Plan Location and Project Boundaries 

Reach Physical Description DNR Location Length 
1 Lake Worth Inlet R76 - R78+500’  * 2,875’ 

2 Onondaga Ave to El Mirasol R78+500’ - R90+400’ * 13,080’ 

3 El Mirasol to Via Bethesda (Breakers) R90+400’ – R95 5,710’ 

4 Via Bethesda to Banyan Road (Mid-Town) R95 – R102+300’ 7,995’ 

5 Banyan Road to Widener’s Curve R102+300’ – R110+100’ 8,961’ 

6 Widener’s Curve to Sloan’s Curve R110+100’ – R116+500’ 6,659’ 

7 Sloan’s Curve to Lake Worth Pier (Phipps 
Ocean Park and Kresler Park) 

R116+500’ – R128+530’ 12,348’ 

8 Lake Worth Municipal Beach Pier to South 
Town Limits  

R128+530’ – R134+135’ 6,970’ 

9 La Bonne Vie to Lantana Avenue T134+135’ - R137+400’ 3,523’  

10 Lantana Avenue to Chillingsworth Curve T137+400’ - R145+740’ 8,478’  

11 Chillingsworth Curve to South Lake Worth 
Inlet 

R145+740’ - R151+300’ 5,433’  

* For purposes of hardbottom delineation, Reach 1 extended from R76-R78, and Reach 2 

extended from R78- R90+400’ 
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D) BMA Projects and Authorized Activities 

This Article defines the projects approved in the BMA, including consistency with the 

Strategic Beach Management Plan, cell-wide sand specifications, and associated mixing zone 

variances for beach nourishment. 

1. Consistency with Strategic Beach Management Plan for Listed and Future Projects 

 The Florida Legislature directs and provides funding to the Department to implement a 

comprehensive, statewide beach management plan for beach erosion control, beach 

restoration and beach nourishment, and inlet management activities.  In accordance with 

section 161.161, F.S., the Department develops and maintains this plan for the restoration 

and maintenance of the state's critically eroded beaches and inlets.  The Department last 

updated and adopted the Strategic Beach Management Plan on May 21, 2008. (A copy may 

be obtained at http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/publications/index.htm).  The Department’s 

adopted statewide Strategic Beach Management Plan strategies for the projects listed in 

Article D are:  

• Lake Worth Inlet Maintenance Dredging: bypass an average annual volume of 

202,000 cubic yards of sand to the downdrift beaches south of the inlet; place all 

beach compatible material dredged during channel maintenance on downdrift beaches 

in areas of greatest need in Reach 1 and 2, and when feasible at the Mid-town and 

Phipps Ocean Park projects;  

• Lake Worth Inlet Sand Transfer Plant: extension of the discharge pipelines to increase 

bypassing efficiency with discharge points located at the south jetty, and 

approximately 1,000 feet and 2,500 feet south of the south jetty; 

• Mid-Town Beach Nourishment Project: Maintain through monitoring and 

nourishment using sand from offshore and upland sources; 

• Phipps Ocean Park Beach Nourishment Project: Maintain through monitoring and 

nourishment using sand from offshore and upland sources; 

• Stockpiling of inlet or offshore dredged sand to be used in approved beach or dune 

projects. 

• Dune and Backshore Berm Restoration and Maintenance: Consistent with adopted 

strategies to maintain nourishment projects. 

• Groin rehabilitation: consistent with adopted strategy to maintain nourishments.   

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/publications/index.htm
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 Pursuant to Rule 62B-41.008(1) (m), F.A.C., activities proposed for Department approval 

shall be accompanied by a demonstration of consistency with the adopted statewide Strategic 

Beach Management Plan.  Based on its evaluation of the projects listed in Article D, the 

Department determined that the proposed activities are consistent with the strategies in the 

adopted plan. 

 

Strategic Beach Management Strategies for Potential Future Projects 

 The Department’s adopted statewide Strategic Beach Management Plan strategy for 

proposed activities within the Agreement area that are not included in the projects listed in 

Article D are: 

• Lake Worth Inlet Maintenance Dredging: 

o Reach 1 and 2: limitation of placement area to dry beach or swash zone. 

o Reach 2: extension of the beach placement area for dredged material from the 

maintenance of the navigation channels at Lake Worth Inlet.  

o Limitation of dredging operations within a half mile radius of the Florida 

Power and Light Riviera Beach power plant discharge to occur outside of the 

November 15- March 31 window, as a manatee impact minimization measure. 

• Reach 8 South Beaches:  construct restoration projects in environmentally suited 

areas.  

• Central Palm Beach County Comprehensive Erosion Control Project (South Palm 

Beach, Lantana, and Manalapan):  Conduct dune restoration where feasible; complete 

feasibility study to determine environmentally acceptable designs for beach 

restoration. 

 

 The completion of feasibility/design studies and associated environmental impact 

statements for the Reach 2, Reach 8, and Central Palm Beach projects are consistent with the 

strategies in the adopted plan.    

 

2. Cell-Wide Sand Quality Specification 

 Rule 62B-41.007(2) (j), F.A.C., requires that sand placed on the beach must be 

compatible with the sand currently existing on the beach.  Fill material must maintain the 
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general character and functionality of the material occurring on the beach.  The Department 

and the BMA Participants agree that if fill material meets the criteria in Table 3, it will 

maintain the character and functionality of the material on the beach. 

The Department has determined that the fill material identified in Article D-4 meets the 

criteria in Table 3 and will maintain the general character and functionality of the material 

occurring on the beaches in the Agreement Area.  Therefore, the identified material may be 

used for placement on the beaches within the Agreement Area.  Further, BMA Participants 

may use any borrow areas or upland sources identified for future projects or sediment 

placement events, as long as they meet the criteria in Table 3.  Each sand placement activity 

will not exhaust an entire borrow area.  Therefore, during the Individual Project Approval 

process, the BMA Participant proposing to construct a sand placement project will submit all 

details of the portion of the borrow source to be used for review.  This will include 

computations of volume and composite fill material characteristics of that portion of the 

borrow area or upland sand source that will be used for the individual project.   

  The sediment from the borrow area(s) and upland sand source(s) is similar in Munsell 

color and grain size distribution to the material in the existing coastal system at the beach 

placement site.  The Department and the Participants acknowledge that it is possible that 

discrete occurrences of non-beach compatible sediments may exist within the permitted 

borrow area(s) that do not comply with the limiting parameters of Rule 62B-41.007 (2) (j) 1. 

– 5. F.A.C., or vary in Munsell color from the composite value.  The compliance 

specifications take into account the variability of sediment on the native or existing beach, 

and are values which may reasonably be attained given what is known about the borrow area 

sediment.  Beach fill material which falls outside of these limits will be considered 

unacceptable and subject to remediation.   
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Table 3:  Sediment Compliance Specifications 

Sediment Parameter Parameter Definition Compliance Value 

Mean grain size Minimum and maximum values 
(Using moment method calculation) 

0.25 mm to 0.60mm 

Max. Silt Content passing #230 sieve 2%* 

Max. Fine Gravel Content** retained on #4 sieve 5% 

Munsell Color Value moist Value (chroma = 1) 6 or lighter 

The beach fill material shall not contain construction debris, toxic material, other foreign 
matter, coarse gravel or rocks. 
* Truck –hauled material is expected to have less than 2% silt content. 
**Shell Content is used as the indicator of fine gravel content for the implementation of 
quality control/quality assurance procedures. 

 
 Two Sediment Quality Control / Quality Assurance (QC/QA) Plans (see Appendix D) 

have been developed for the BMA Projects.  One covers procedures for the use of an 

offshore borrow area such as the ones described above.  The other plan covers procedures for 

the use of an upland sand source.  The selection of an offshore or upland sand source for 

beach nourishment and dune restoration and maintenance is at the discretion of the BMA 

Participants.   

 

3. Approved Projects 

 This Article identifies the projects and activities authorized by this Agreement.  Any 

activities not listed here are not authorized under the BMA, but may be authorized by the 

conventional permitting procedures, or added to the BMA through amendment.  Prior to 

construction, the Department will review the activities identified below for consistency with 

the Agreement including proprietary approval and associated mixing zone where necessary, 

through the IPA procedures as set forth in Articles H and I. The project drawings are 

provided in Appendix A. 

a. Lake Worth Inlet Maintenance Dredging 

The permitted activity is periodic maintenance dredging by the Army Corps of Engineers 

(Permit # 0216012-001-JC) of the entire navigation-related complex at Palm Beach 
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Harbor/Lake Worth Inlet.  This Agreement authorizes the Town of Palm Beach to 

become a co-applicant with the Army Corps of Engineers for the placement of beach 

quality sand from the dredging activity and to use the sand placement sites identified 

below.  Prior to the use of the sand placement areas outside of Permit # 0216012-001-JC, 

the Town of Palm Beach must coordinate with the Army Corps of Engineers to modify 

the permit accordingly.  Dredging is authorized for the following specifications: 

 

Location Depth + Overdredge 
( below MLW) 

USACE Boundaries* 
(Approximate) 

Settling Basin 
(Southern) 

35 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to -100), Stn (32.0 to 37.5) 

Extended Settling 
Basin 

35 feet + 2 feet Rge (-100 to -300), Stn (32.0 to 37.0) 

Expanded Settling 
Basin 

35 feet + 2 feet Rge (-300 to -800), Stn (32.0 to 37.5) 

Entrance Channel 
(Outer) 

35 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to 400), Stn (25.0 to 30.0) 

Entrance Channel 
(Main) 

39 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to 400), Stn (30.0 to 47.0) 

Entrance Channel 
(Main) 

37 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to 400), Stn (47.0 to 56.0) 

Inner Channel 33 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to 400), Stn (56.0 to 86.0) 

Turning Basin (Main) 33 feet + 2 feet Rge (-140 to 1600), PI Stn (-1.4 to 
17.2) 

Turning Basin 
(Northern) 

25 feet + 1 foot Rge (-500 to 150), PI Stn (10.1 to 19.6) 

* Reference from USACE plans. Rge interval = one foot, Stn interval = 100 feet. 

Dredged material will be placed within the beach-nearshore template. The berm will have 

an elevation of approximately +8.7 feet (MLW), with a 1V:20H seaward slope.  

Placement of material may begin immediately south of the south jetty and proceed in a 

southerly direction approximately 3,450 feet near FDEP reference monument R-80.35.  

Additionally, two regulatory transects (R-80.5 and R-82) will be used for documenting 

potential impacts. If the authorized beach placement area immediately south of the Lake 
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Worth Inlet is filled, then beach-quality sand may be placed within the Mid-Town Beach 

or the Phipps Ocean Park nourishment template.  Within the entrance channel (between 

USACE Stations 25.0 and 56.0), shoals of less than 5,000 cubic yards may be transferred 

to deeper parts of the channel to temporarily alleviate navigational hazards.  The 

construction activity will adhere to a Sediment Quality Control/Quality Assurance Plan 

that was approved by the Department on July 20, 2006.  This Sediment QA/QC Plan is 

incorporated into the Agreement by reference.   

b. Lake Worth Inlet Sand Transfer Plant 

 The Department authorizes improvements to the sand transfer plant owned by the 

Town of Palm Beach at Lake Worth Inlet.  The Department also authorizes the operation 

and maintenance of the sand transfer plant. 

 Construction improvements include a new pump house facility immediately adjacent 

to the existing bypass plant on the north jetty of the Lake Worth Inlet and the 

construction of an additional discharge pipeline.  The new facility will house a booster 

pump for an additional pipeline to transport material from the north jetty approximately 

4,500 feet south to an alternate discharge point near R-79 within Reach 2 in the Town of 

Palm Beach (Figure 2).  The Department authorizes the new pipeline to be directionally 

drilled beneath the inlet channel and remain below the sea bottom until it reaches a beach 

discharge structure anchored to pilings and enclosed in architectural formwork on the 

beach.   

 During the operation phase, the Department authorizes the bypassing of 

approximately 162,000 cubic yards of beach-quality sand per year to the beach on the 

south side of the inlet.   Material discharge rates from the bypassing plant will be less 

than 5,000 cubic yards per day and on an intermittent basis as coastal littoral transport 

processes move sand to the intake pipe of the bypassing plant on the north jetty.  The 

Town of Palm Beach will utilize the two discharge pipelines as needed to maintain the 

beach in Reach 1 and Reach 2, and protect the shore-based discharge pipeline structure 

located immediately south of the inlet. 
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Figure 2:  Sand Transfer Map – Second Discharge Location 

 
c. Mid-Town Beach Nourishment Project 

 The Department authorizes periodic beach nourishment to maintain the beach 

restoration project located in the central portion of the Town of Palm Beach between 

DEP Reference Monuments R-89 and R-102 (Reaches 3 and 4), and maintenance repairs 

to the eleven existing groins. In conjunction with this activity, the Department authorizes 

the construction and maintenance of one additional groin located at R-99.3 (Figure 3).   

 The beach fill design consists of a 25-foot wide design berm plus advance beach 

nourishment placed seaward of the design berm at an elevation of +9 feet NGVD for an 

average construction berm width of 180 feet.  The beach construction berm is designed to 

a 1V:10H (vertical; horizontal) slope.  The volumetric amount will be based on existing 

site conditions at the time of construction, but will not exceed the permitted template. 

 The Department authorizes the Town of Palm Beach to obtain beach compatible sand 

from offshore borrow areas as outlined in Article D-4.  Alternatively, the Town of Palm 

Beach may obtain beach compatible sand from an approved upland source consistent 

with the cell-wide sand specifications outlined in Article D-2 and truck-hauled to the 

beach through designated beach maintenance access sites.  If beach compatible sand 
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becomes available from the maintenance dredging of Lake Worth Inlet by the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers described in Article D-3.a., it may also be used as fill material for the 

portion of this beach template located between reference monuments R-95+108 feet and 

R-101.4. 

 The Department authorizes repairs and maintenance to the eleven groins constructed 

in conjunction with the 1995 beach restoration (DEP File # 50-273953-9 and 

DBS9A0352-PB) not to exceed the parameters of the original design as shown in the 

approved plans and specifications.  The groins are spaced approximately 325 feet apart 

on average and vary in length from 88 feet to 167 feet with a crest elevation at +6.0 feet 

NGVD, toe at approximately -1.0 feet NGVD at the landward end and approximately -4.0 

feet at the seaward end. In addition, the construction and maintenance of one additional 

groin is authorized near the south limits of the project area at Department Reference 

Monument R-99.3.  The authorized groin will be 98 feet long in the shore-normal 

direction and 12 feet wide at the crest.  The sand placement described above will 

completely cover the groin.  

 

Figure 3:  Mid Town Project Map 

 
d. Phipps Ocean Park Beach Nourishment Project 

 The Department authorizes periodic beach nourishment to maintain the beach 

restoration project located in the south portion of the Town of Palm Beach (Reach 7) 

between the Department Reference Monuments R-119 and R-125 and periodic placement 

of sand to maintain the restored dune in the northern portion of Reach 7, from R-116 to 

R-119 (Figure 4).  In addition, the Department authorizes beach restoration and periodic 

beach nourishment between monument R-125 and the northern boundary of the Lake 

Worth Municipal Park at monument R-127 (northern segment of Reach 8).  Construction 
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and maintenance of these three contiguous segments may be conducted separately or 

together and material may be stockpiled on the berm between R-119 and R-126 to 

replenish the restored dune.  

 The beach fill design from R-119 to R-127, consists of a +9 feet NGVD berm 

elevation with an average construction berm width varying from 190 feet to 455 feet. The 

restored dune has a typical crest width of 25 feet at an elevation of +16 feet NGVD, with 

a 1V:3H slope down to the beach berm, except north of R-119 where the dune crest is 

+10 feet.  The volumetric amount will be based on existing site conditions at the time of 

construction, but will not exceed the permitted template. 

 The Department authorizes the Town of Palm Beach to obtain beach compatible sand 

from offshore borrow areas outlined in Article D-4, or any offshore source consistent 

with the cell-wide sand specifications in Article D-2.  Alternatively, the Town of Palm 

Beach may obtain beach compatible sand from an approved upland source consistent 

with the cell-wide sand specifications outlined in Article D-2 and truck-hauled to the 

beach through designated beach maintenance access sites. 

  The Phipps Ocean Park beach nourishment project includes periodic dune restoration 

south of the Lake Worth Pier in Reach 8.  The dune-only portion, from R-129 to R-134 

(within Reach 8), will be constructed to an elevation of +10 feet NAVD with a 1V:3H 

slope. 

 

Figure 4:  Phipps Ocean Park Project Map 
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e. Palm Beach Groin Rehabilitation 

The BMA authorizes repair, rehabilitation, or removal of existing groins within the 

Reaches 2, 4, 5, and 6, as described in the 2011 Coastal Structures Plan for the Town of 

Palm Beach. The adaptive management strategy for this authorization includes revising 

the list of groins needing repair, rehabilitation, or removal, and updating the table below 

(Table 4). 

 

Table 4: Groin Repair, Rehabilitation, or Removal List (updated 2021) 

Reach Structure ID R-Monument Remove  Retain/Replace 

2 

G82084 R-80+700   Retain and replace 
G80897 R-81+800   Retain and replace 
G78292 R-83+700 Remove   
G77962 R-83+1050 Remove   
G77545 R-84+270 Remove   
G77332 R-84+500 Remove   
G77185 R-84+650 Remove   
G76093 R-85+775   Retain and replace 
G75452 R-86+500 Remove   
G75011 R-86+950 Remove   
G74650 R-87   Retain and replace 
G73655 R-88   Retain and replace 
G73522 R-88+100 Remove   
G73376 R-88+300   Retain and replace 
G73073 R-88+600   Retain and replace 
G72917 R-88+700 Remove   
G72800 R-88+875   Retain and replace 
G72663 R-89+75 Remove   
G72626 R-89+125 Remove   
G72535 R-89+200 Remove   
G72427 R-89+325 Remove   
G72426 R-89+325   Retain and replace 
G72010 R-89+750   Retain and replace 
G71894/G71637 R-89+850 to R-90 Remove   
G71633 R-90+50   Retain and replace 

3 

G71208 R-90+500   Retain and replace 
G71020 R-90+680 Remove   
G70910 R-90+800   Retain and replace 
G70845 R-90+870 Remove   
G70724 R-90+980 Remove   
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G70657 R-90+1050 Remove   
G70651 R-90+1060   Retain and replace 
G70620 R-90+1080 Remove   
G70451 R-91+100   Retain and replace 
G70324 R-91+250 Remove   
G70239 R-91+340 Remove   
G70221 R-91+360 Remove   
G70119 R91+450 Remove   
G70027 R-91+570   Retain and replace 
G69902 R-91+680 Remove   
G69813 R-91+770   Retain and replace 
G69567 R91+1025 Remove   
G69329 R-92+100 Remove   
G69097 R-92+350 Remove   
G68939 R-92+525 Remove   
G68803 R-92+630 Remove   
G68412 R-92+1030   Retain and replace 
G68194 R-93+50 Remove   
G67812 R-93+475 Remove   

4 

G60352 R-99+800   Retain and replace 
G59940 R-100+225   Retain and replace 
G59451 R-100+720   Retain and replace 
G59002 R-100+1150   Retain and replace 
G58554 R-101+400   Retain and replace 

5 

G57512 R-102+400   Retain and replace 
G57312 R-102+600   Retain and replace 
G57136 R-102+775   Retain and replace 
G56253 R-103+600   Retain and replace 
G54947 R-104+750   Retain and replace 
G54602 R-104+1100   Retain and replace 
G51896 R-107+190   Retain and replace 
G51225 R-108+35   Retain and replace 
G50946 R-108+300   Retain and replace 
G50601 R-108+650   Retain and replace 
G50249 R-108+1000   Retain and replace 
G49866 R-109+175   Retain and replace 
G49583 R-109+450   Retain and replace 
G49351 R-109+700   Retain and replace 
G49088 R-109+950   Retain and replace 
G48818 R-109+1225   Retain and replace 
G48688 R-110+40 Remove   
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6 
G48015 R-110+700   Retain and replace 
G47636 R-111+100   Retain and replace 
A44411 R-114+150 Remove   

Total 
33 41 

74 
 

    
Notes: 
1. R-monument reference locations are estimated from Google Earth. 
2. The highlighted green structures were previously identified in the BMA. 
3. Existing structures not listed above are assumed to be left in place. 
4. Listed actions will be reaffirmed and adjusted based on the structure and beach 
conditions at the time of IPA application. 
5. Additional structures may exist that could not be identified due to beach conditions at 
the time of inventory. 

 
 

f. Dune and Backshore Berm Restoration and Maintenance 

 The Department authorizes the BMA Participants to construct artificial dunes within 

the Agreement Area as described below.  Artificial dunes constructed in the Agreement 

Area are intended to protect upland properties and to protect and enhance habitat.  The 

Department identified segments of shoreline within the Agreement Area with conditions 

suitable for the construction of sustainable dune features and developed procedures the 

BMA Participants must follow to construct dunes on those shorelines.  Implementation of 

this Article will not only meet the goals stated above, but also provide more efficient and 

predictable permitting of artificial dunes in the Agreement Area. 

 The Department identified four dune conditions, permittable by the BMA, based on 

aerial and visual inspection of existing dunes, armoring, beach widths and elevations 

within the Agreement Area (Figures 5 and 6).  These areas are identified in Appendix A-

4.  Condition 1 is excellent for dune restoration projects, having a wide and elevated back 

beach berm.  Condition 1 shorelines contain the island’s best existing dune features.  

Condition 2 is good or appropriate for dune projects, having a sufficiently wide back 

beach berm on which fill can be placed.  These shorelines are often steep and armored 

and, for this reason, the sustainability of the dune feature is lower. Condition 2 dunes 

could be considered sacrificial, meaning dunes constructed in these locations will likely 

provide temporary relief from coastal erosion until persistent wave activity transports 
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material from the template.  Condition 3 is poor for dunes, as constructed dunes are likely 

not sustainable and are subject to erosion from high frequency storms.  Condition 4 

includes the dune and backshore berm designs for the Mid-Town and Phipps Ocean Park 

beach nourishment projects.   

 The BMA Participant may use an offshore borrow area to obtain beach compatible 

sand that is stockpiled during beach nourishment and then transported to the dune 

restoration site.  Alternatively, beach compatible sand may be obtained from an approved 

upland sand source consistent with Article D-2. This would allow the placement of 

artificial dunes in new locations or the restriction of dune placement in others.  Changes 

in areas authorized for dune placement will require a formal amendment of the 

Agreement.   

 BMA Participants wishing to construct a dune must meet the criteria set forth in 

Appendix D, and submit the information required in Appendix F-1.  Before constructing 

a dune, the BMA Participant must follow the authorization procedures in Article I.  
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Figure 5:  Current Cell-Wide Dune Conditions - North 
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Figure 6:  Current Cell-Wide Dune Conditions – South 
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4. Approved Offshore Borrow Areas 

Based upon the information and analysis provided by the applicant, the material to be 

excavated from the proposed borrow areas for placement in the beach project areas is 

expected to maintain the general character and functionality of the material occurring on the 

beach and in the adjacent dune and coastal system pursuant to Rule 62B41.007(2)(j), F.A.C.  

All approved borrow areas include at least a 1000-foot buffer between the borrow area and 

any adjacent hardbottom.   

 

a. North Borrow Area 1 (NBA1) 

 North Borrow Area 1 is a southward extension of the borrow area used for the 2009 

Juno Beach Restoration Project and is located 1 to 2 miles north of Lake Worth Inlet in 

water depths between 40 and 60 feet approximately 2,500 feet offshore of Singer Island 

(north of the Agreement Area; Figure 7).  The coarsest material within this borrow area 

occurs along the offshore boundary.  In general, the coarser material is a subsurface layer 

5-10 feet thick under several feet of fine sand.  The estimated 2.8 million cubic yards of 

material within NBA1 is based on a nominal cut thickness of 15 feet.   Core composite 

values range from 0.25 to 0.31 mm with a composite value for NBA1 of 0.276 mm and 

silt content of less than 2%.  Based on the data provided, the selected regions of the North 

Borrow Area 1 contain beach compatible material. 

 

Figure 7:  Location Map North Borrow Area 
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b.  South Borrow Area 2 (SBA2) 

 South Borrow Area 2 is adjacent to Reach 7 and Phipps Ocean Park between R-110 

and R-120 in water depths of 24-36 feet between the first and second reef (Figure 8).  The 

estimated volume of 1.68 million cubic yards is based on a nominal cut thickness of 10 

feet.  The cores collected show a mix of fine sand and shell fragments.  Some of the cores 

contain coral or rock fragments.  Although a few scattered rock fragments were found in 

the cores, the occurrence of the rock fragments was not extensive enough to identify 

continuous lenses or layers of rock rubble.  Core composite values range from 0.21 to 

0.36 mm with a composite value for SBA2 of 0.29 mm and silt content of approximately 

1%.   

c.  South Borrow Area 3 (SBA3) 

 South Borrow Area 3 is adjacent to Reach 8 from Lake Worth Pier (South of R-128) 

to the city limits of the Town of Palm Beach (R-134) in water depths of 20-35 feet 

(Figure 8).   SBA3 is located landward of Borrow Area III (R-127 to R-130) and 

immediately adjacent to Borrow Area IV (R-132 to S of R-134) used for Phipps Ocean 

Park permit.  SBA3 is same location as Borrow Area V proposed for Reach 8, only with 

slightly modified boundaries.  The estimated volume of 1.83 million cubic yards is based 

on a nominal cut depth of greater than 10 feet.  The cores show a mix of fine sand and 

shell fragments, and some contain rock and coral fragments.  Core composite values 

range from 0.17 to 0.33 mm with a composite value for SBA3 of 0.25 mm and silt 

content of approximately 1%.  Based on the data provided, the majority of the South 

Borrow Area 3 study area contains beach compatible material. 
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Figure 8:  Location Map South Borrow Areas 

 
5. Approved Mixing Zones 

The Department hereby grants the BMA Participants a temporary mixing zone for each 

of the two beach nourishment projects.  A mixing zone of 150 meters offshore and downdrift 

is authorized for the Mid-Town beach nourishment activities.  A mixing zone of 1000 meters 

downdrift and 300 meters offshore for the nearshore and beach placement site for the Phipps 

Ocean Park Project beach nourishment activity is authorized.   This mixing zone shall only 

be valid during the construction activities authorized in this Agreement.  BMA Participants 

must monitor the turbidity plume as described more fully in Appendix D. 

E) BMA Participant & Regulatory Agency Commitments  

1.  The BMA Participants agree to the following commitments: 

a. This Agreement is the sole mechanism to be used by the BMA Participants to obtain 

authorization to conduct the specific activities set forth in Article D within the Agreement 

Area.  Changes to the specific activities or other deviations from the terms of the 
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Agreement may require amendment of the Agreement as determined by the criteria set 

forth in Article N.  Permits within the Agreement Area previously issued by the 

Department to the BMA Participants remain valid until the expiration date.  However, in 

the event permit conditions of existing permits conflict with the BMA permit conditions 

in Appendix D, the BMA permit conditions shall prevail. 

b. By signing this BMA, each Participant has certified to the Department that it has in 

place internal environmental management systems or alternative internal controls 

sufficient to implement this Agreement.  

c. The BMA Participants agree to administer the cell-wide monitoring and mitigation 

plans (for any new projects with impacts), as described in Appendix B.  

d. The BMA Participants agree to fund the required cell-wide monitoring annually.  Any 

funding strategies are allowable if agreed upon by the Participants.  

e. The BMA Participants agree to annually report to the Department the amount of 

money spent to perform the projects identified in the Agreement and to comply with 

conditions of the Agreement. 

f. The Town of Palm Beach agrees to reduce stormwater discharge onto the beach and 

dune system as described fully in Article F.  Data from this effort shall be submitted to 

the Department on an annual basis no later than November 30 each calendar year until 

the 67 outfalls identified in Article F-4 are removed. 

2. The Regulatory Agencies signing this Agreement agree to the following commitments: 

a.  Florida Department of Environmental Protection 

i. Uphold the procedures of this BMA;  

ii. Post annual cell-wide reports on the agency’s website and have data available to 

interested parties; 

iii. Host annual meeting (virtual or in-person) with State and Federal Regulatory 

Agencies for data review and adaptive management updates; 

iv. Host annual meeting (virtual or in-person) with Participants and stakeholders to 

present the data collected from the monitoring effort; and, 

v. Conduct the 5-year cell-wide hardbottom monitoring review, referenced in 

Appendix B1-. Additionally, conduct post project regulatory review of Mid-Town 

3-5 years following each nourishment event. 
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vi. Every five years the Department shall hold a public information-gathering forum 

to report on data collected to date through the BMA process and receive public 

comment on whether there is cause for the Agreement to be modified or 

terminated.  Notice of such forum shall be published the Department’s BMA 

Website (http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm) and the Florida 

Administrative Register at least fourteen (14)_days prior to the forum.  Notice 

shall also be provided to the FWC, NMFS, USACE, FWS, and BMA Participants. 

b. Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) 

i. By signing this document, the FWC does not abrogate its responsibilities under 

the Florida Constitution, Florida Statutes and Administrative Code Rules, for 

oversight and protection of public trust resources; 

ii. The FWC agrees that it has conducted all the necessary evaluation to state that 

each activity approved in this Agreement in Article D is consistent with Florida’s 

Coastal Zone Management Program and will not adversely affect the conservation 

of fish and wildlife, including endangered or threatened species or their habitats;  

iii. The FWC agrees to review the annual turtle monitoring data and oversee the turtle 

monitoring protocols in the Agreement;  

iv. The FWC agrees that additional review is necessary for new projects or 

amendments to the BMA that would affect wildlife; 

v. The FWC agrees that additional evaluation of impacts to fish and wildlife and 

consideration of adaptive management options are necessary in the event that 

physical and biological monitoring reveals unanticipated impacts, or if additional 

species are listed in the Florida Administrative Code; 

vi. The FWC agrees to provide appropriate representatives to participate in informal 

pre-application review meetings and Application Review Meetings identified in 

Article H; and, 

vii. The FWC agrees to conform to the timeframes set forth in this Agreement for 

IPAs, Article H and I. 

3. Regulatory agencies indicate their support of the BMA through submittal of a non-

binding support letter.   These regulatory agencies include: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm
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Regulatory Branch; and National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS).  The support letter 

indicates agreement with the following items: 

i. Agree to use the same project-related regulatory data collected through the Cell-

Wide Hardbottom and Marine Turtle Monitoring Plans to perform their own 

independent permit evaluations. 

ii. Agree to provide appropriate representatives to participate in informal pre-

application review meetings and Application Review Meetings identified in 

Article H. 

iii. Agree to conform to the timeframes set forth in this Agreement for IPAs, Article 

H. 

F) Net Ecosystem Benefits 

 The Department determines and the BMA Participants acknowledge that the requirement to 

provide net ecosystem benefits to the Agreement Area provides ecosystem benefits more 

favorable than those that would be provided under current regulations.  Net ecosystem benefits 

will be satisfied through implementation of this Agreement.  The Department and BMA 

Participants agree that implementation of the Agreement will result in the following net 

ecosystem benefits:   

 

1.  Improved Inlet Management 

 The BMA Participants agree to improve the transport of beach quality sand across Lake 

Worth Inlet onto the eroding beaches located on the northern portion of Palm Beach Island.  

The Florida Legislature recognizes that inlets interrupt or alter the natural drift of beach-

quality sand resources. Fla. Stat. § 161.141(2).  Accordingly, the Legislature found that it is 

in the public interest to replicate the natural drift of sand which is interrupted or altered by 

inlets.  

 The BMA Participants will collaboratively manage the sand placement from the inlet 

maintenance dredging conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in order to better 

service the downdrift beaches in need of bypassed material, which will ultimately lead to 

more efficient and effective sand management.  The groins in the BMA cell will also be 

rehabilitated in order to stabilize the beaches and maximize the amount of placed sand 
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retained on erosive beaches.  The BMA Participants will assess the best inlet and groin 

management options to better maintain the bypassing effort to the south of the inlet. 

 This is a Net Ecosystem Benefit because while the Town of Palm Beach is currently 

achieving its annual bypassing goals, maximum effectiveness of this bypassing is not being 

achieved.  The BMA Participants are implementing a solution that will improve the stability 

of the beach dune system through more effective bypassing. 

 The Town of Palm Beach may provide additional net ecosystem benefits through 

improvements of the sand transfer plant.  Currently there is a sand transfer plant located on 

the northern jetty of the Lake Worth Inlet operated by the Town of Palm Beach.  This sand 

transfer plant hydraulically pumps sand from the wide southern portion of Town of Palm 

Beach Shores onto the eroding northern portion of Palm Beach Island.  While this effort has 

provided some relief to the northern eroding portion of Palm Beach Island, its function has 

not been completely successful.  Currently, beach quality sand from north of the inlet is only 

placed in Reach 1 at R-76.  This sand tends to build up in this location and not continue its 

flow to the south because the inlet navigation improvements shelter this location from waves 

and reduces littoral sediment transport.  Despite sand bypassing from the transfer plant, 

historical physical monitoring documents accretion of beaches in Reach 1 and generally 

eroded beach conditions in Reach 2.  

 The Town of Palm Beach has been authorized to construct a new pump house facility 

immediately adjacent to the existing bypass plant on the north jetty of the Lake Worth Inlet 

and to construct an additional discharge pipeline.  The new facility will house a booster pump 

for an additional pipeline to transport material from the north jetty approximately 4,500 feet 

south to an alternate discharge point near R-79 within Reach 2 in the Town of Palm Beach 

where sand is expected to continue its natural sand transport south.   The improved sand 

transfer plant will result in fewer operational delays, as well as a greater area to bypass sand, 

thereby maximizing operational efficiency.  These improvements will enhance the ability of 

the Town to transfer sand to the eroded beach and better replicate the littoral transport of 

sand from north to south.       
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2.  Cell-Wide Biological Hardbottom and Physical Monitoring 

 The BMA Participants agree to implement annual cell-wide physical and biological 

monitoring of submerged hardbottom and a regular reporting of such findings.  The BMA 

Participants will follow agreed upon standard methodologies for data collection and analyses 

as described in Appendix B.  The monitoring plans will meet the state and federal regulatory 

requirements for approved projects.  This monitoring will also create a Net Ecosystem 

Benefit by obtaining a more complete cell-wide understanding of hardbottom and sediment 

variability.     

 Implementation of this plan will result in more efficient and cost-effective management 

of hardbottom within the Agreement Area.  Joint Coastal Permits issued through the 

Department have typically required collection of physical and biological monitoring data 

within the immediate area of the permitted project.  By implementing cell-wide monitoring, 

the BMA Participants and the Department will monitor the entire cell and gain a consistent 

and comprehensive assessment of project performance, as well as a better understanding of 

natural variation in the cell. The cell-wide biological monitoring will include specific 

transects typically utilized to determine project impacts within the monitoring program.   

However, the cell-wide monitoring and reporting program will also establish predictable and 

systematic data collection methodologies over the entire cell and improve the evaluation of 

coastal resources over the long-term.  With this information, the BMA Participants and the 

Department will be able to adaptively manage the resources in the Agreement Area.  The 

cell-wide approach will advance understanding of coastal ecosystems in general and improve 

the quality of recommendations to enhance protection strategies for hardbottom and marine 

turtle nesting habitats and other resources in this area and in other areas in the future.   

 The cell-wide physical and biological monitoring program will be implemented as 

described in Appendix B-1 and B-4.  Any deviation, other than those described in the 

adaptive management section, from this methodology must be approved in advance through a 

formal amendment of the Agreement. 

 

3. Cell-Wide Sea Turtle Monitoring 

 The BMA Participants agree to implement cell-wide monitoring of sea turtle nesting 

beaches on Palm Beach Island as part of the Agreement.  The monitoring plans will meet the 
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state and federal regulatory requirements for approved projects.  This monitoring will also 

create a Net Ecosystem Benefit by obtaining a more complete cell-wide understanding of the 

variability of sea turtle nesting.   Implementation of this plan will result in more defensible, 

efficient, and cost-effective management of sea turtles within the Agreement Area.  Joint 

Coastal Permits issued by the Department have typically required collection of sea turtle 

monitoring data within the immediate area of the permitted project.  The monitoring agreed 

to in this plan will enable assessment of changes on project beaches relative to changes in 

nesting of sea turtles on an island-wide scale.   

 Placement of sand on the shoreline, either through dune restoration or nourishment, 

during beach management activities results in obvious alterations to the nesting substrate in 

the project area.  However, it is unclear whether these observed changes in sea turtle nesting 

behavior affect overall reproductive success across the broader landscape that includes the 

project site.  Monitoring sea turtle nesting behavior on an island-wide basis in addition to 

project-specific monitoring offers an opportunity to assess the influence of beach 

management activities across a broader spatial and temporal scale within a framework that 

includes fluctuations in sea turtle nesting that may occur independent of beach management 

activities. 

 Direct impacts to marine turtles, their nests, and hatchlings during construction such as 

avoidance of illuminated work areas and disorientation of adults and hatchlings from 

adjacent beaches to lights at the construction site are typically limited in space and time.  

Indirect impacts that occur over longer time periods due to the design and composition of 

beach and dune fill, such as changes in profile and sediment composition must also be 

identified and minimized to the degree practicable.  Such impacts persist, and have the ability 

to negatively impact nesting for several years after project construction.  While decreases in 

nesting and reproductive success are anticipated during and after project construction due to 

engineered changes in the beach, monitoring focused within the project and on immediately 

adjacent beaches may miss or mask other pervasive fluctuations in nesting that occur on an 

island-wide basis independent of the project.   

 Cell-wide monitoring will better assess the spatial and temporal extent of sea turtle 

response to beach management activities, and will help isolate possible root causes of 

observed behaviors and identify the impact of spatially  and temporally isolated beach 
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management activities on overall utilization of  the Island by nesting sea turtles.  With this 

information, the BMA Participants and the Department will be able to adaptively manage 

nesting habitat of sea turtles in the Agreement Area.   

 The cell-wide sea turtle monitoring program will be implemented as described in 

Appendix B-3.  Any deviation from this methodology must be approved in advance through 

a formal amendment of the Agreement. 

 

4. Outfalls Removal 

 Constructed many years ago, prior to the modern environmental regulations, there are 

many private and public surface water runoff outfalls and discharges that currently direct 

stormwater onto the beach and dune system.  The Town of Palm Beach identified 67 public 

outfalls/discharges (Appendix G) with a total annual output of 28.5 acre-feet (9.2 million 

gallons per year).  Water discharges can cause scour/erosion of the adjacent beach and dune 

system, and may affect water quality and negatively influence sea turtle nests on the beach or 

natural resources in the nearshore. 

 The Town of Palm Beach will implement a long-term program to redirect surface runoff.  

The long-term program will include a phased capital improvement effort to improve the 

Town of Palm Beach’s beach and dune system.  Of the 67 identified discharges, 56 are 

located along the North Ocean Boulevard seawall adjacent to the Palm Beach Country Club.  

The North Ocean Boulevard seawall is scheduled for replacement in 2014.  The outfalls will 

be eliminated from the seawall.  Modifications to the remaining 11 discharges, located within 

Reaches 2 through 6, will include a ten year program to upgrade, remove or divert those 

outfalls.  Within ten years of the effective date of this Agreement, the Town of Palm Beach 

will have removed all 67 public outfall/discharges. 

 Further, there are approximately 103 outfalls/discharges located within the Town of Palm 

Beach that are located on private property.  Town of Palm Beach staff will implement an 

annual education campaign targeting all residents with outfalls/discharges on the beach and 

dune system to consider actions to reduce or eliminate any influences.  As redevelopment 

occurs on properties with such outfalls/discharges, the Town of Palm Beach will require 

owners and Palm Beach County will encourage owners to meet the State’s standard of 

refraining from discharging onto the beach and dune system. 
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G) Avoidance, Minimization and Mitigation 

 Based on its evaluation of the projects listed in Article D, the Department determined that the 

Town of Palm Beach has avoided and minimized impacts resulting from the projects to the 

greatest extent practicable.  Further, the Department does not anticipate direct or secondary 

impacts associated with the listed projects beyond those impacts that have occurred and have 

been or are being mitigated for in previously permitted projects.  Of the projects approved at the 

signing of the BMA, only the Mid-Town Project would have project-associated regulatory 

transects established to verify the prediction of no impact (see Appendix B-1).  The Phipps 

Project and the discharge pipe extension have no associated “project specific transects” required 

for reasonable assurance. 

 If new projects are implemented in the Agreement Area that have impacts which have not 

already been permitted, the BMA Participants and the Department agree to mitigate those 

impacts by implementing the procedures in the Palm Beach Island Beach Management 

Agreement Hardbottom Mitigation Plan (Appendix B-2).  Anticipated direct hardbottom impacts 

(direct burial within the equilibrium toe of fill) will be mitigated for by the creation of a 

functionally equivalent artificial reef.  Mitigation will be at a 1:1.5 ratio of hardbottom buried to 

artificial reef created.  If the mitigation is performed ahead of impacts, the ratio will be lowered 

to 1:1 hardbottom buried to artificial reef created.  The created reef will be representative of the 

hardbottom type impacted (i.e., reef material and location, water depth, relief).  Unanticipated 

hardbottom impacts (e.g., direct burial, temporal loss, community degradation, or recruitment 

loss) from these projects will be recorded through biological monitoring and handled through 

compliance and enforcement. 

H) Individual Project Approval Process for In-Water Activities 

 A BMA Participant proposing to construct a project approved in the BMA must obtain an 

Individual Project Approval (IPA) from the Department prior to commencement of any 

construction activity for the projects approved in Article D.3.a. through e. (Lake Worth Inlet 

Sand Transfer Plant, Midtown Beach Nourishment Project, and Phipps Ocean Park Beach 

Nourishment Project, Groin Rehabilitation).  The procedure outlined below is intended to 

confirm that the project the BMA Participant is prepared to commence remains consistent with 

this Agreement.  
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 IPAs for in-water activities, activities in Article D.3.a. through e. authorized by this 

Agreement, shall be conducted in compliance with Chapter 62B-49, F.A.C., including all 

procedures contained therein, except as those procedures are modified in this Article. 

 

1.  Informal Pre-Application Process  

 A BMA Participant proposing to construct a project may request an informal pre-

application meeting with the Department to discuss a project on the list of activities approved 

in Article D and clarify any necessary procedural and substantive criteria of the Agreement, 

including the provisions of Chapter 62B-49, F.A.C.  Representatives from FWC, USFWS, 

NMFS, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) will be invited to the pre-application 

meeting.  The BMA Participant proposing to construct a project agrees to provide sufficient 

information on any procedural or substantive criteria that needs clarification.  The pre-

application meeting does not commence the formal review of an IPA application.  Pre-

application meetings may be scheduled as needed.  

 

2.  Formal Individual Project Review  

 To commence the review of an application for an IPA, the BMA Participant proposing to 

construct a project approved under the BMA agrees to prepare an application using all of the 

information identified in the Individual Project Approval Checklist (Appendix F-2). Upon 

receipt of the application, the Department will schedule an Application Review Meeting to 

occur two (2) weeks after receipt of the application.  The initial time a specific project is 

conducted, a processing fee shall accompany the application in an amount consistent with the 

fee schedule set forth in Rule 62B-49.006, F.A.C., with the exception that the BMA 

Participant proposing to construct a project will only be required to pay 50% of the fees 

required under rules 62B-41.0085(3)(a),(b), and (c), F.A.C. (rigid coastal structures, beach 

restoration, and construction and maintenance of inlets respectively), which are incorporated 

by rule 62B-49.006(1), F.A.C., and attached in F-3.    

 The Department will invite representatives from the FWC, USFWS, NMFS and Corps to 

the Application Review Meeting.  The application shall be considered to be in draft form 

until the day of the meeting, at which time the formal review of the application shall 

commence and all times limits set forth in this Article shall begin.   
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 The Department will send a Sufficiency Review Letter to the BMA Participant proposing 

to construct a project within seven (7) days of the Application Review Meeting.  The 

Sufficiency Review Letter will indicate whether the application is complete or ask the BMA 

Participant to resolve any errors or omissions that render the application incomplete.  If the 

BMA Participant provides a response to complete the application, the Department will 

provide a Sufficiency Review Letter with 30 days of receipt of the response.  If the BMA 

Participant fails to respond within 60 days to a Sufficiency Review Letter that indicates the 

application is not complete, the Department will deny the application.     

 Upon receipt of the complete application for IPA, including resolution items in the 

Sufficiency Review Letter, the Department will have 60 days to review the completed 

application for compliance with the terms of this Agreement.  The review shall also consider 

the Applicant’s history of compliance with previously issued permits and IPAs granted under 

this Agreement as a factor in determining if reasonable assurance has been provided that the 

terms of the Agreement as applied in the IPA will be met.  A history of non-compliance with 

previously issued permits, IPAs, or failure to comply with cell-wide commitments in this 

Agreement may serve as the basis for project denial, modification, or the addition of specific 

conditions, based on the nature, severity, and extent of the non-compliance.  

 If the application provides reasonable assurance that the project complies with the terms 

of this Agreement, the Department shall approve the individual project, provide proprietary 

authorization, and any necessary mixing zone by issuing an Individual Project Approval 

Letter.  Such approvals will include general conditions as set forth in Chapter 62B-49, 

F.A.C., and included in Appendix C and specific conditions applicable to all projects as set 

forth in Appendix D.  If the application does not provide reasonable assurance that the 

project complies with the terms of the Agreement, and the BMA Participant does not 

withdraw or change the application, the Department will deny the application.  Each letter 

will include a point of entry for challenging the agency action.  Denial of the application does 

not prejudice the BMA Participant to propose a project that is consistent with the Agreement 

or submitting an application pursuant to Chapter 62B-49, F.A.C. 

 The letter will also include a public notice of the agency action that the BMA Participant 

proposing to construct a project shall publish in a newspaper of general circulation in Palm 

Beach County, which publication shall be accomplished in the same manner as provided in 
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Rule 62-110.106(5), F.A.C.  The Department will post notice of its agency action on its 

website (http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm). 

 The Department and the BMA Participant proposing to construct a project may agree 

during any individual project review process to waive the time limits set forth in this Article.  

Such an agreement must be memorialized in a separate written agreement document between 

the Department and the BMA Participant who is waiving the time frame. 

I) Individual Project Approval Process for Dune Construction 

 The BMA Participant wishing to construct a dune project must obtain an Individual Project 

Approval (IPA) from the Department prior to commencement of any construction activity for the 

projects approved in Article D, activity 4. (dune construction).  The procedure outlined below is 

intended to confirm that the dune project the BMA Participant is prepared to commence remains 

consistent with this Agreement.  

 IPA for Dune Construction, activity 4., in Article D authorized by this Agreement shall be 

conducted in compliance with Chapter 62B-33, F.A.C., including all procedures contained 

therein, except as those procedures are modified in this Article. 

 

1.  Project Review and Approval 

 BMA Participants wishing to construct artificial dunes under this Agreement must meet 

the design criteria in Appendix D.  Prior to construction of an artificial dune, the BMA 

Participant proposing to construct a dune shall contact the Department to schedule a meeting 

on site with the Department’s Field Inspector.  At the meeting the BMA Participant shall 

provide the Department Field Inspector with a Dune and Backshore Berm Restoration and 

Maintenance Checklist (Appendix F-1) and items required by the Checklist, including a 

sample from the proposed sand source.   

 If the application provides reasonable assurance that the project complies with the terms 

of this Agreement, the Department Field Inspector shall approve the individual project by 

issuing an Individual Project Approval Letter.  Such approvals will include general 

conditions as set forth in Chapter 62B-33, F.A.C., and specific conditions applicable to all 

dune construction projects as set forth in Appendix D.  The letter of approval shall include a 

point of entry for challenging the agency action.   Such approval shall be posted 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm
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conspicuously during construction of the artificial dune.  The Department will post notice of 

its agency action on its website (http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm). 

 The Department shall deny proposed individual projects not meeting terms of this 

Agreement at the meeting.  This denial does not prejudice the applicant to propose a new 

dune design that will meet the design criteria in Appendices D and F-1 or submitting an 

application to the Tallahassee Office of the Department of Environmental Protection, 

Division of Water Resource Management for an alternate dune construction design pursuant 

to Chapter 62B-33, F.A.C. 

J) Preservation of Third Party Rights  

 This Agreement is not intended to alter or modify the rights of third parties to challenge 

agency actions.  Execution or formal amendment of this Agreement constitutes agency action.  

Any Florida corporation not for profit which meets the requirements of subsection 403.412(6), 

F.S., and any person whose substantial interests will be determined or affected by the Agreement 

may petition the Department for a formal administrative hearing pursuant to section 120.569 or 

120.57, F.S., as set forth in the attached Notice of Rights, to challenge the provisions of this 

Agreement. 

 If the Department proposes to issue an IPA pursuant to Article H or I of this Agreement, any 

Florida corporation not for profit which meets the requirements of subsection 403.412(6), F.S., 

and any person whose substantial interests will be determined or affected by IPA under the 

Agreement may petition DEP for a formal administrative hearing pursuant to section 120.569 or 

120.57, F.S., as set forth in the Notice of Rights attached to the IPA. The scope of a challenge to 

an IPA or denial is limited to whether the agency action complies with this Agreement and any 

agency action outside the approvals of this Agreement taken in the IPA.  Agency action 

previously subject to challenge or administrative review will not be subject to challenge at the 

time of IPA.  

K) Term of Agreement  

 This Agreement shall be perpetual, unless modified according to Article N or terminated 

according to Article P. 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm
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 Every five (5) years starting from the effective date of the Agreement, the Department, FWC, 

and BMA Participants will evaluate the Agreement to determine if amendments are necessary to 

facilitate its goals.  All such amendments will be subject to the requirements of Article N.  Every 

five years the Department shall hold a public information-gathering forum to report on data 

collected to date through the BMA process and receive public comment on whether there is 

cause for the Agreement to be modified or terminated.  Notice of such forum shall be published 

to the Department’s BMA Website (http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm) and 

the Florida Administrative Register at least thirty (30) days prior to the forum.  Notice shall also 

be provided to the FWC, NMFS, USACE, FWS, and BMA Participants. 

L) Effective Date  

 The effective date of this Agreement shall be the date on which the last entity identified as a 

signatory on the signature page below executed the Agreement. 

M) Notices  

1.   Any notices between the BMA Participants and the Department shall be considered 

delivered when sent via email with a “read receipt notification” or posted by Certified Mail, 

return receipt requested, overnight courier service, delivered in person to the Project 

Managers at the addresses below. 

2.  Any and all notices shall be delivered to the parties at the following addresses: 

 
BMA PARTICIPANTS 
 

Town of Palm Beach 

Public Works Department 

Post Office Box 2029 

Palm Beach, Florida  33480-

2029 

 

 

 

 
 
 
DEPARTMENT 
Department of Environmental Protection 

Division of Water Resource Management  

3900 Commonwealth Blvd., MS 300 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 

(850) 488-7708 

 

 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm
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Palm Beach County 

Department of Environmental 

Resource Management 

2300 North Jog Rd. 

West Palm Beach FL, 33411-

2741 

 

FWC 

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 

Commission 

620 South Meridian Street 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1600 

 Any changes to the contact information above must be provided in writing; however, such 

change does not have to be a formal amendment to this Agreement. 

N)  Amendments and Updates 

1.   This Agreement represents the entire Agreement between the Department, FWC, and the 

BMA Participants.  Any substantial alterations, variations, changes, modifications, or 

waivers of provisions of this Agreement shall only be valid when they have been reduced to 

writing, duly signed by the Department, FWC, and each of the BMA Participants hereto, and 

attached to the original of this Agreement, unless otherwise provided herein.  This 

Agreement may be modified at any time by written amendment approved by the Department, 

FWC, and all BMA Participants.  Amendments must be consistent with the provisions of 

sections 403.075 and 403.0752, F.S.  Such amendments must also meet the noticing 

requirements of subsection 403.0752(8), F.S.  Notice of such amendments shall be published 

the Department’s BMA Website (http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm), in a 

newspaper of general circulation in Palm Beach County, and the Florida Administrative 

Register at least thirty (30) days prior to the agency action.   

a. Substantial alterations, variations, changes, modifications, or waivers include, but are 

not limited to: 

i.   Addition of new projects into the Agreement; 

ii. Changing the location of existing projects such that additional impacts are 

anticipated; 

iii.   Changing project approval procedures or criteria for issuance;  

iv. Changing monitoring or mitigation requirements necessitated by the discovery of 

additional impacts;  

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm
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v. Changing or eliminating net ecosystem benefits. 

 b.  The following items are not considered substantial alterations, variations, changes, 

modifications, or waivers and do not require written and signed amendment of the 

Agreement: 

i.  Addition of supporting documentation;  

ii.  Changes made pursuant to a federal environmental permit or authorization; 

iii. Revision of an individual project that does not require a substantial alteration of 

the project authorized in Article D of this Agreement;  

iv.  Changes to the project that reduce the potential for adverse impacts to the coastal 

system;  

v.  Changes to a monitoring plan that better captures project impacts;  

vi.  Changes to interlocal funding strategies; and 

vii. Changes though adaptive management strategies that do not increase the potential 

for adverse impacts or lower reasonable assurance provided by the BMA 

Participants for the permitted projects. 

2.   Formal amendment under this section is required in the event a BMA Participant wishes 

to add a new project to the Agreement.  

a. Prior to adding a new project, the Department shall hold a public information-

gathering forum to receive public comment on the proposed additional project.  Notice of 

such forum shall be published to the Department’s BMA Website 

(http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm) and the Florida Administrative 

Register at least thirty (30) days prior to the forum.    Notice shall also be provided to the 

FWC, NMFS, USACE, USFWS, and BMA Participants. 

b. The BMA Participant proposing the new project shall:  

i.  Identify potential adverse impacts to the coastal system; 

ii.  Demonstrate that the proposed project is consistent with the Agreement; 

iii. Demonstrate that the proposed project will not detract from the net ecosystem 

benefits; 

iv.  Demonstrate how the proposed project will coordinate with existing projects;  

v. Propose any additional mitigation that would be required under this Agreement; 

and 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm
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vi.Meet all substantive regulatory criteria 

3. Adaptive Management Plan 

 The Department and BMA Participants agree to adaptively manage the projects in the 

Agreement Area, using a similar approach as described by the U. S. Department of the 

Interior.  The Department of the Interior recognizes the importance of natural variability and 

uses adaptive management to promote flexible decision making based on an iterative learning 

process.  For the purposes of the BMA, adaptive management will be a means to improve 

effective decision-making and enhance protection of coastal resources.  The Department and 

the BMA Participants agree to adaptively manage by annually: 

a. Determining compliance with terms of the Agreement; 

b. Reviewing monitoring data and survey methods with the assistance of the academic 

community to implement adjustments to improve the monitoring plans and add scientific 

rigor; 

c. Reviewing project performance to determine if adjustments to the project design are 

necessary to improve upland protection, address sea level rise (Williams, B. K., R. C. 

Szaro, and C. D. Shapiro, 2009.  Adaptive Management: The U.S. Department of the 

Interior Technical Guide. Adaptive Management Working Group, U.S. Department of 

the Interior, Washington, DC.), and reduce environmental impacts; 

d. Responding to new concerns (if any) of BMA Participants or supporters and adjusting 

the monitoring plans accordingly; 

e. Reviewing innovative technologies and new research studies or methodologies for 

possible impact on the BMA goals, polices, and procedures;  

f. Obtaining or requesting third party review of annual monitoring data collected under 

the BMA; 

g. Reviewing any new State and / or Federally listed species and critical habitat areas, 

and updating any regulatory required protection and minimization measures; and 

h. Conducting an annual poll (i.e. from turtle monitoring personnel) to determine if any 

nesting birds or bird colonies have been discovered within the cell.  Notification of poll 

results shall be sent to FWC for evaluation. 
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The Town of Palm Beach will update the list of groins to be repaired, rehabilitated, or 

removed every 5 years for groins in Reaches 2-6.  This will be incorporated as necessary. 

 

The dune condition areas identified in Article D.3 may change over time.  An updated 

dune table will be provided every 5 years as an adaptive management strategy. 

O)  Emergency Situations 

 If a force majeure occurs that causes delays or the reasonable likelihood of delay in the 

fulfillment of the requirements of this Agreement, the affected BMA Participant shall promptly 

notify the Department orally.  Within seven (7) days, the BMA Participant shall notify the 

Department and FWC in writing of the anticipated length and cause of the delay, the measures 

taken or to be taken to minimize the delay and the BMA Participant’s intended timetable for 

implementation of such measures.  If the parties agree that the delay or anticipated delay was 

caused, or will be caused by a force majeure, the Department may, at its discretion, extend the 

time for performance under this Agreement for a period of time equal to the delay resulting from 

the force majeure upon execution of an amendment to this Agreement.  Such agreement shall be 

confirmed by letter from the Department accepting, or if necessary, modifying the extension.  A 

force majeure is an act of God, strike, lockout, or other industrial disturbance, act of the public 

enemy, war, blockade, public riot, lightning, fire, flood, explosion, failure to receive timely 

necessary third party approvals, and any other cause, whether of the kind specifically enumerated 

herein or otherwise, that is not reasonably within the control of the BMA Participant and/or the 

Department.  Failure to perform by the BMA Participant’s consultant(s) or subcontractor(s) shall 

not constitute a force majeure event. 

 New coastal construction projects in response to emergency will require separate 
authorization. 

P)  Termination/Exit 

1.  Department Termination 

 The Department may terminate or request renegotiation of this Agreement with any 

individual BMA Participant by giving thirty (30) days prior written notice to the BMA 

Participant if the Department demonstrates that:  
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a. There has been a material change in conditions which existed at the time of the 

original Agreement such that the intended net ecosystem benefits are not being, or may 

not reasonably be expected to be, achieved through continuation of the Agreement.  

b. The BMA Participant refused to allow public access to all documents, papers, letters, 

or other material made or received by the BMA Participant in conjunction with this 

Agreement, unless the records are exempt from S. 24(a) of Article I of the State 

Constitution and S. 119.07(1), Florida Statutes. 

c. The BMA Participant is in material breach of the terms of the Agreement.  

 
2. Nothing in this paragraph shall preclude the Department from taking appropriate 

enforcement action in lieu of or in combination with termination of the Agreement for 

violations of this Agreement or any IPA issued hereunder. 

 
3.  BMA Participant Termination  

 A BMA Participant or FWC may terminate its individual obligation under this 

Agreement for any reason by giving thirty (30) days prior written notice to the DEP and other 

BMA Participants as provided in Article M, provided that the mitigation commitments 

identified in the IPAs are fulfilled or agreements are entered into to ensure fulfillment.  

 Upon termination of the Agreement or termination by an individual BMA Participant, 

previously issued project approvals shall remain in effect for the duration of such approval. 

The authorized projects will transition to the typical permit expiration date, beginning from 

the execution of the IPA for that particular project.   For the projects initially authorized by 

the BMA, this would equal to a 5-year permit for the Sand Transfer Plant, 5-year permits for 

groin rehabilitations, a 10-year permit for the Mid-Town Nourishment Project, and a 15-year 

permit for the Phipps Ocean Park.  BMA Participants holding such IPAs shall continue to be 

subject to the General and Specific Conditions (Appendices C and D) included in the IPAs 

for the permitted life of the project.   Individual BMA Participants who elect to terminate 

under this Article may not utilize the permitting procedures found in Article H and I of this 

Agreement. 

 Following the exit of any one BMA Participants, the remaining BMA Participants and the 

Department must meet to determine if changes to the Agreement are necessary to ensure 

compliance with the terms of the Agreement that the Net Ecosystem benefits described in 
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Article F can continue to be achieved.  Such changes may require formal amendment of the 

Agreement. 

 

Q)  Venue and Severability 

 This Agreement has been delivered in the State of Florida and shall be construed in 

accordance with the laws of Florida.  Wherever possible, each provision of this Agreement shall 

be interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid under applicable law.  If any provision 

of this Agreement shall be prohibited or invalid under applicable law, such provision shall be 

ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of 

such provision or the remaining provisions of this Agreement.  Any action hereon or in 

connection herewith shall be brought in Palm Beach County, Florida.  No delay or failure to 

exercise any right, power or remedy accruing to either party upon breach or default by either 

party under this Agreement, shall impair any such right, power or remedy of either party.  Nor 

shall such delay or failure be construed as a waiver of any such breach or default, or any similar 

breach or default thereafter. 
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R) Signatures
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties, by and through the undersigned duly authorized

representatives, have executed this Agreement on the dates set forth below. 

Mayor, Town of Palm Beach 

Date:  

Steven L. Abrams 

Mayor, Palm Beach County 

Date: 

Jeff Littlejohn  

Deputy Secretary of Regulatory Programs 

Florida Department of Environmental 

Protection 

Date:  

Eric Sutton 

Assistant Executive Director 

Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation 

Commission 

Date:  
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APPENDIX C-1 Dune Restoration General Conditions 
Field Permit Conditions 


The following conditions shall apply to FIELD PERMITS (unless waived by DEP or modified by 


special permit condition). In the event of a conflict between a field permit condition and a special 


permit condition, the special condition shall prevail. 


1. The permittee shall carry out the construction or activity for which the permit was granted in 


accordance with the plans and specifications that were approved by DEP as part of the permit. 


Any deviation shall be grounds for suspension of the work and revocation of the permit pursuant 


to Section 120.60(7), F.S., and may result in assessment of civil fines or issuance of an order to 


alter or remove the unauthorized structure, or both. No other construction or activities shall be 


conducted. No modifications to project size, location, or structural design are authorized. A copy 


of the permit shall be conspicuously displayed at the project site. 


2. The permittee shall conduct the construction or activity authorized under the permit using 


extreme care to prevent any adverse impacts to the beach and dune system, marine turtles and 


their nests and habitats, or adjacent property and structures. 


3. The permittee shall allow any duly authorized member of the staff to enter upon the premises 


associated with the project authorized by the permit for the purpose of ascertaining compliance 


with the terms of the permit and with the rules of DEP, until all construction or activities 


authorized or required in the permit have been completed and the project accepted by DEP. 


4. The permittee shall hold and save the State of Florida, DEP, its officers and employees, 


harmless from any damage (no matter how occasioned and no matter what the amount) to 


persons or property that might result from the construction or activity authorized under the 


permit and from any and all claims and judgments resulting from such damage. 


5. The permittee shall allow DEP to use all submitted records, notes, monitoring data, and other 


information relating to construction or any activity under the permit for any purpose it may deem 


necessary or convenient, except where such use is otherwise specifically forbidden by law. 


6. Construction traffic shall not operate and building materials shall not be stored on vegetated 


areas seaward of the control line, unless specifically authorized by the permit. If (in the opinion 


of DEP staff) this requirement is not being met, positive control measures shall be provided by 


the permittee at the direction of DEP staff. Such measures may include temporary fencing, 


designated access roads, adjustment of construction sequence, or other requirements. 


7. The permittee shall not disturb existing beach and dune topography and vegetation except as 
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expressly authorized in the permit. Before the project is considered complete, any disturbed 


topography or vegetation shall be restored (as prescribed in the permit) with suitable fill material 


or revegetated with appropriate beach and dune vegetation.  


8. The fill material shall be obtained from a source landward of the control line and shall consist 


of sand which is similar to that already on the site in both grain size and coloration. This fill 


material shall be free of construction debris, rocks, or other foreign matter. A sample of the sand 


shall be provided to the staff representative of the Bureau of Beaches and Coastal Systems 


during the preconstruction conference. 


9. If surplus sand fill results from any approved excavation seaward of the CCCL, such material 


shall be distributed seaward of the CCCL on the site, as directed by DEP staff (unless otherwise 


specifically authorized by the permit). 


10. Any native salt-resistant vegetation destroyed during construction shall be replaced with 


plants of the same species or, by authorization of DEP, with other native salt-resistant vegetation 


suitable for beach and dune stabilization. Unless otherwise specifically authorized by the staff, 


all plants installed in beach and coastal areas (whether to replace vegetation displaced, damaged, 


or destroyed during construction or otherwise) shall be of species indigenous to Florida beaches 


and dunes (i.e., sea oats, sea grape, saw palmetto, panic grass, salt meadow hay cord grass, 


seashore salt grass, and railroad vine). 


11. All topographic restoration and revegetation work is subject to approval and acceptance by 


DEP staff. 


12. If not specifically authorized elsewhere in this permit, no operation, transportation, or storage 


of equipment or materials is authorized seaward of the dune crest or rigid coastal structure during 


the marine turtle-nesting season. The marine turtle-nesting season for Palm Beach County is 


March 1 through November 30, with the peak season occurring from May 1 through October 31. 


13. If not specifically authorized elsewhere in this permit, no temporary lighting of the 


construction area is authorized at any time during the marine turtle-nesting season and no 


additional permanent exterior lighting is authorized.  


14. This permit has been issued to a specified property owner and is not valid for any other 


person. 
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APPENDIX C-2 Nourishments, Sand Transfer, Groins, In Water Work 
GENERAL CONDITIONS 


1. All activities authorized by this permit shall be implemented as set forth in the plans and 


specifications approved as a part of this permit, and all conditions and requirements of this 


permit.  The Permittee shall notify the Department in writing of any anticipated deviation 


from the permit prior to implementation so that the Department can determine whether a 


modification of the permit is required pursuant to section 62B-49.008, Florida Administrative 


Code. 


2. If, for any reason, the Permittee does not comply with any condition or limitation 


specified in this permit, the Permittee shall immediately provide the Bureau of Beaches and 


Coastal Systems and the appropriate District office of the Department with a written report 


containing the following information: a description of and cause of noncompliance; and the 


period of noncompliance, including dates and times; or, if not corrected, the anticipated time 


the noncompliance is expected to continue, and steps being taken to reduce, eliminate, and 


prevent recurrence of the noncompliance.  


3. This permit does not eliminate the necessity to obtain any other applicable licenses or 


permits that may be required by federal, state, local, special district laws and regulations.  


This permit is not a waiver or approval of any other Department permit or authorization that 


may be required for other aspects of the total project that are not addressed in this permit. 


4. This permit conveys no title to land or water, does not constitute State recognition or 


acknowledgment of title, and does not constitute authority for the use of sovereignty land of 


Florida seaward of the mean high-water line, or, if established, the erosion control line, 


unless herein provided and the necessary title, lease, easement, or other form of consent 


authorizing the proposed use has been obtained from the State.  The Permittee is responsible 


for obtaining any necessary authorizations from the Board of Trustees of the Internal 


Improvement Trust Fund prior to commencing activity on sovereign lands or other state-


owned lands. 


5. Any delineation of the extent of a wetland or other surface water submitted as part of the 


permit application, including plans or other supporting documentation, shall not be 


considered specifically approved unless a specific condition of this permit or a formal 


determination under section 373.421(2), F.S., provides otherwise. 
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6. This permit does not convey to the Permittee or create in the Permittee any property right, 


or any interest in real property, nor does it authorize any entrance upon or activities on 


property which is not owned or controlled by the Permittee.  The issuance of this permit does 


not convey any vested rights or any exclusive privileges. 


7. This permit or a copy thereof, complete with all conditions, attachments, plans and 


specifications, modifications, and time extensions shall be kept at the work site of the 


permitted activity. The Permittee shall require the contractor to review the complete permit 


prior to commencement of the activity authorized by this permit. 


8. The Permittee, by accepting this permit, specifically agrees to allow authorized 


Department personnel with proper identification and at reasonable times, access to the 


premises where the permitted activity is located or conducted for the purpose of ascertaining 


compliance with the terms of the permit and with the rules of the Department and to have 


access to and copy any records that must be kept under conditions of the permit; to inspect 


the facility, equipment, practices, or operations regulated or required under this permit; and 


to sample or monitor any substances or parameters at any location reasonably necessary to 


assure compliance with this permit or Department rules.  Reasonable time may depend on the 


nature of the concern being investigated. 


9. At least forty-eight (48) hours prior to commencement of activity authorized by this 


permit, the Permittee shall submit to the Bureau of Beaches and Coastal Systems (JCP 


Compliance Officer) and the appropriate District office of the Department a written notice of 


commencement of construction indicating the actual start date and the expected completion 


date and an affirmative statement that the Permittee and the contractor, if one is to be used, 


have read the general and specific conditions of the permit and understand them. 


10. If historic or archaeological artifacts, such as, but not limited to, Indian canoes, arrow 


heads, pottery or physical remains, are discovered at any time on the project site, the 


Permittee shall immediately stop all activities in the immediate area that disturb the soil in 


the immediate locale and notify the State Historic Preservation Officer and the Bureau of 


Beaches and Coastal Systems (JCP Compliance Officer). In the event that unmarked human 


remains are encountered during permitted activities, all work shall stop in the immediate area 


and the proper authorities notified in accordance with Section 872.02, F.S. 
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11. Within 30 days after completion of construction or completion of a subsequent 


maintenance event authorized by this permit, the Permittee shall submit to the Bureau of 


Beaches and Coastal Systems (JCP Compliance Officer) and the appropriate District office of 


the Department a written statement of completion and certification by a registered 


professional engineer. This certification shall state that all locations and elevations specified 


by the permit have been verified; the activities authorized by the permit have been performed 


in compliance with the plans and specifications approved as a part of the permit, and all 


conditions of the permit; or shall describe any deviations from the plans and specifications, 


and all conditions of the permit. When the completed activity differs substantially from the 


permitted plans, any substantial deviations shall be noted and explained on two paper copies 


and one electronic copy of as-built drawings submitted to the Bureau of Beaches and Coastal 


Systems (JCP Compliance Officer). 
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APPENDIX F-1 Dune Restoration IPA Checklist  
(these action items may be completed at time of field permit issuance) 


 
DUNE RESTORATION PROJECTS 


1. The name, mailing address, email, fax, and telephone number of the property owner and of any duly 
authorized agent making the application on behalf of the owner, and the signature of the agent or owner.  The 
owner must provide the agent authorization to act on behalf of the owner in matters pertaining to the project. 


 


2. The project location, including the property address(es) and either the distance from the nearest 
Department reference monument, latitude and longitute coordinates or the Section – Township – Range.   


3. Evidence of ownership including the legal description of the property for which the project is requested. 
Evidence of ownership may include a copy of an executed warranty deed bearing evidence of appropriate 
recordation or a copy of a property tax receipt bearing the name and address of the current owner.  


 


4.    A statement describing the proposed work, activity, or construction, volume of sand to be placed, the 
project length and the construction schedule.  


5.    A survey, plat or boundary map drawn to scale and indicating the subject property boundaries, rights-of-
ways, and improvements. The drawing must be drawn to scale, legible, and clearly indicate property boundary 
in relation to the shoreline. 


 


6.    Color photographic prints or electronic photographs of the project area. Photographic prints must be a 
minimum 6-inch by 4-inch size. Submittals shall include: 


        a. Date, location and direction of photograph, 
        b. A minimum of six photographs to represent the physical conditions of the project area from              
                      multiple views,  
        c. All areas proposed to be disturbed, including construction equipment access, staging or other  
                      areas, and staked and flagged limits of construction. 


 


7.   Information to provide reasonable assurance that proposed fill sand meets the requirements of paragraph 
62B-34.080(3)(c), F.A.C., and the BMA sand specifications. 


a. For projects with less than or equal to 600 cubic yards of proposed fill sand, the name and location of  
        the proposed source(s) of fill sand must be identified. 
b. For projects with greater than 600 cubic yards of proposed fill sand: 
       i.     the name and location of the proposed source(s) of proposed fill sand; 
      ii.     physical samples, or sieve analysis or mine assays of the proposed fill sand and native sand   
             sampled from the dune restoration site; and, 
     iii.    a sand quality assurance and quality control plan using form 62B-56.900(3), F.A.C., entitled         
            “Sand Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Plan” (effective 6-22-09) (See appendix D-1).       
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APPENDIX F-2 In-Water Activities IPA Checklist 


 
IN- WATER ACTIVITES (NOURISHMENTS, SAND TRANSFER, GROINS) 


1. The signature page from the JCP application, filled out with Participant and agent.     
2. Updated addresses, incluing e-mail address of participant and agents.  
3.  Fee (includes regulatory and proprietary)  
4.  A current BO from the USFWS or NMFS, when the FWCC has determined that the proposed project 


will result in a take of marine turtles, which could not be authorized without an incidental take determination 
under federal law.  Nourishment Projects are covered under the Statewide Programmatic Biological Opinion 


 


 


5.     A proposed construction schedule.  
6. Construction plans and specification for the proposed activity, certified by an engineer duly registered 


pursuant to Chapter 471, FS.  Plans shall distinguish between existing (survey) and proposed structures (site 
plan) and grades, and include the following: 


a. Plan view of the proposed activity depicting the mean high-water line, any easement boundary and the 
erosion control line (if applicable) within the area of influence of the proposed activity.  Include a north arrow 
and a scale bar on each drawing. 


b. A sufficient number of cross-section views of the proposed activity depicting the slopes, the MHWL, 
any easement boundary and the ECL (if applicable) within the area of influence of the proposed activity.  
Elevations indicated on the cross-sections shall be referenced to the NAVD of 1988 (NAVD 88). 


c. A survey depicting current conditions of the project area in accordance with 62B-41.008(1)h. 
d. Computations of volume and composite fill material characteristics of that portion of the borrow area or 


upland sand source to be used for the individual project.   


 


7.   Proof of ECL establishment in project area, if required  
8.    Turbidity monitoring qualifications: Construction at the project site shall be monitored closely by an 
experienced, independent third party to assure that turbidity levels do not exceed the compliance standards 
established in this BMA.  Also, an individual familiar with beach construction techniques and turbidity 
monitoring shall be present at all times when fill material is discharged on the beach nourishment sites (this 
does not apply to the discharge from the sand transfer plant).  This individual shall have authority to alter 
construction techniques or shut down the dredging or beach construction operations if turbidity levels exceed 
the compliance standards established in this BMA.    The names and qualifications of those individuals 
performing these functions, along with 24-hour contact information, shall be submitted for approval. 


 


9.      Turbidity Scope of Work (SOW) for the turbidity monitoring that confirms the availability of the 
equipment necessary to carry out the monitoring.  The SOW shall list the equipment that would be used to 
reach the monitoring sites in the surf zone sites, nearshore sites and offshore sites, e.g., the type of boat, a jet 
ski, a surf board, etc.  The SOW shall also list the type of equipment that will be used to collect samples and/or 
measure turbidity levels. 


 


10.    For any groin or bypassing structures: A legal property description and acreage of any sovereign 
submerged land that would be encompassed by the requested lease or easement, plus one (1) prints of a survey 
prepared, signed and sealed by a person properly licensed by the Florida State Board of Land Surveyors. 


 


11.   For any groin or bypassing structures:  A list of the names and addresses of owners of all riparian 
property within 1,000 ft (and within a 500 ft radius) of the proposed SSL easement or lease site from the latest 
county tax roll.  If property is under cooperative or condominium ownership, the name and mailing address of 
the cooperative or condominium association will be adequate.  Alternately, you the BMA participant, can 
notice these individuals of the pending easement.   This would not apply to off-shore leases or easements that 
are not located within 1,000 feet of the shoreline. 


 


12.   Letter of Approval from the Department of State, Division of Historical Resources  
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APPENDIX F-3 BMA Fee Spreadsheet 
 


Rule *Amount Units Fee


Rigid Coastal Structures
Structure Length 62b-41.0085(3)(a) 3 feet $2,000.00


Beach Restoration & Nourishment
Sand Volume 62B-41.0085(3)(b) 0 yd3 $0.00


Construction and Maintenance Dreding of Inlets
Maintenance Dredging Only 0 yd3 $0.00
Beach or Nearshore Placement 62B-41.0085(3)(c) 0 yd3 $0.00


Inlet Related Structures 62B-41.0085(3)(d) 0 # of structures $0.00


Minor Structures and Activities 62B-41.0085(3)(e) no yes/no $0.00


Renewal Review 62B-41.0085(3)(f) no yes/no $0.00


Time Extension/Transfer 62B-41.0085(3)(g) no yes/no $0.00


State Cost Share
Enter state share for waived portion of fee 62B-41.0085(6) 0 % $0.00


Experimental Project 62B-41.0085(7) no yes/no $0.00


Subtotal (Total 62B-41 Fees) $2,000.00
Environmental/Wetland Resource Fee


Placement area (acres) seaward of ECL/MHW line 62-4 0 acreage $0.00


Variance
Mixing Zone 62-4.050(4)(g) no yes/no $0.00


State Lands Authorizations
Are you requesting a SSL easement or lease? 18-21 no yes/no $0.00


Subtotal (Total 62-4 and 18-21 Fees) $0.00


Total Permit Fee $2,000.00


Palm Beach Island Beach Management Agreement
Fee Calculation Sheet


Activity Description
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 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
STATE OF FLORIDA 


 


In the Matter of an Application for a Binding Ecosystem Management Agreement between the 
Department of Environmental Protection (Department), the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission (FWC), and the Town of Palm Beach (TOPB), and Palm Beach 
County (County): 


 


APPLICANTS: 


Town of Palm Beach 


Public Works Department 


Post Office Box 2029 


Palm Beach, Florida  33480-2029 


 


Palm Beach County 


Department of Environmental Resource 


Management 


2300 North Jog Rd. 


West Palm Beach FL, 33411-2741  


 


 


 


File Name:  Palm Beach Island Beach Management 


Agreement 


 


NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENTER INTO A 


BINDING ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 


 


The Department of Environmental Protection gives notice of its intent to enter into a 


binding Ecosystem Management Agreement (hereafter “Palm Beach Island Beach Management 


Agreement” or “BMA”) under Sections 403.0752 and 161.101, Florida Statutes (F.S.), and Title 


62, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.), to authorize beach nourishment, inlet dredging and 


sand bypassing, groin rehab and removal, and dune restoration.  Execution of the BMA would 


constitutes a finding of consistency with Florida's Coastal Zone Management Program, as 


required by Section 307 of the Coastal Zone Management Act.  Execution of the BMA also 
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constitutes certification of compliance with state water quality standards pursuant to Section 401 


of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1341.   


 


I.  DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTIVITY 


 


On October 11, 2012 the TOPB requested and on October 4, 2012, Palm Beach County 


(collectively “applicants”) requested that the Department enter into a binding BMA for beach 


nourishment, inlet sand bypassing, and dune restoration activities along the coast of Palm Beach 


Island (“BMA Area”) in Palm Beach County.  The BMA is intended to provide both a flexible 


and predictable permitting process that will benefit the public and the applicants and will yield a 


net ecosystem benefit to the entire island more favorable than the traditional individual permit 


process.  Implementation of the BMA satisfies all applicable regulatory standards and criteria, 


and includes commitments by the applicants to various operational, mitigation, and conservation 


conditions.  Implementation of the BMA exceeds current applicable regulatory requirements, and 


will result in a significant reduction in overall risks to the environment compared to activities 


conducted in the absence of the BMA and its attendant net ecosystem benefits.  The BMA 


constitutes regulatory and proprietary approvals for coastal construction and dune restoration 


activities within the BMA Area.  Execution of the BMA by the Department shall constitute final 


agency action for Joint Coastal and Coastal Construction Control Line permits pursuant to 


Chapter 161, Chapter 253, Part IV Chapter 373, and Chapter 403 F.S., and Chapters 62B-33, 


62B-41, 62B-49, 62-4 and 62-330, F.A.C.  The BMA is intended to be the sole mechanism used 


by the applicants for state authorization to conduct the specific activities included in the BMA 


within the BMA area.   


  The Department has reviewed and authorized in the BMA Area maintenance dredging of 


the Lake Worth Inlet with placement on downdrift beaches, construction of an improved sand 


transfer plant at Lake Worth Inlet, repair and removal of groins throughout the cell, nourishment 


of the Mid-Town project, nourishment of the Phipps Ocean Park project, and dune restoration.  


Such projects must receive Individual Project Approval (IPA) prior to commencement of 


construction.  The BMA sets forth the procedures and criteria to be followed by the Department 


and the applicants for pre-application meetings, and procedures for application submittal, review 


and approval for individual projects within the BMA area.  Specifically, for individual project 
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approvals under the BMA, if the individual project application is determined by the Department 


to be consistent with the terms of the BMA, the Department will issue an IPA letter authorizing 


the individual project.  Public notice of the IPAs shall be accomplished in the same manner as for 


permit applications as provided in Rule 62B-49.005, F.A.C., for in water activities and Rule 62-


110.106, F.A.C., for dune restoration activities.     


 New erosion control or inlet management projects within the BMA may be included in 


this BMA by formal amendment. 


 


II. AUTHORITY FOR REVIEW 


 


The Department has the authority set forth in Section 403.0752, F.S., to enter into a 


binding Ecosystem Management Agreement with persons who request it, provided that all 


standards and rules of the Department are met for activities covered by the Ecosystem 


Management Agreement, and provided that the applicant provides net ecosystem benefits.   


 
III. BACKGROUND/BASIS FOR ISSUANCE 


 


A. Overview 
Palm Beach Island is a 15.7 mile barrier island located in southeast Florida. The island’s 


eastern boundary of sandy beaches borders the Atlantic Ocean.  The sandy beaches serve as 


natural defenses for the uplands, habitat for many animals, and recreation areas for people.  


Nearly the entire length of Palm Beach Island’s shoreline is developed. 


In 1917, the Lake Worth Inlet was cut at the northern terminus of the island.  The South 


Lake Worth Inlet was cut in 1927 at the southern terminus of the island. Because sand naturally 


transports along the shoreline, jetties were constructed at each inlet to slow the rate at which sand 


filled the dredged channel of each inlet. In general, sand naturally transports north to south, due 


to the predominant wave direction. Thus, for nearly a century, these jettied inlets interrupted the 


natural transport of sand along this part of the east coast of Florida. Further, for decades beach 


quality sand was dredged from the inlets and disposed of offshore. 


These activities, along with other natural forces, have caused the erosion of the sandy 


beaches on Palm Beach Island.  To offset the sand losses caused by both inlets, sand transfer 


plants were constructed on each inlet's north jetty to pipe some of the detained sand across the 
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inlet. The sand transfer plant for the Lake Worth Inlet was built in 1957.  The success of the sand 


transfer plant has been limited due to its size and capacity along with interruptions in use. 


The applicants and others have also undertaken several efforts to combat erosion along 


the shoreline.  The TOPB conducted beach restoration and nourishment activities in the Mid-


Town area.  Further, the TOPB built a beach restoration project in the Phipps Ocean Park 


location.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has periodically dredged the Lake Worth 


Inlet to improve navigation with beach quality sand from those activities being periodically 


placed on the adjacent eroding beaches or in the nearshore environment.  The Breakers Hotel 


constructed T-head groins to protect their property.  Lastly, several of the municipalities and 


private property owners have built dune restoration projects to serve as upland protection. 


Currently, beach erosion control and inlet management activities are regulated, project by 


project, through a Joint Coastal Permit (JCP) issued by the Department.  Beach erosion control 


activities, such as beach restoration and nourishment projects, require three forms of 


authorization: coastal construction permits (Chapter 161, F.S.), environmental resource permits 


(Part IV Chapter 373, F.S.), and proprietary authorization to use sovereign submerged lands 


(Chapters 253 and 258, F.S.).  The JCP consolidates these authorizations into one permit and 


also serves as the final determination of consistency with Florida’s Coastal Zone Management 


Program and water quality certification under the Clean Water Act.   This project-specific 


approach to permitting does not adopt a holistic view of ecosystem management and does not 


address the full scope of erosion problems on the island. 


In March 2012, the applicants and Department initiated the BMA process to improve 


techniques for managing the sand resources and beach erosion within the Palm Beach Island 


coastal cell (Lake Worth Inlet to the South Lake Worth Inlet).  A primary goal of the BMA is to 


develop a coordinated, long-term process that facilitates predictable approval of qualifying 


coastal erosion control and inlet management activities.  Ultimately, the BMA is intended to 


facilitate regional management of the Palm Beach Island coastal cell through mutually agreeable 


methods for coastal erosion control, coastal ecosystem protection, and monitoring protocols.   


The Department held seven public meetings to discuss the proposed BMA.  


Representatives from the applicants, the Corps the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the FWC, 


several consulting firms, public interest groups, and other interested parties attended the 


meetings and provided their input.  All feedback was considered in the BMA development 
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process.  The below table shows a timeline of the BMA process and public meetings.  


Additionally, a list of participants present for each of the public meetings is included at the end 


of this Notice of Intent. 


 


BMA Timeline 


Date Event Description 
February 28, 2012 Concept Meeting with Rep. Clemens, Jeff 


Littlejohn, Danielle Irwin & stakeholders 
March 15, 2012 BMA Kickoff meeting with Jeff Littlejohn, 


Rep. Clemons, Danielle Irwin & DEP’s BMA 
team 


May 16, 2012 BMA Stakeholder meeting #1 
June 14, 2012 BMA Stakeholder meeting #2 
July 13, 2012 BMA Stakeholder meeting #3 


 
September 18, 2012 BMA Stakeholder meeting #4 
September 28, 2012 First draft of BMA posted online 
October 11, 2012 BMA Stakeholder meeting #5 
December 6, 2012 BMA Stakeholder meeting #6 


 
February 8, 2013 Second draft of BMA posted online 
April 15, 2013 Official end of public comment period 
June 10, 2013 Final BMA draft posted online 


 
As a result of the meetings, the Department and the applicants reached agreement 


regarding parameters for managing the sand resources within the BMA Area.  The terms of the 


agreement are detailed in the BMA and explained briefly below.  The BMA addresses regulatory 


and proprietary approvals for managing the sand resources and beach erosion within the BMA 


Area.  It sets forth the procedures and criteria to be followed by the Department and the BMA 


applicants for pre-application meetings and application submittal, review and approval for 


individual projects within the BMA Area, as well as coordination with federal agencies and 


notice to the public.   


The six beach management activities approved by this agreement are described briefly 


below.  New erosion control or inlet management projects within the BMA may be included by 


formal amendment of the BMA. 
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BMA Boundaries 


  The BMA Area is generally defined by the boundaries of the coastal cell located within 


the coastal system of Palm Beach Island, encompassing 15.7 miles of Atlantic Ocean shoreline, 


and covering 34.5% of the Palm Beach County Shoreline.   Currently, 74% of the beaches in the 


BMA Area are considered critically eroded.   The specific boundaries of the BMA Area, 


approximately 5,560 acres, are defined as follows:  


a. On the North from the Sand Transfer Plant located on the Lake Worth Inlet north 


jetty including the expanded settling basin;  


b. On the East at the -40.0’ NAVD 88 contour; 


c. On the West at the landward extent of the crest of the significant dune or a seawall, 


(whichever occurs first); and,  


d. On the South at an east/west line twenty-five feet north of the extended reach of the 


intake pipe on the South Lake Worth Inlet Sand Bypass facility on Palm Beach Island in 


Manalapan. 


 


The below table indicated the shoreline reach designation of the BMA cell. 


Town of Palm Beach, Coastal Management Plan Location and Project Boundaries 


REACH PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION DNR LOCATION LENGTH 


1 Lake Worth Inlet R76 - R78+500’  * 2,875’ 


2 Onondaga Ave to El Mirasol R78+500’ - R90+400’ * 13,080’ 


3 El Mirasol to Via Bethesda (Breakers) R90+400’ – R95 5,710’ 


4 Via Bethesda to Banyan Road (Mid-Town) R95 – R102+300’ 7,995’ 


5 Banyan Road to Widener’s Curve R102+300’ – R110+100’ 8,961’ 


6 Widener’s Curve to Sloan’s Curve R110+100’ – R116+500’ 6,659’ 


7 


Sloan’s Curve to Lake Worth Pier (Phipps Ocean Park 


and Kresler Park) 


R116+500’ – R128+530’ 12,348’ 


8 Lake Worth Municipal Beach Pier to South Town Limits  R128+530’ – R134+135’ 6,970’ 


9 La Bonne Vie to Lantana Avenue T134+135’ - R137+400’ 3,523’  


10 Lantana Avenue to Chillingsworth Curve T137+400’ - R145+740’ 8,478’  


11 Chillingsworth Curve to South Lake Worth Inlet R145+740’ - R151+300’ 5,433’  
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Projects 


Lake Worth Inlet Maintenance Dredging and Beach-Nearshore Fill Placement 


The activity, permitted to the Corps, (DEP permit number 0216012-001- JC) is periodic 


maintenance dredging of the entire navigation-related complex at Palm Beach Harbor/Lake 


Worth Inlet to the following specifications: 


 


Location Depth + Overdredge 


( below MLW) 


Corps Boundaries* 


(Approximate) 


Settling Basin (Southern) 35 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to -100), Stn (32.0 to 37.5) 


Extended Settling Basin 35 feet + 2 feet Rge (-100 to -300), Stn (32.0 to 37.0) 


Expanded Settling Basin 35 feet + 2 feet Rge (-300 to -800), Stn (32.0 to 37.5) 


Entrance Channel (Outer) 35 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to 400), Stn (25.0 to 30.0) 


Entrance Channel (Main) 39 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to 400), Stn (30.0 to 47.0) 


Entrance Channel (Main) 37 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to 400), Stn (47.0 to 56.0) 


Inner Channel 33 feet + 2 feet Rge (000 to 400), Stn (56.0 to 86.0) 


Turning Basin (Main) 33 feet + 2 feet Rge (-140 to 1600), PI Stn (-1.4 to 17.2) 


Turning Basin (Northern) 25 feet + 1 foot Rge (-500 to 150), PI Stn (10.1 to 19.6) 


* Reference from Corps plans. Rge interval = one foot, Stn interval = 100 feet. 


Dredged material will be placed within the beach-nearshore template. The berm will have an 


elevation of approximately +8.7 feet (MLW), with a 1V:20H seaward slope.  Placement of 


material may begin immediately south of the south jetty, and proceed in a southerly direction 


approximately 3,450 feet near Department Reference Monument R-79 (Reach 1 extending into 


reach 2).  If the authorized beach placement area immediately south of the Lake Worth Inlet is 


filled, then beach-quality sand may be placed within the Mid-Town Beach or the Phipps Ocean 


Park nourishment template.  Within the entrance channel (between Corps Stations 25.0 to 56.0), 


shoals of less than 5,000 cubic yards may be transferred to deeper parts of the channel to 


temporarily alleviate navigational hazards.   
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Lake Worth Inlet Sand Transfer Plant 


  The Department will authorize improvements to the sand transfer plant owned by the 


TOPB of Palm Beach at Lake Worth Inlet.  The Department also will authorize the operation and 


maintenance of the sand transfer plant. 


  Construction improvements include a new pump house facility immediately adjacent to 


the existing bypass plant on the north jetty of the Lake Worth Inlet and the construction of an 


optional additional discharge pipeline.  The new facility will house a booster pump for an 


additional pipeline to transport material from the north jetty approximately 4,500 feet south to an 


alternate discharge point near R-79 within Reach 2 in the TOPB.  The Department will authorize 


the new pipeline to be directionally drilled beneath the inlet channel and remain below the sea 


bottom until it reaches a beach discharge structure anchored to pilings and enclosed in 


architectural framework on the beach.   


  During the operation phase, the Department will authorize the bypassing of 


approximately 162,000 cubic yards of beach-quality sand per year to the beach on the south side 


of the inlet.   Material discharge rates from the bypassing plant will be less than 5,000 cubic 


yards per day and on an intermittent basis as coastal littoral transport processes move sand to the 


intake pipe of the bypassing plant on the north jetty.  The TOPB may utilize the two discharge 


pipelines as needed to maintain the beach in Reach 1 and Reach 2, and protect the shore-based 


discharge pipeline structure located immediately south of the inlet. 


 


Mid-Town Nourishment 


  The Department will authorize periodic beach nourishment to maintain the beach 


restoration project located in the central portion of the TOPB between R-89 and R-102 (Reaches 


3 and 4), and maintenance repairs to the eleven existing groins. In conjunction with this activity, 


the Department will authorize the construction and maintenance of one additional groin located 


at R-99.3.   


  The Department will authorize the TOPB to obtain beach-compatible sand from the 


following offshore borrow areas: North Borrow Area 1 (NBA1), South Borrow Area 2 (SBA2), 


South Borrow Area 3 (SBA3), or any offshore source consistent with the cell-wide sand 


specifications in the BMA.  Alternatively, the TOPB may obtain beach-compatible sand from an 


approved upland source consistent with the cell-wide sand specifications and truck-hauled to the 
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beach through designated beach maintenance access sites.  If beach-compatible sand becomes 


available from the maintenance dredging of Lake Worth Inlet by the Corps, it may also be used 


as fill material for the portion of this beach template located between R-95+108 feet and R-


101.4. 


  The Department will authorize repairs and maintenance to the eleven groins constructed 


in conjunction with the 1995 beach restoration (DEP File # 50-273953-9 and DBS9A0352-PB) 


not to exceed the parameters of the original design as shown in the approved plans and 


specifications.  The groins are spaced approximately 325 feet apart on average and vary in length 


from 88 feet to 167 feet with a crest elevation at +6.0 feet NGVD, toe at approximately -1.0 feet 


NGVD at the landward end and approximately -4.0 feet at the seaward end. In addition, the 


construction and maintenance of one additional groin is authorized near the south limits of the 


project area at Department Reference Monument R-99.3.  The authorized groin will be 98 feet 


long in the shore-normal direction and 12 feet wide at the crest.  The sand placement described 


above will completely cover the groin.  


 


Phipps Ocean Park Nourishment 


  The Department will authorize periodic beach nourishment to maintain the beach 


restoration project located in the south portion of the TOPB between R-119 and R-125 and 


periodic placement of sand to maintain the restored dune in the northern portion of Reach 7, 


from R-116 to R-119.  In addition, the Department will authorize beach restoration and periodic 


beach nourishment between R-125 and the northern boundary of the Lake Worth Municipal Park 


at R-127 (northern segment of Reach 8). Construction and maintenance of these three contiguous 


segments may be conducted separately or together and material may be stockpiled on the berm 


between R-119 and R-126 to replenish the restored dune.  


  The Department will authorize the TOPB to obtain beach-compatible sand from approved 


offshore borrow areas NBA1, SBA2, SBA3, or any offshore source consistent with the BMA 


cell-wide sand specifications.  Alternatively, the TOPB may obtain beach-compatible sand from 


an approved upland source consistent with the cell-wide sand specifications and truck-hauled to 


the beach through designated beach maintenance access sites. 
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Palm Beach Groin Rehabilitation 


The Department will authorize repair, rehabilitation, or removal of existing groins within 


Reaches 2, 4, 5, and 6, as described in the 2011 Coastal Structures Plan for the TOPB. The 


adaptive management strategy for this authorization includes revising the list of groins needing 


repair, rehabilitation, or removal, and updating the below tables. 


 


Groin Repair, Rehabilitation, or Removal List 
Reach Location Structure  ID Activity  
Reach 2 R-88 G73655 Retain and Repair 
Reach 2 R-88+875 G72800 Retain and Repair 
Reach 2 R-89+325  G72426  Retain and Repair 
Reach 2 R-89+850 G71894 Remove  
Reach 2 R-90+50 G71633 Retain and Repair 
Reach 4 “North” R-100+225 G59940 Retain and Repair 
Reach 4 “North” R-100+1150 G59002 Retain and Repair 
Reach 5 “South” R108+650 G50601 Retain and Repair 
Reach 5 “South” R108+1000 G50249 Retain and Repair 
Reach 5 “South” R109+175 G49866 Retain and Repair 
Reach 6 R-114+150 A44411 Remove  


 


 


Dune and Backshore Berm Restoration and Maintenance 


  The Department will authorize the applicants to construct artificial dunes within the 


BMA Area.  Artificial dunes constructed in the BMA Area are intended to protect upland 


properties and to protect and enhance habitat.  Applicants will be required to follow specific 


design guidelines when constructing artificial dunes and are only allowed to build when certain 


conditions exist. 


  The Department identified four dune conditions in the BMA based on aerial and visual 


inspection of existing dunes, armoring, beach widths and elevations within the BMA Area.  


Condition 1 is excellent for dune restoration projects, having a wide and elevated back beach 


berm.  Condition 1 shorelines contain the island’s best existing dune features.  Condition 2 is 


good or appropriate for dune projects, having a sufficiently wide back beach berm on which fill 


can be placed.  These shorelines are often steep and armored and, for this reason, the 


sustainability of the dune feature is lower. Condition 2 dunes constructed in these locations will 


likely provide temporary relief from coastal erosion until persistent wave activity transports 
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material from the template.  Condition 3 is considered a poor condition for dunes, as constructed 


dunes are likely not sustainable and are subject to erosion from high frequency storms.  


Condition 4 includes the dune and backshore berm designs for the Mid-Town and Phipps Ocean 


Park beach nourishment projects.   


  The dune areas identified may change over time as the shoreline changes and adjusts.  


This may allow the placement of artificial dunes in new locations or the restriction of dune 


placement in others.   


    


Net Ecosystem Benefits 


 


Described below are the net ecosystem benefits expected to occur from implementation of the 


BMA. 


 


Improved Inlet Management 


  The BMA applicants agree to improve the transport of beach quality sand across Lake 


Worth Inlet onto the eroding beaches located on the northern portion of Palm Beach Island.  The 


Florida Legislature recognizes that inlets interrupt or alter the natural drift of beach-quality sand 


resources. Fla. Stat. § 161.141(2).  Accordingly, the Legislature found that it is in the public 


interest to replicate the natural drift of sand which is interrupted or altered by inlets.  


  The BMA applicants will collaboratively manage the sand placement from the inlet 


maintenance dredging conducted by the Corps in order to better service the downdrift beaches in 


need of bypassed material, and lead to more efficient and effective sand management.  The 


groins in the BMA cell will also be rehabilitated in order to stabilize the beaches and maximize 


the amount of placed sand retained on erosive beaches.  The BMA applicants will assess the best 


inlet and groin management options to better maintain the bypassing effort to the south of the 


inlet. 


  This is a Net Ecosystem Benefit because while the Town of Palm Beach is currently 


achieving its annual bypassing goals, maximum effectiveness of this bypassing is not being 


achieved.  The BMA Participants are implementing a solution that will improve the stability of 


the beach dune system through more effective bypassing. 
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  The Town of Palm Beach may provide additional net ecosystem benefits through 


improvements of the sand transfer plant.  Currently, there is a sand transfer plant located on the 


northern jetty of the Lake Worth Inlet operated by the TOPB which pumps sand from the 


southern portion of Rivera Beach (immediately north of the inlet) onto the eroding northern 


portion of Palm Beach Island.  While this effort has provided some relief to the northern eroding 


portion of Palm Beach Island, its function has not been completely successful.  Sand pumped 


from the north jetty tends to build up at its discharge point and not continue its flow to the south 


because the inlet navigation improvements shelter this location from waves and reduces littoral 


sediment transport.   


  The TOPB will be authorized to construct a new pump house facility immediately 


adjacent to the existing bypass plant on the north jetty of the Lake Worth Inlet and to construct 


an additional discharge pipeline near R-79 within Reach 2 where sand is expected to continue its 


natural sand transport south.   The improved sand transfer plant will result in fewer operational 


delays, as well as a greater area to bypass sand, thereby maximizing operational efficiency.  


These improvements will enhance the ability of the Town to transfer sand to the eroded beach 


and better replicate the littoral transport of sand from north to south.      


   


Cell-Wide Hardbottom Monitoring 


The applicants have committed to implement a comprehensive, cell-wide (island –wide) 


approach to monitor the effects of beach projects on submerged harbottoms.   


A historical range of 171 to 266 acres of exposed hardbottom, comprised of exposed 


limestone bedrock, has been identified within the boundaries of this BMA through analysis of 


annual aerial photography from 2000-2012.  Hardbottom provides substrate for attached and 


motile benthic species, such as algae, sponges, corals, and sea urchins.  Benthic communities 


formed by these benthic species provide shelter and food sources for fish, marine turtles, and 


countless other species of marine organisms.  The composition of each community varies based 


on factors that are used to characterize hardbottom, such as elevation, depth, and persistence of 


exposure of the substrate. 


The BMA will offer a unique opportunity to acquire long-term data sets within the 


coastal cell, expanding the limits of project-by-project monitoring requirements.  This 


opportunity will enable the Department to progress its science-based knowledge of hardbottom 
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communities that thrive within the dynamic coastal system.  Understanding how these 


communities naturally respond to the surrounding coastal processes without project influence 


will further the Department’s ability to better estimate project induced impacts, if any, as well as 


allow the Department to better mitigate for these impacts. 


JCPs issued through the Department have typically required collection of physical and 


biological monitoring data within the immediate area of the permitted project.  The cell-wide 


monitoring and reporting program will establish predictable and systematic data collection 


methodologies from inlet to inlet and improve the evaluation of coastal resources over the long-


term.  With this information, the BMA applicants and the Department will be able to adaptively 


manage the resources in the BMA Area.  The cell-wide approach will advance understanding of 


coastal ecosystems in general and improve the quality of recommendations to enhance protection 


strategies for hardbottom, marine turtle foraging and nesting habitats, and other resources in the 


BMA Area.   


The cell-wide hardbottom monitoring plan requires the applicants to conduct an in-water 


survey the first summer of the BMA in order to create a habitat map of hardbottom.  The 


applicants will categorize the hardbottom according to location, relief, persistence and function, 


as outlined in the BMA hardbottom classification scheme.  Annual monitoring surveys will then 


track any changes in these communities, and document sediment dynamics across the area.  In 


this way, changes in hardbottom communities and sediment movement will be tracked 


throughout the cell and for the life of the BMA.   


Included in the cell-wide monitoring plan (and following the same sampling schedule) 


are the regulatory monitoring requirements for projects.   As typically required through any JCP 


needing biological monitoring to show reasonable assurance of a predicted impact, regulatory 


transects associated with project areas will be required.  The determination of project impacts 


will be conducted only on the regulatory transects established for approved projects.   This data 


will be assessed within 5 years following a nourishment project.  Currently, only the Mid-Town 


project will require hardbottom monitoring regulatory transects. 


Every five years following the submittal of the monitoring data, the Department will 


initiate its review of the data.  The Department will conduct an analysis of any unanticipated 


impacts relative to the projects that have occurred during that time.   Hardbottom impacts 


typically attributable to beach nourishment projects will be analyzed and compared to what is 
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happening on a cell-wide basis in order to better separate project impacts from cell-wide trends.   


This will further the understanding of natural variability of the hardbottom habitats in the cell to 


lead to better regulation and management of the resources. 


 


Cell-Wide Sea Turtle Monitoring  


  The BMA Applicants agreed to implement cell-wide monitoring of sea turtle nesting 


beaches on Palm Beach Island as part of the BMA.  Implementation of this plan will result in 


more defensible, efficient, and cost-effective management of sea turtles within the BMA Area.   


  Placement of sand on the Atlantic shoreline, either through dune restoration or 


nourishment, during beach management activities results in alterations to the nesting substrate in 


the project area.  However, it is unclear whether these observed changes in sea turtle nesting 


behavior affect overall reproductive success across the broader landscape that includes the 


project site.  JCPs issued by the Department typically require collection of sea turtle monitoring 


data within the immediate area of the permitted project.   


  The BMA’s monitoring effort will enable assessment of changes on project beaches 


relative to changes in nesting habits of sea turtles on an island-wide scale.  Monitoring sea turtle 


nesting behavior on an cell-wide basis in addition to project-specific monitoring offers an 


opportunity to assess the influence of beach management activities across a broader spatial and 


temporal scale.  This may also demonstrate fluctuations in sea turtle nesting that occur 


independent of beach management activities. 


  With this information, the applicants and the Department will be able to adaptively 


manage nesting habitats of sea turtles in the BMA Area.   


 


Outfalls Removal 


  There are many private and public surface water runoff outfalls and discharges that 


currently direct stormwater onto the beach and dune system.  The TOPB identified 67 public 


outfalls/discharges with a total annual output of 28.5 acre-feet (9.2 million gallons per year). 


Water discharges can cause scour/erosion of the adjacent beach and dune system, may affect 


water quality, and negatively influence sea turtle nests or natural resources in the nearshore. 


  The TOPB agreed to implement a long-term program to redirect surface runoff.  The 


long-term program will include a phased capital improvement effort to remove outfalls.  Of the 
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67 identified discharges, 56 are located along the North Ocean Boulevard seawall adjacent to the 


Palm Beach Country Club.  The North Ocean Boulevard seawall is scheduled for replacement in 


2014.  The outfalls will be eliminated from the seawall.  Modifications to the remaining 11 


discharges will include a ten year program to upgrade remove or divert those outfalls.  Within 


ten years of the effective date of this BMA, the TOPB will have removed all 67 public 


outfall/discharges. 


  Further, there are approximately 103 outfalls/discharges located within the TOPB on 


private property.  TOPB staff will implement an annual education campaign targeting all 


residents with outfalls/discharges on the beach and dune system to consider reduction or 


elimination actions.  As redevelopment occurs on properties with such outfalls/discharges, the 


TOPB will require owners, and Palm Beach County will encourage owners, to bring up their 


property to the State’s standard of refraining from discharging onto the beach and dune system. 


 


Adaptive Management 


 


  The BMA is unique in that it incorporates and adaptive management strategy into the 


document.  This allows for the incorporation of non-substantial changes that do not increase the 


potential for adverse impacts or lower reasonable assurance provided by the BMA Participants 


for the permitted projects.  The Department will adaptively manage the BMA by annually 


determining compliance with terms of the agreement; reviewing monitoring data and survey 


methods with the assistance of the academic community to implement adjustments to improve 


the monitoring plans and add scientific rigor; reviewing project performance to determine if 


adjustments to the project design are necessary to improve upland protection, addressing sea 


level rise; responding to new concerns (if any) of BMA Participants or supporters; reviewing 


innovative technologies and new research studies or methodologies for possible impact on the 


BMA goals, polices, and procedures; obtaining or requesting third party review of annual 


monitoring data collected under the BMA; reviewing any new State and / or Federally listed 


species and critical habitat areas; and conducting an annual poll (i.e. from turtle monitoring 


personnel) to determine if any nesting birds or bird colonies have been discovered within the 


cell.   
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B. Agency Review 


Each project included a comprehensive analysis of recreational resources, environmental 


resources and habitat impacts, as well as an explanation of how the project will lead to a 


sustainable Florida shoreline in the years and decades to come. 


 


Habitat / Impacts: 


Hardbottom 


 


Lake Worth Inlet Maintenance Dredging and Beach-Nearshore Fill Placement 


Small populations of sponge, soft corals, and hard corals exist on the north and south 


sides of the inlet channel, where the underlying limestone formation was exposed during 


excavation. Historically, the hardbottom in this area had exhibited ephemeral behavior, buried to 


some degree and shifting in its exposed configuration during each surveyed year. 


Previous permits issued in this area have required mitigation for impacts to these 


nearshore benthic hardbottoms. The permit issued in 2006 (Permit No. 0216012-007-JC) to the 


Corps to continue maintenance dredging of Lake Worth Inlet and to place the sand within the 


beach disposal template (including dry beach and nearshore area landward of the -17 foot 


contour) included a requirement to construct an artificial reef as mitigation for impacts to 0.12 


acres of hardbottom. 


The 0.12-acre patch of nearshore hardbottom existed between R-78 and R-79, at a depth 


of approximately 15 feet (MLW).  The rock outcrops were completely within the equilibrium toe 


of fill associated with the beach template, so complete burial was anticipated.  The historical 


trend of the reef was to reemerge after maintenance dredging and placement events, but each 


time the function of the habitat is lost for at least the given season. Therefore, mitigation was 


required in Permit No. 0216012-007-JC to offset all present and future impacts to this benthic 


resource.   


The TOPB constructed 0.8 acres of artificial reef to fulfill mitigation requirements of the 


Corps for hardbottom impacts from the Phipps Ocean Park project.  That mitigation was in 


addition to the Department’s mitigation requirements for Phipps Ocean Park. Therefore, the 


Department was able to accept this 0.8 acres of artificial reef as mitigation for the 0.12 acres of 


hardbottom impacts at the placement site for Lake Worth Inlet maintenance dredging.  As the 
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maintenance dredging project is already permitted, and mitigation has been conducted for this 


project, it is not anticipated to have additional (direct or secondary) hardbottom impacts. 


 


Sand Transfer Plant 


The hardbottom within the vicinity of the Sand Transfer Plant is similar and overlaps 


what has been described for the Lake Worth Inlet Maintenance Dredging Permit.  Aerial photos 


from 2011 show hardbottom re-exposure in the area south of R-78 (at least some of this was 


previously mitigated in the Corps permit above).  When investigating possible locations for the 


second discharge, a site inspection of the nearshore site off of R-78 was conducted by 


Department and TOPB staff in 2012 and revealed hardbottom exposure in this area.  The second 


discharge from the sand transfer plant has been located on the beach to eliminate any direct 


impacts to hardbottom.  The proposed project is expected to improve the effectiveness of the 


transfer plant system in re-establishing the net southerly flow of material so that bypassed sand 


can be spread more efficiently across the beach placement area, and at an adequate distance from 


the inlet.  Discharge of sand from similar structures located on the beach south of South Lake 


Worth Inlet, Boca Raton Inlet and Hillsboro Inlet have all demonstrated that sand discharged on 


the beach in this manner will be spread along the beach by waves and alongshore currents.  


Nearshore hardbottom immediately adjacent and downdrift of the discharge points at all these 


inlets has remained exposed after decades of sand bypassing.  Therefore no direct or secondary 


impacts to downdrift hardbottom are anticipated, and hardbottom monitoring of these resources 


is not required from a regulatory perspective.   


 


Mid-Town 


The project vicinity includes extensive nearshore hardbottom areas which are located 


generally 500-2000 ft. from shore.  They consist primarily of exposed calcareous rock of the 


Anastasia formation with, in some areas, wormrock formations built by the tube-forming 


polychaete, Phragmatopoma sp.  The relief provided by the outcrops generally varies from 


immediately above the sand surface to areas up to 4 feet above the ocean floor.  


The biological communities inhabiting the outcrops are, in part, determined by the 


proximity to the beach and relief of the rock.  In general, hardbottom habitat closer to shore has 


less relief, greater natural sediment load, and lower diversity and density of organisms.  Cover on 
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the hardbottom areas nearest to shore is dominated by algae, with scattered gorgonians, sponges 


and hydroids.  Hardbottom habitat farther seaward generally has greater relief, with a dense 


cover of gorgonians, bryozoans, and sponges and a few scattered hard corals, sponges, colonial 


anemones and hydroids.  Numerous commercially and recreationally important fish and 


invertebrate species including blue crabs, snappers, red grouper, and spiny lobster are associated 


with these habitats. 


Within the project area, the “Breakers Rock Pile”, a man-made hardbottom constructed 


from remaining pier debris exists.  The Breaker's Rock Pile is oriented perpendicular to shore, 


and is approximately 500 ft. long by 150 ft. wide, at a maximum depth of about 12 ft.  The 


Breaker's Rock Pile is comprised of concrete rubble and granite boulders encrusted and 


consolidated by wormrock formed by the tube-forming polychaete, Phragmatopoma sp.  


The greater vertical relief of the Breaker's Rock Pile, as compared to the natural 


nearshore hardbottom areas in Palm Beach County, provides a highly resilient and persistent 


habitat, which is accessible to the public from the beach.  Due to the more permanent nature of 


the rock pile, the benthic community is relatively diverse as compared to the adjacent natural 


hardbottom formations.  The Breaker's Rock Pile is dominated by macroalgae, small sponges, 


and the colonial zoanthid anemone, Palythoa caribaerum.  Gorgonians and small scleractinians 


also occur on the higher relief portions of the structure.  The rock pile serves as an attractant to a 


variety of fish and macro invertebrate species.  The recreational benefits of this site to snorkelers 


and SCUBA divers are highly valued. 


In 1995, a beach restoration permit was issued by the Department (50-273953-9 and 


DBS9A0352-PB), and in 2002 a nourishment permit (0164713-001-JC) was issued for the Mid-


Town Area.  Although no mitigation was required for either permit, the distance from the 


previously calculated equilibrium toe of fill and the adjacent hardbottom was close: ranging from 


100 to 500 feet.  The beach fill templates had been modeled and designed to avoid impacts to 


natural hardbottom communities.  However, given the close proximity of the projected 


equilibrium toe of fill to these communities, monitoring was required in previous permits, 


including in situ surveys, video documentation, aerial photography and hydrographic monitoring 


before construction, after and for three years following construction.   


After the nourishment was completed, sand from the project spread beyond the predicted 


impact area, and temporarily covered and impacted 24.63 acres of adjacent hardbottom, in 
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addition to 1.65 acres of intermediate / offshore hardbottom, as revealed during the post 


construction biological monitoring.  The TOPB provided the Department with a mitigation plan 


in 2012, including building a 1.5 acre artificial reef, constructing 1.5 acres of adaptively 


managed coral nursery, salvaging and attaching 5000 corals of opportunity to the coral nursery 


sites over a 10 year period, and transplantation of the corals from the nursery to natural 


hardbottom to increase recruitment potential.  Mitigation those unanticipated impacts is required 


by the Department though a permit modification to the Mid-Town permit issued in April of 


2013.   


Considering the annualized amount of loss of the placed volume since 2006, the Town’s 


engineer determined the volume of advance nourishment for the next maintenance event could 


be reduced.  As an incidental consequence of the reduced volume of the proposed nourishment 


additional hardbottom impacts are not likely to occur.  Although, the Department expects no new 


direct or secondary impacts from this project, the Town will continue to conduct biological 


monitoring.  The transects previously permitted and used for the Mid-Town Project will be 


required in the BMA for regulatory reasonable assurance of no impact from this project. 


 


Phipps Ocean Park 


The hardbottom historically present at Phipps Ocean Park consisted primarily of exposed 


calcareous rock of the Anastasia formation with, in some areas, wormrock formations built by 


the tube-forming polychaete, Phragmatopoma sp.  The relief provided by the outcrops generally 


varies from immediately above the sand surface to areas up to 4 feet above the ocean floor.  The 


nearshore outcrops are subject to periodic burial by storms or littorally-transported sand.  The 


nearshore rock outcrops are also subjected to wave activity and exhibit variable water clarity.  As 


a result, the biological communities in this nearshore zone are generally made up of stress-


tolerant, opportunistic species.  The biota associated with the exposed rock along the 


northernmost transects consisted predominantly of sponges, red algae, and soft corals.  Biota on 


exposed rock features in the nearshore area consisted of algae, sabellariid worm rock, sponges, 


hydroids, and hard corals.  Soft coral were absent on the nearshore hard bottom features.  


Nearshore hardbottoms also provide habitat for larval and juvenile fish, in part because of 


reduced predation.  Fishes observed on the nearshore rock outcrops included sergeant majors, 


spottail pinfish, black margate, chub, and hariy blennies.   
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The Phipps Ocean Park was originally permitted as a restoration project (0165332-001-


JC) by the Department in 2001.   Nearshore hardbottom was located within the equilibrium toe 


of fill of the original project, and that permit required 3.1 acres of mitigation for these impacts.     


The currently proposed project contains much of the same areas as previously permitted.  


Based on the mapped 2009 hardbottom provided in the design document (Coastal Tech, 2012), 


exposed hardbottom communities appear to exist in close proximity to the shoreline within and 


north of the proposed project area.  The hardbottom within the proposed project area was already 


mitigated for by the 2006 project; therefore, additional hardbottom impact within the project area 


will not require additional mitigation.  In evaluating the Phipps Ocean Park Reach 7 extension 


from R-125-R-127 (previously called the Reach 8 project, which was truncated to include only 


the portion north of the Lake Worth Pier), a hardbottom survey was conducted.  The analysis 


indicated that there would be no direct impacts to hardbottom from this project and no secondary 


impacts are expected.   The monitoring data during the five-year monitoring period from post-


construction (May 2006) to the most recent survey (November 2011), as compared to the 


monitored area north of the project site, shows that the relatively larger shoreline and volumetric 


accretion occurred within the area south of the project site, indicating a southward longshore 


transport of fill material.  This suggests that the proposed beach fill will not likely affect the 


hardbottom north of the project site.  No additional impacts are expected from the Phipps Ocean 


Park Nourishment Project.  No regulatory hardbottom monitoring will be required by the State in 


the BMA for this project. 


 


Hardbottom areas South of BMA permitted Projects 


Nearshore hardbottom communities exist south of the Phipps Ocean Park Project, in 


Reaches 8-10.  These hardbottom areas can be intertidal, shallow subtidal hardbottom or deeper 


nearshore hardbottom in water depths of less than 3 meters.   Intertidal, hardbottom habitat 


typically has low coverage and diversity of macroalgae; the benthic community is typically 


dominated by microalgae and blue-green algae.  Common benthic fauna include barnacles, 


limpets, periwinkles, and other small gastropods.  Small pools often form in intertidal 


hardbottom areas, which contain more diverse fauna and flora, including some crab and fish 


species.  
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Subtidal, nearshore hardbottom communities are characterized by an increased number of 


macroalgal species and fauna in comparison to the intertidal, hardbottom habitat.  Common 


macroalgal species belong to the genera Gracilaria, Wrangelia, Caulerpa, Halimeda, Dictyota, 


Gelidium, Codium, Padina, and many others.  The scleractinian coral, Siderastrea siderea, is 


commonly observed in this habitat.  Build-ups of sabellariid worm, Phragmatopoma lapidosa 


(a.k.a., P. caudata), are also frequently observed.  These subtidal, nearshore hardbottom 


communities are adapted to a very dynamic environment, where they may (naturally) be scoured 


or covered with sand for short periods of time.  These physical fluctuations actually define this 


type of unique habitat, so the habitat would not be considered to be degraded unless the natural 


cycle was altered.    


South of Lake Worth Pier (beginning at R-129), the subtidal hardbottom is continuous, 


and extends south with few breaks.  The benthic communities reflect the increased stability of 


the habitat.  The higher relief of the hardbottom south of Lake Worth Pier (up to one meter 


vertical relief) protects the benthos from migrating sediments and allow for increased 


survivorship of scleractinian corals and macroalgae.  Colonies of S. siderea grow as large as 10 


centimeters in diameter in this area, suggesting that this hardbottom community is persistently 


exposed for long periods of time (i.e., 5 to 10 years).  These nearshore hardbottom areas are 


important foraging, shelter, and nursery habitat for several species of migrating fauna, including 


juvenile sea turtles and larval/post-larval fish.  


Deeper nearshore hardbottom, located seaward of the shore-parallel sand bar (in water 


depths of 2.5 to 3.5 meters), is fragmented south of R-133+200’ and is more continuous south of 


R-134+300’.  In comparison to the subtidal, nearshore communities, coverage and diversity of 


macroalgae (e.g., Bryothamnion spp., Caulerpa spp., Dasycladus spp., Dasya sp., Dictyota spp., 


Gracilaria sp., Halimeda spp., Hypnea spp., Jania sp., Padina spp., etc.) and sessile fauna (e.g., 


corals, octocorals, bryozoans, tunicates, Phragmatopoma lapidosa ) increases in the deeper, 


nearshore community.  Sediment coverage is less, both in thickness and areal extent, in 


comparison to the subtidal nearshore hardbottom.  This habitat is also utilized by a higher 


diversity of open-water fish species.   
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Reasonable Assurance of Hardbottom Impact Assessment   


Some of the projects in the BMA cell have had previous mitigation associated with the 


previously conducted project.  All projects in the BMA have been designed to avoid and 


minimize potential effects to hardbottom.   Turbidity mixing zones have been minimized to 


avoid hardbottom resources to the maximum extent possible.  No further hardbottom impacts are 


expected for the currently proposed projects in the BMA, and no upfront mitigation is proposed.  


Each of these habitat types support different communities and provide different habitat functions.  


While the communities differ in coverage and species richness, they are all vital to this 


ecosystem.  The Department will protect these resources from project related impacts, as 


required by Florida Statute and Rule. The cell wide biological monitoring program will provide 


reasonable assurance by verifying that no impacts have occurred in the cell from the Mid-Town 


Project.  Any unanticipated secondary or cumulative impacts from the Mid-Town Project will be 


captured through this monitoring program and addressed through compliance and enforcement. 


 


Seagrasses 


Persistent seagrass beds exist around the entire southeastern border of the Lake Worth 


Inlet turning basin, as well as in small sections to the north of the turning basin, adjacent to 


Peanut Island.  Predominant species include Halodule wrightii (shoal grass), Halophila sp. and 


attached macroalgae.  Central and southern portions of the Lake Worth Lagoon have been 


designated as critical habitat for the endangered Halophila johnsonii, but the species has not 


been reported within the Lake Worth Inlet area of concern.  Seagrass is not within any new or 


previously unpermitted project footprint and is not expected to be directly impacted from the 


BMA projects.   Conditions of the already permitted Corps Maintenance Dredging of Lake 


Worth Inlet requires minimization and avoidance measures, as well as turbidity monitoring at the 


edge of any seagrass beds to verify minimal turbidity at the edge of the bed, and that no 


temporary or permanent impacts have occurred.   
 


Sand Dunes  


A sand dune, vegetated or unvegetated, is a natural or manmade mound or bluff of sand 


located immediately upland of the beach.  Due to its sand composition and exposure to waves, 


tides and winds, a dune is dynamic and subject to changes in size and shape.   
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The Florida Natural Areas Inventory defines two community types present in the BMA 


area - beach dune and coastal strand. A third community type, maritime hammock, is dominated 


by tropical plant species but is located primarily landward of the project boundary in Phipps 


Ocean Park.  


The beach dune is a natural community occurs on backbeach and foredune areas and in 


the multiple parallel sand ridges. This community is subject to regular disturbance by storm tide 


flooding and erosion, salt spray and foot traffic. The beach dune community is dominated by 


warm temperate zone dune grasses, including sea oats, Uniola paniculata, bitter panicum, 


Panicum amarum, and salt grass, Distchlis spicata, and herbaceous shrubs and vines, including 


beach elder, Iva imbricata, and the tropical railroad vine, Ipomoea pes-capre.  


The coastal strand is a natural community which occurs on the seaward slope of the 


primary dune and on the foredune areas where beach dune vegetation is absent. It is 


characterized by shrubs and trees and has also been named “seagrape scrub.” Unless threatened 


by erosion the community is more stable and longer lived. Lower levels of disturbance allow 


growth of woody vegetation such as seagrapes, Coccoloba uvifera, and cabbage palm, Sabal 


palmetto. Historically, the Palm Beach County coastal strand community contained greater 


numbers of saw palmetto, Serenoa repens. As a transitional community type, both from 


temperate to tropical zones and from beach to uplands, the seagrape scrub from of coastal strand 


contains a greater number of species, including the federally endangered beach jacquemontia, 


Jacquemontia reclinata, and state protected sea lavender, Argusia gnaphalodes. Coastal strand 


persists in Phipps Ocean Park and several smaller, isolated areas of the project. Beach naupaka, 


Scaevola sericea, is an invasive exotic plant that has severely degrade coastal strand and beach 


dune natural communities. 


Containing both tropical and temperate species, the barrier island environments of Palm 


Beach County supported a wide diversity of rare and endemic coastal upland species.  The 


Coastal Dunes Crowned Snake, Tantilla relicta pamlica, and the Southeastern Beach Mouse, 


Peromyscus polionotus, are known to have been present in Palm Beach County beach dune and 


coastal strand natural communities. Endemic plants known to occur in Palm Beach County 


include Glandularia maritima, Helianthus debilis, Jacquemontia reclinata and Lantana 


depressa.  Other rare plants known from the area include tropical species of West Indian 


beachstar, burrowing peanut, sea lavender, native inkberry and bay cedar. 
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Impact Assessment of Dunes 


Staff has reviewed the proposed projects for impacts to dune and dune plants.   No 


impacts are anticipated from proposed nourishment projects, and dune restoration projects.  For 


dune restoration projects, the work shall not disturb existing beach and dune topography and 


vegetation except as expressly authorized in the Beach Management Agreement and individual 


project authorizations.  A maximum of 100 square feet of vegetation can be disturbed, but before 


the project is considered complete, any disturbed topography or vegetation shall be restored with 


suitable fill material or revegetated with appropriate beach and dune vegetation.  All topographic 


restoration and revegetation work is subject to the approval and acceptance by the Department 


staff. 


 


Fish & Wildlife Impacts:  
 


Turtles 


Florida’s sandy beaches provide globally significant nesting habitat for marine turtles.  


Six Florida counties on the east coast, from Brevard through Broward, support 80% of all marine 


turtle nesting in the continental United States (FWRI Unpub. Data), including Palm Beach 


County.  The steep offshore profile and narrow sloped sandy beaches and dunes of Palm Beach 


Island (Pilkey et al. 1984) provide important habitat for nesting by three species of marine 


turtles, threatened loggerhead (Caretta caretta), endangered green (Chelonia mydas) and 


endangered leatherback (Dermochelys coriacea) sea turtles  (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Marine Turtle Nesting Densities 


 
The near and offshore reefs along the island also provide important foraging habitat for 


juvenile, sub-adult and adult sea turtles.  Juvenile green sea turtles utilize the macroalgae on 


shallower nearshore reefs as a primary food source, and may even establish specific territories 


around these reefs for foraging and sleeping (Weshoven and Weshoven 1989, Makowski et al. 


2005, Makowski et al 2006). Recent increases in the number of green sea turtle nests in Florida 


predict the importance of nearshore hard bottom for recovery of these species. Endangered 


hawksbill sea turtles (Eretmochelys imbricata) are common and may exhibit site fidelity to 


shallow and deeper reefs along the island, particularly in the vicinity of the Breakers reef  


(Wood, 2006). Juvenile, sub-adult, and adult loggerheads occur throughout the nearshore reef 


system, although abundances of adults may vary seasonally during mating and nesting season.   


Development landward of the sandy beach along Palm Beach Island can alter both the 
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use of the sandy beach by nesting females and the success of nests.  Beach management 


activities including nourishment, dune restoration, coastal structures, and beach cleaning can also 


impact marine turtle nesting.  These activities can result in failed nesting attempts (or false 


crawls) and placement of nests in areas where they are vulnerable to overwash and erosion or 


disorientation due to beachfront lights. Approximately 10.8 miles of Palm Beach Island’s sandy 


shoreline is armored, or 69%; additional structures in the BMA area include rock revetments and 


derelict groins. 


Placement of sand on a sea turtle nesting beach can impact nesting females, their nests, 


and hatchlings due to modifications of the profile and incubation substrate relative to the native 


beach.  Nesting females may respond to these changes by an increase in non-nesting emergences 


(false crawls), a decrease in the number of nests deposited, or a shift in nest site selection across 


the profile (Trindell et al. 1998).  Altering the incubation substrate can also affect the female’s 


decision to nest, as well as the hatch and emergence success for the nest.  These impacts decline 


over time and for most projects are generally minimal after the first year or two. 


Movement of sand from beach nourishment or dune restoration projects onto nearshore 


reefs can impact the distribution and abundance of sea turtles that depend on the narrow bands of 


hardbottom in an otherwise sandy environment.  Displaced animals likely move into areas 


occupied by other individuals, increasing competition for food and space to the detriment of both 


the displaced animals and resident turtles on the remaining hardbottom. Such displacement may 


represent a behavioral shift in response to increased turbidity or loss of foraging habitat.   


The magnitude of impacts to marine turtles varies with the type, design, size (length and 


volume), sediment composition, and timing of beach management activities.  Appropriate 


minimization measures require timing construction activities to avoid the entire or the main 


marine turtle nesting season and project designs that replace or mimic features of a natural 


nesting beach including sediment composition (grain size, sorting, and color) and profile.  


FWC staff has worked closely with resource managers in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 


Service to develop appropriate monitoring and protection requirements to ensure minimization of 


impacts from beach management activities to marine turtles, their nests, hatchlings, and nesting 


habitat.  With appropriate protection measures, nourishment of BMA beaches will maintain turtle 


nesting habitat within the BMA cell.  Therefore, in accordance with section 379.2431 (1), F.S., 


FWC has included marine turtle protection conditions in the BMA that are consistent with the 
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requirements of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service August 22, 2011, Statewide Programmatic 


Biological Opinion (SPBO). 


 


Shorebirds 


Palm Beach Island lies along the sandy Atlantic shoreline, which provides an important 


habitat for highly migratory shorebirds and seabirds. Shorebirds and seabirds utilize the sandy 


intertidal and supratidal beach for foraging, resting, and nesting.  Shorebird species documented 


in Palm Beach County include the Sanderling, Least Sandpiper, Lesser Yellowlegs, Greater 


Yellowlegs, Long-billed Dowicher, American Oystercatcher, and the Short-billed Dowicher.  


Sea birds occurring here include gulls, such as the Ring-billed Gull, terns (Forester’s Tern, Least 


Tern, Royal Tern, and the Black Tern), and  black skimmers. 


(http://www.pbcgov.com/parks/nature/green_cay_nature_center/birdchecklist.htm).   


Most shorebirds and seabirds make long migrations between nesting and foraging areas, 


using known migratory routes called flyways.  The American Atlantic flyway connects Canadian 


and Arctic habitats to more distant areas south to the tip of South America.  The beaches on Palm 


Beach Island are within the area designated for this flyway and may be visited by a diversity of 


shore and seabird species during their annual migrations. Benthic infauna such as small marine 


worms, mollusks and crustaceans (beach hoppers and mole crabs) provide important fuel for 


such migrations, as do schools of small baitfish along the shoreline, in the inlets, and in the 


estuaries.  


Beach restoration can impact the use of important shoreline habitats by shore and 


seabirds through increased disturbance during construction, alteration of the substrate 


composition and profile, destruction and loss of important forage items through direct burial on 


the beach, and increased turbidity in the nearshore waters.   


 Shorebirds occur on Florida shorelines throughout the year, with short term or longer 


absences as different species migrate to and from distant foraging and nesting habitats. Shore and 


seabirds are very susceptible to disturbance during foraging and nesting.  Activities that cause 


shorebirds to flush or fly from the beach can waste metabolic resources, thereby putting the 


animal at risk during energy-intensive long term migrations or when attempting to feed young.    


Heavy equipment, pipes and lights on the beach during construction all contribute to disturbance 


that may cause birds to avoid a particular stretch of beach.  Causing adult birds to flush from 



http://www.pbcgov.com/parks/nature/green_cay_nature_center/birdchecklist.htm
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nests with eggs or nestlings creates a risk of mortality to offspring due to heat exposure or 


predators such as gulls and crows.  


Changes in the nature and shape of the beach can also impact shorebird foraging and 


nesting either through loss of important benthic prey items or by reducing the ability of shore and 


seabirds to effectively locate and retrieve prey items (Peterson et al. 2006).  Shifts in the type and 


sorting of sediments can reduce foraging on the nourished berm; increased shell content can 


interfere with probing for infaunal prey (Peterson et al 2006).  Standard construction berms  may 


negatively impact shorebirds if little intertidal habitat remains between an escarpment and the 


swash zone.  Creation of ruts or furrows by movement of equipment or tilling can reduce 


utilization of the habitat by nesting shorebirds.  


Placement of offshore or upland sediments on an active beach can smother existing 


infauna. While colonization of placed sand by marine crustaceans, worms, and mollusks is 


expected, rates of movement into the material by different prey species will vary with season, 


life history characteristics, length of the fill project, and composition of the fill material (Peterson 


et al. 2006).  Short term or chronic turbidity in adjacent and more distant waters along or 


offshore of the project can reduce the ability of seabirds to successfully locate and capture prey. 


While the Atlantic shoreline of Palm Beach Island lies within an important flyway for 


migratory shore and seabirds, actual utilization by these species on BMA beaches with high rates 


of human visitation and disturbance, existing coastal armoring and narrow, eroded berms is 


limited.  The majority of nesting by seabird species such as least terns and black skimmers now 


occurs on roof tops (Zambrano et al. 1997; Zambrano and Warraich 2010); no nesting has been 


documented on beaches in Palm Beach County for many years (Burney 2009).  Creation of wider 


beaches with a more natural profile, including a wide intertidal zone to provide foraging habitat 


for shorebirds, reductions in chronic turbidity due to fill placement, and increased protection of 


suitable habitat to promote seabird nesting could provide a benefit for sea and shorebirds during 


implementation of the BMA. 


The FWC recognizes that shorebird and seabird nesting has been historically low to non-


existent throughout Palm Beach County beaches.  However, shorebirds and seabirds are 


opportunistic and will move from one breeding area to another in response to heavy predation or 


reproductive failure.  New breeding colonies may become established as a result of the 


placement of dredged material or natural beach accretion.  
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The BMA will require project-specific shorebird protection conditions to ensure 


minimization of impacts due to project construction.  Such required measures include daily 


surveys for shorebird nesting and buffer zones around any documented nesting areas.  Post-


construction monitoring and protection of areas where nesting has been confirmed should also be 


implemented, and may be added in the future with adaptive management.  While many seabird 


species exhibit nest site fidelity, returning to nest in a particular location over time, other species 


such as least terns and black skimmers, are more likely to utilize appropriate habitat 


opportunistically (Burney 2009).  Creation of a wide elevated berm during beach nourishment 


provides appropriate habitat for nesting by seabirds.  Efforts could be made to mark and protect 


portions of the shoreline on Palm Beach Island from disturbance to determine if shorebirds can 


be attracted to nest on the nourished berm after sand placement. Creation of viable nesting areas 


for colonial seabirds would provide a net ecosystem benefit for Palm Beach Island, and for Palm 


Beach County. 
 


Manatees 


Florida manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris) are found throughout Florida in 


marine, brackish and freshwater habitats.  They can be found near the beaches, in the inlets and 


throughout the lagoons and in various natural and man-made waterways.  Although manatees are 


observed year-round within the Lake Worth Lagoon, the majority of these marine mammals 


congregate near the warm-water discharges of the Riviera Power plant from December through 


March.   


Project activities in Lake Worth Inlet that may adversely affect the Florida manatee 


include 1) working in nearshore waters, including dredging activities, movement and activities 


related to tugboats, work vessels and barges; and 2) the installation, maintenance, operation or 


removal of in-water structures, such as groins, seawalls, revetments and stormwater outfall pipes.  


The possible adverse impacts associated with dredge operations include direct injuries from the 


dredge, and watercraft-related injuries from tugboats, barges, and work vessels.  Direct impacts 


can also occur during other types of in-water work.  However, most risk is from the vessels 


associated with the work.  Submerged or partially submerged pipes also pose a risk, as manatees 


have died from drowning or starvation in narrow pipes or culverts with insufficient room to turn 


and exit.   
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Minimization and conservation measures for many activities associated with in-water 


work are addressed through the Standard Manatee Conditions for In-Water Work (2011).  


Observers that look for manatees during in-water work and vessel operations ensure that the 


standard conditions are followed.   Manatee protection conditions exist in many of the issued 


permits. Previous permit measures and standard conditions have been consolidated, and 


conservation measures have been developed specifically for the Palm Beach Island BMA. 


 


Infauna  


The marine habitat within the project area contains areas of unconsolidated softbottom 


habitat.  Unvegetated, subtidal and intertidal softbottom areas are important habitats for 


invertebrates living on (epibenthos) or within (infauna) the sediment.  The infaunal organisms 


are important food items for shorebirds and fish.   The beach, swash zone and surf zone of the 


project area is comprised of soft sandy bottom, which supports a variety of invertebrates such as 


crabs, polycheates, gastropods, and bivalves.  Ghost crabs, mole crabs, and coquina clams are 


common inhabitants. 


The infauna inhabiting the beach placement area will be buried by the project.  This 


burial will temporarily eliminate the infaunal population within the placement area, but 


recolonization from adjacent beaches will begin immediately.  Studies have shown that beach 


and surf zone populations of infauna will rebound to pre-nourishment levels within a year of 


construction if the fill material is similar to the existing beach sand (USACE, 2002; Leewis et al., 


2012). 


The borrow area sand also has a similar grain size as the existing beach, and is expected 


to maintain the general environmental character and functionality of the material on the native 


beach, and promote rapid recovery of the infaunal community.   
  


Water Quality:  


 


The beach nourishment work will be accomplished in a manner that minimizes the 


potential for elevated turbidity, including the use of construction dikes and a minimum set-back 


for the pipeline discharge at the beach from open water. The BMA applicants will implement 
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measures to minimize the magnitude and duration of turbidity to the maximum extent 


practicable. 


  Turbidity will be monitored during the beach nourishment work to ensure compliance at 


the established mixing zones.  Intermediate (not-for-compliance) monitoring will also be 


conducted within the expanded mixing zone to further calibrate suitable mixing zones size for 


future events. 


The proposed mixing zones will not encompass hardbottom communities, coral 


resources, or submerged aquatic vegetation beds outside of the authorized impact sites unless 


those areas are also evaluated as impact sites.  The proposed mixing zones will avoid the 


hardbottom and seagrass communities in this area to the maximum extent possible.  The benthic 


communities within the mixing zones are not expected to be adversely affected by elevated 


turbidity levels, and turbidity monitoring during construction as well as biological monitoring of 


these communities following construction will confirm that no project-related impacts have 


occurred.  


There are no anticipated cumulative impacts to water quality from the proposed project. 


Direct impacts to water quality resulting from dredging of the borrow areas and subsequent 


placement of dredged materials onto the beach are expected to be minimal and temporary.  


The mixing zones have been minimized to the maximum extent possible.  There will be 


some short-term turbidity associated with dredging and fill placement, but these impacts will be 


limited to the mixing zones and to the duration of project construction and will not have long-


term effects on water quality.  No violations of water quality standards outside of the mixing 


zones are expected.   Additionally, standard construction best management practices (BMPs) will 


be implemented to avoid undue turbidity reaching these sensitive habitats.   
 


Sand Quality: 


 


Sand Characterization - Coastal Geologic Setting 


Sand resources within the nearshore water of the TOPB are found within topographically 


low areas between the shoreline and near-surface or outcropping relict reef systems of the 


Florida Reef Tract.  The southeast coast is part of the eastern-most margin of the Florida 


Peninsula, a large carbonate platform.  The carbonate platform on which the reefs were 
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constructed is the Anastasia Limestone (a loosely cemented rock formation largely formed by a 


combination of shell fragments of shallow marine origin mixed with a small fraction of quartz 


sand).  The nearshore sand resources of south Florida can be characterized as current influenced 


sand bodies of low topographic relief that are occasionally reworked by nearshore excursions of 


the Gulf Stream and storm generated waves and currents.  The fine quartz sand is transported by 


regular waves and currents, while the gravel and cobble sized shell and coral fragments (from the 


relict reefs) are transported during high-energy wave and current storm events.  “Rock” found in 


these areas consists of fine gravel to cobble sized pieces of coral and other aggregated coral 


fragments mixed with sand.   


The borrow areas offshore of Southeast Florida contain sediment similar to the beach 


sediment.  A variation between the offshore borrow areas and the beach sediment is a difference 


in the hue of the color of the material.  The material on the beach in this region usually has a tan 


hue, where the offshore borrow area material usually has a gray hue.  The difference in color is 


due to the carbonate component.  Chemical changes of the buried shell material causes the 


change in color of the carbonate component leading to the gray appearance.  While the material 


from the offshore borrow areas has a gray hue compared to the tan beach, the color of the 


material has a similar lightness Value on the Munsell Color Scale.  The similarity of the lightness 


of the material is important for maintaining the environmental function, whereas the hue (gray 


vs. tan) does not have as large of an impact on the environmental function. 


The targeted mean grain size for the 2011 sand source investigation was 0.25 mm or 


greater.  The target mean grain size is based on data from previous sampling of the beaches of 


Mid-Town and Phipps Ocean Park.  The quartz sand component of the beach material found in 


this region is fine sand sized (0.125 mm to 0.25 mm).  The coarser carbonate component of the 


material found interbedded with the fine quartz sand in the area is medium sand (0.25 mm to 


0.50 mm) to fine gravel.  A coarser composite grain size in this area is achieved by blending the 


fine quartz sand layers of material with the coarser carbonate sand and fine gravel. 


 


Geologic and Geotechnical Data and Analysis 


A review of historical data sets within the study areas served as the basis for the scope of 


the 2011 offshore sand search.  The historical data included core borings, discrete and composite 
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core samples, sub-bottom acoustic data, topographic data, and cultural resources surveys.  The 


data sets were used to identify areas to concentrate efforts of further data collection.   


A geotechnical investigation was conducted in state waters adjacent to the TOPB to 


identify suitable material for the Town’s beach nourishment program.  Delineating sand sources 


with a target mean grain size of 0.25 mm or greater was a goal of this study.  Two study areas 


were included: a North study area from Mid-Town north to the waters adjacent to Singer Island 


and a South study area from Mid-Town to the Town’s southern boundary.  Each study area has 


been separated into three smaller candidate borrow areas.  Following review of the study areas 


three have been selected to be brought up to design level borrow areas, North Borrow Area 1, 


South Borrow Area 2, and South Borrow Area 3. 


The geotechnical investigations were conducted by S.E.A., Inc. with vibracoring done by 


American Vibracore Services, Inc.  Sonographics, Inc. collected and analyzes the remote sensing 


data, and Pan American Consultants, Inc. conducted a Cultural Resources Investigation.  S.E.A., 


Inc. provided a geotechnical investigation report for each of the North study area and the South 


study area.  ATM provided Summary Reports for both study areas for the TOPB. The South 


Borrow Area Summary Report and Attachments were received May 24, 2012, and the North 


Borrow Area Summary Report and Attachments were received May 31, 2012. 


Vibracores were collected for this study in 2011.  The vibracores were taken within the 


proposed borrow areas to characterize the sediment to be used as beach fill.  Each vibracore was 


logged and sampled.  Each sample was sieved, a gradation analysis completed, and grain size 


distribution curves created.  Composite grain size curves were then created for the borrow area 


and for each core.  The procedures employed by the Applicant’s coastal engineer in the data 


collection, processing and analysis for the geotechnical investigation are consistent with 


generally accepted professional standards and practices of coastal engineering.   


The composite values characterizing the borrow areas provided in the Summary Reports 


are calculated utilizing composite core values.  The composite core values used are physical 


composites of a length of the core, not a mathematical composite of individual layers weighted 


based on the thickness of the layers.  The composites for the borrow areas will be refined in 


calculations using weighted values of individual samples within the cores.  Also, not all of the 


available data was used in the calculations, and the addition of that data could also alter the 


borrow area composite values.  The addition of data from previous studies within the area of 
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influence of the borrow areas can help to better characterize the material present because the 


historic data helps to provide more coverage of the borrow area by decreasing the spacing 


between the cores.   


The typical unit of material is interbedded fine sands and shelly sand layers.  The shell 


fragment content leads to the coarser mean grains sizes within the borrow areas.  Areas of 


coarser material are present within the borrow areas.  The report states, “In order to attain an 


adequate mean grain size to be compatible and stable on Town Beach sand excavated from any 


of the three potential borrow sites must include enough of the coarser shell-rich sand units to 


composite to a moderately graded fill material having a mean grain size well above 0.2mm” 


“This material may be selectively dredged to increase the mean grain size for a specific project.  


The quantity of coarse material however, is finite and selective excavation for a specific project 


will result in relatively finer material remaining for future use.”   


Rock rubble was found in the core borings, but most of the borings did not penetrate a 


continuous rock layer.  The rock fragments encountered in the vibracores ranged in size from 


fine gravel up to cobble.  The possibility of scattered rock rubble over a broad area of a borrow 


cut and the presence of larger rock fragments that are too large to fit within a vibracore (4” 


diameter) should be considered in project design and construction methods.  In the central areas 


of the sub-bottom survey, acoustic reflectors indicate an average thickness of 20 feet (varies 


from 15-30 feet) of unconsolidated sediment above what is likely a continuous limestone surface.  


Two of the 2011 vibracores just to the south of NBA1 penetrated the sub-bottom reflector 


showing a loosely cemented limestone consisting of coral fragments, shell fragments, and other 


carbonate debris.  The stratigraphic model interpolated from the cores shows a unit of rock and 


rubble that is continuous at lower elevations in the borrow area and scattered units that may 


contain rock rubble within the overlying sand units. The Geotechnical Report (S.E.A., Inc., 


2011) contains stratagraphic models constructed from the vibracore which show an interpolation 


of a unit of rock and rubble below the sands that is continuous at lower elevations in the borrow 


area.  The model also shows scattered units of gravel that may contain rock rubble within the 


sand layers. 
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North Borrow Area 1 (NBA1) 


North Borrow Area 1 is a southward extension of the borrow area used for the 2009 Juno 


Beach Restoration Project and is located 1 to 2 miles north of Lake Worth Inlet in water depths 


between 40 and 60 feet approximately 2,500 feet offshore of Singer Island.  The coarsest 


material within this borrow area occurs along the offshore boundary.  In general, the coarser 


material is a subsurface layer 5-10 feet thick under several feet of fine sand.  The estimated 2.8 


million cy of material within NBA1 is based on a nominal cut thickness of 15 feet.   Core 


composite values range from 0.25 to 0.31 mm with a composite value for NBA1 of 0.276 mm 


and silt content of less than 2%.  Based on the data provided, the selected regions of the North 


Borrow Area 1 contain beach compatible material. 


 


South Borrow Area 2 (SBA2) 


South Borrow Area 2 is adjacent to Reach 7 and Phipps Ocean Park between R-110 and 


R-120 in water depths of 24-36 feet between the first and second reef.  The estimated volume of 


1.68 million cy is based on a nominal cut thickness of 10 feet.  The cores collected show a mix 


fine sand and shell fragments.  Some of the cores contain coral or rock fragments.  Although a 


few scattered rock fragments were found in the cores, the occurrence of the rock fragments was 


not extensive enough to identify continuous lenses or layers of rock rubble.  Core composite 


values range from 0.21 to 0.36 mm with a composite value for SBA2 of 0.29 mm and silt content 


of approximately 1%.  Based on the data provided, beach compatible material in South Borrow 


Area 2 lies mostly in the landward half of the defined study area. 


Analysis of the sub-bottom acoustic data identifies a continuous sub-bottom acoustic 


reflector at elevations between -42 and -74 feet NAVD, below the maximum reach of the core 


borings.  The reflector defines a seaward sloping rock surface likely correlated to the Anastasia 


Formation.  None of the 2011 cores collected penetrated the elevation of the continuous acoustic 


reflector.  The sediment above the reflector is approximately 28-32 feet thick.  


 


South Borrow Area 3 (SBA3) 


South Borrow Area 3 is adjacent to Reach 8 from Lake Worth Pier (South of R-128) to 


the city limits of the TOPB (R-134) in water depths of 20-35 feet.   SBA3 is located landward of 


Borrow Area III (R-127 to R-130) and immediately adjacent to Borrow Area IV (R-132 to S of 
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R-134) used for Phipps Ocean Park.  SBA3 is in a similar location as Borrow Area V proposed 


for Reach 8, only with slightly modified boundaries.  The estimated volume of 1.83 million cy is 


based on a nominal cut depth of greater than 10 feet.  The cores show a mix fine sand and shell 


fragments, and some contain rock and coral fragments.  Core composite values range from 0.17 


to 0.33 mm with a composite value for SBA3 of 0.25 mm and silt content of approximately 1%.  


Based on the data provided, the majority of the South Borrow Area 3 study area contains beach 


compatible material. 


Analysis of the sub-bottom acoustic data identifies a continuous sub-bottom acoustic 


reflector at elevations between -36 and -65 feet NAVD, below the maximum reach of the core 


borings.  If this reflector represents a rock surface, it lies below the sand resources defined by the 


core borings.  None of the 2011 cores collected penetrated extended lenses of rock rubble, but 


scattered occurrences of rock fragments were found.  Some of the deeper cores had rock 


fragments at their bases of depths 16 to 20 feet below the bathymetric surface.  The reflector 


elevations fell just at or below the penetration depths of the cores.  The sediment above the 


reflector is approximately 12-20 feet thick, and is thicker on the western portion of the borrow 


area. 


  


Cell-Wide Sand Specification 


Pursuant to 62B-41.007(2)(j), F.A.C., sand placed on the beach must be compatible with 


the sand currently existing on the beach.  Fill material must maintain the general character and 


functionality of the material occurring on the beach.  Therefore, the BMA includes a sand 


specification outlining criteria to determine that fill material is meeting the gerenal character and 


functionality of the material in the BMA area.   Any borrow areas or upland sources identified 


for future projects or sediment placement events may be used as long as they meet the criteria in 


the cell-wide sand specification. 


 


Compatibility 


Pursuant to Rule 62B-41.007(2)(j), F.A.C., to protect the environmental functions of 


Florida’s beaches, only beach compatible fill shall be placed on the beach or in any associated 


dune system.  Beach compatible fill is material that maintains the general character and 


functionality of the material occurring on the beach and in the adjacent dune and coastal system. 
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The compliance parameters outlined in the approved Sediment Quality Control-Quality 


Assurance Plans for both Offshore and Upland Sand Sources are based upon the sediment data 


from both the beach and borrow areas used in previous projects for this area.  The material used 


previously for these projects is similar to the material in the borrow areas proposed here: North 


Borrow Area 1, South Borrow Area 2, and South Borrow Area 3.  The material previously used 


successfully maintained the environmental functions of the beach including sea turtle nesting.   


The fill material to be obtained from North Borrow Area 1, South Borrow Area 2, and 


South Borrow Area 3 is sand that is similar to the native beach sediment in terms of Munsell 


Color Value, grain size, carbonate content, shell content, and silt content.  Based upon the 


information and analysis provided by the applicant, the material to be excavated from the 


proposed borrow areas for placement in the beach project areas is expected to maintain the 


general character and functionality of the material occurring on the beach and in the adjacent 


dune and coastal system with Rule 62B-41.007(2)(j), F.A.C. 


 


Sediment Quality Control / Quality Assurance 


Two Sediment Quality Control / Quality Assurance (QC/QA) Plans have been developed 


for the Mid-Town Beach Nourishment and Phipps Ocean Park Beach Nourishment Projects.  


One covers procedures for the use of an offshore borrow area such as the ones described above.  


The other plan covers procedures for the use of an upland sand source.  The Upland Sand Source 


plan shall be used for both projects when an upland mine is utilized, and it shall also be used for 


any dune projects in the future. 
 


Coastal Engineering Analysis: 
 


Inlet Management Projects 


Lake Worth Inlet Maintenance Dredging and Beach-Nearshore Fill Placement  


Lake Worth Inlet Sand Transfer Plant 


 


Consistency with Policy and Eligibility Criteria for Coastal Construction 


Section 161.142, F. S., recognizes that inlets interrupt or alter the natural drift of beach 


quality sand resources, which often results in these sand resources being deposited in nearshore 
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areas or in the inlet channel or in the inland waterway adjacent to the channel, instead of 


providing natural nourishment to the adjacent eroding shoreline.  Accordingly, the Legislature 


finds it is in the public interest to replicate the natural drift of sand and to undertake all 


reasonable efforts to maximize inlet sand bypassing to ensure that beach-quality sand is placed 


on adjacent eroding beaches.  Pursuant to Rule 62B-41.005(14), F.A.C., all sandy sediment 


excavated from the coastal system shall be deposited on the adjacent beach in a location 


designated in the adopted inlet management plan, the adopted statewide strategic beach 


management where applicable, or in a nearshore littoral zone location approved by the 


Department. 


 The proposed activity includes continuation of maintenance dredging of the Federal 


navigation project and dredged material will be placed within the beach-nearshore template, 


which is consistent with Section 161.142, F.S., and the Department’s adopted inlet management 


plan for Lake Worth Inlet.  The physical monitoring data indicates the beach placement has been 


effective in maintaining the beach within Reach 1 to the extent that the area cannot receive 


additional fill material without a substantial quantity being placed in the nearshore where it may 


not be available for transport to the downdrift beaches.  Under the BMA, if the authorized beach 


placement area immediately south of the Lake Worth Inlet is filled, then beach-quality sand may 


be placed within the Mid-Town Beach or the Phipps Ocean Park nourishment template.  


Extension of the beach placement area further into Reach 2, while continuing to maintain the 


beach in Reach 1, would be a more effective feeder beach to the downdrift shoreline, but will 


require assessment of potential impacts to nearshore hardbottom, and is not included in the 


BMA.     


The proposed activity includes the construction of a new pump house facility 


immediately adjacent to the existing bypass plant on the north jetty and the construction of a new 


discharge line.  Based on the following considerations, the proposed project is consistent with 


Florida Statutes, the Lake Worth Inlet management plan, and the Department’s adopted strategic 


beach management plan:  


• Compared to the existing pipeline, the proposed additional pipeline is intended to 


transport material cumulated north of the north jetty further south to the downdrift 


beaches to improve the bypassing efficiency for the purpose of replicating the 


natural drift of sand as required by Florida Statutes; 
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• The proposed project includes lengthening of the discharge pipeline with the 


capability for multiple discharge points, which was one of the specific 


implementation actions adopted in the Lake Worth Inlet management plan; and 


• The discharge area (R-79+95) and the adjacent downdrift areas (Reach 2) has 


been designated as critically eroded by the Department, and therefore, is included 


in the Department’s adopted Strategic Beach Management Plan (2008).  The 


proposed additional discharging beach location is consistent with the strategy for 


managing the Reach 2 segment, which is to construct a feeder beach to reestablish 


littoral transport for Reach 2. 


 


Project Design 


Like the existing discharge line, the additional discharge line will discharge material onto 


the beach.  The application demonstrated the project need based on the monitoring data and also 


indicated the design objectives.  The application indicates that, while the inlet induced downdrift 


erosion impact has been mitigated to some extent through the exiting sand bypassing plant and 


maintenance dredging, long-term monitoring and modeling of the shoreline south of the inlet 


have showed that the current discharge location is only partially effective at re-establishing the 


longshore sediment transport system as much of the bypassed material has remained within the 


area immediately adjacent to the southern inlet jetty.  This conclusion is consistent with the 


results of the Department’s engineering staff’s review of the previous sand bypassing records 


and the beach monitoring data:   


• while the significant amount of the material (i.e., approximately 4,860,607 cubic 


yards) has been bypassed at the inlet from 1990 to 2010, a considerable 


volumetric loss occurred within Reach 2 over the similar period from 1990 to 


2011 – that is up to a loss of -50 to -100 cubic yards/feet between R-86 and R-89 


above the depth of closure; and  


• Consistent with the monitoring data, the available 2010 aerial photography shows 


a significant difference in beach width between Reach 1 (wider beach due to sand 


placement) and Reach 2 (narrow beach).   
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The above monitoring data suggests a lack of efficiency in sand-bypassing and a need of 


improving sand-bypassing activities to mitigate the impacts of the inlet to meet the sand-


bypassing objectives.  The discharge structure is designed to optimize the entrainment of 


discharge material into the coastal system.  The proposed project is expected to improve the 


effectiveness of the transfer plant system in re-establishing the net southerly flow of material so 


that bypassed sand can be spread more efficiently across the beach placement area, and at an 


adequate distance from the inlet.  


Pursuant to section 161.041(2), F.S., and Rule 62B-41.005(3) F.A.C., the Department 


may authorize excavation or coastal construction upon consideration of adequate engineering 


data concerning the existing coastal system, the design features of the proposed activities, and 


the potential impacts of such activities, including potential cumulative effects to the beach-dune 


system or coastal inlet. The Department has adequate engineering data that demonstrates the 


proposed new sand transfer facility and the additional discharge line clearly justify a permit. 


 


Mid-Town Nourishment Project 


 


Consistency with Florida’s Strategic Beach Management Plan  


Pursuant to section 161.161, Florida Statutes, the Department develops and maintains a 


comprehensive long-term management plan for the restoration of the state's critically eroded 


beaches.  The proposed project area, extending from R-89 south to R-102, has been designated as 


critically eroded by the Department, and therefore, is included in the Department’s adopted 


Strategic Beach Management Plan (2008).  The strategies for managing this shoreline segment 


include “Maintain the project through monitoring and nourishment”.  Considering the need for 


nourishment based on the monitoring data, the proposed beach nourishment project is consistent 


with the adopted beach nourishment strategies. 


 


Beach Fill Design  


Beach restoration is the placement of sand on an eroded beach for the purposes of 


restoring it as a recreational beach, providing storm protection for upland properties, and 


establishing habitat.  Beach nourishment is the maintenance of a restored beach by the 


replacement of sand.  The proposed beach nourishment project is consistent with Rule 62B-
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41.005(4), F.A.C., which requires flexible coastal protection structures, such as beach restoration 


and beach nourishment, to be used whenever practicable to achieve coastal protection objectives. 


The proposed project is designed to be similar to the one constructed in 2003.   The beach 


fill design consists of a 25-foot design berm at elevation +9.00 feet NGVD plus advance beach 


nourishment placed seaward of the design berm.  Between nourishment events, the design berm 


is expected to remain intact and advance beach nourishment is expected to erode away.  The 


design nourishment interval for the project is eight (8) years.  In February 2006, a hurricane 


damage repair project (with approximately 920,000 cubic yards) was constructed to re-establish 


the construction templates developed for the 2003 nourishment project.  Subsequently, a tropical 


storm damage repair project (with approximately 51,984 cubic yards) was completed in 2011.  


The monitoring data indicate that, as of November 2011, approximately 29% of the placed 


volume (approximately 971,984 cubic yards) since 2006 remained above the depth of closure 


within the project area, which indicates a need for nourishment in the near future.   


The Department’s engineering staff understands that a pre-construction survey will be 


conducted to adjust the proposed placement volume prior to construction and the beach fill will 


be placed within the proposed construction template. 


Pursuant to Rule 62B-41.005(3), F.A.C., the Department has received adequate 


engineering data concerning the existing coastal system and the design features of the proposed 


beach fill for an evaluation of the proposed activities.  Pursuant to Rule 62B-41.007(2), F.A.C., 


the proposed beach nourishment is designed in accordance with generally accepted coastal 


engineering standards and practice based on the best available information. 


 


Phipps Ocean Park Nourishment Project 


 


Consistency with Florida’s Strategic Beach Management Plan  


Pursuant to section 161.161, Florida Statutes, the Department develops and maintains a 


comprehensive long-term management plan for the restoration of the state's critically eroded 


beaches.  The proposed project area, extending from R-116 south to R-127, has been designated 


as critically eroded by the Department, and therefore, is included in the Department’s adopted 


Strategic Beach Management Plan (2008).  The strategies for managing this shoreline segment 


include “Maintain the project through monitoring and nourishment”.  Considering the need for 
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nourishment demonstrated in the design document (Coastal Tech, 2012) based on the monitoring 


data, the proposed beach nourishment project is consistent with the adopted beach nourishment 


strategies. 


 


Beach Fill Design  


Beach restoration is the placement of sand on an eroded beach for the purposes of 


restoring it as a recreational beach, providing storm protection for upland properties, and 


establishing habitat.  Beach nourishment is the maintenance of a restored beach by the 


replacement of sand.  The proposed beach nourishment project is consistent with Rule 62B-


41.005(4), F.A.C., which requires flexible coastal protection structures, such as beach restoration 


and beach nourishment, to be used whenever practicable to achieve coastal protection objectives. 


The design document (Coastal Tech, 2012) demonstrated the project need based on the 


monitoring data and also indicated the design objectives.  According to this document, based on 


the evaluation of historical data, the beach widths within the project area have typical values that 


are equal to / or greater than 25 ft with an exception in the vicinity of R-119 (northern end of the 


project) where the beach width has been less than 25 ft.  This is consistent with the Department 


engineering staff’s evaluation of the performance of the 2006 initial beach restoration project: 


during the five (5)-year monitoring period from post-construction (May 2006) to the most recent 


survey (November 2011), the 2006 beach and dune restoration project has generally performed 


well except at the northern end (R-116 to R-119) of the project area.  Comparing to the initial 


beach restoration project constructed in 2006, the proposed project includes an additional design 


feature to improve the project - that is to have a greater fill placement at the northern end of the 


project.  With a greater fill placement at the northern end of the project, this proposed project 


should achieve the following design objectives during the expected nourishment interval of 8 


years:   


• Preserve the 2006 “pre-fill” beach and dune system to protect upland property; 


and 


• Maintain a minimum beach berm width of 25 feet throughout the project area. 


The proposed fill volume is approximately 1,062,198 cubic yards.  However, this amount 


of volume was determined based on the comparison of the September 2009 survey (assumed as 


the existing condition) versus the proposed beach construction template.  The Department’s 
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engineering staff acknowledges that the use of the 2009 profiles was meant to represent expected 


conditions at the time of the proposed construction.  The Department’s engineering staff 


understands that a pre-construction survey will be conducted to adjust the proposed placement 


volume prior to construction and the beach fill will be placed within the proposed construction 


template. 


Pursuant to Rule 62B-41.005(3), F.A.C., the Department has received adequate 


engineering data concerning the existing coastal system and the design features of the proposed 


beach fill for an evaluation of the proposed activities.  Pursuant to Rule 62B-41.007(2), F.A.C., 


the proposed beach nourishment is designed in accordance with generally accepted coastal 


engineering standards and practice based on the best available information. 


 


Palm Beach Groin Rehabilitation 


The Department will authorize repair, rehabilitation, or removal of existing groins within 


Reaches 2, 4, 5, and 6, as described in the 2011 Coastal Structures Plan for the TOPB. The 


adaptive management strategy for this authorization includes revising the list of groins needing 


repair, rehabilitation, or removal.  The groins are not expected to increase or reduce the total 


volume of inlet sand bypassing or beach nourishment needed to maintain the Town’s beaches, 


but should retain a small volume of sand within the immediate vicinity of the structures.  The 


objective of the rehabilitation is provide beach width for better pedestrian and emergency beach 


access.  The relatively short seaward extent of the rehabilitated structures will achieve this 


objective and also to avoid impacts to nearshore hardbottom.   
 


Sovereign Submerged Lands: 


Sovereign Submerged Lands will be protected so that the public may continue to enjoy 


traditional uses pursuant to Rule 18-21.001, F.A.C.  Nourishing these beaches will maintain this 


recreational resource and allow the continued use of the public beach for swimming, surfing and 


surf fishing.  The beach nourishments will also maintain marine turtle nesting habitat that has 


been artificially impacted by the relocation and stabilization of the inlet.  Therefore, the 


nourishments will provide social, economic and environmental benefits, pursuant to Rule 18-


21.003(51), F.A.C.  Further, the Florida Legislature has declared in section 161.088, F.S., that 


restoration and nourishment of critically eroded beaches is in the public interest. 
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The approved projects have been reviewed by the Florida Division of Historical 


Resources, with a resulting determination that no cultural resources will be affected by the 


projects.  Therefore, maintenance dredging of the inlet and nourishments of the critically eroded 


beaches will maintain essentially natural conditions.  Additionally, the projects are not expected 


to impact hardbottom resources or generate a significant amount of turbidity, so they will not 


interfere with the propagation of fish and wildlife or traditional recreational uses and will 


maintain essentially natural conditions, according to Rules 18-21.001 and 18-21.004(2)(a), 


F.A.C.   


 


Impact Minimization: 


  Projects included within the BMA have been designed to avoid and minimize resource 


impacts to the maximum extent practicable.  The fill templates of beach nourishments or 


restoration projects were designed with the minimum volume necessary to meet the storm design 


expectations.  Additionally, criteria outlined in section 373.414, F.S. were reviewed and staff 


determined that the projects are not contrary to the public interest.   


There are no anticipated impacts to hardbottom communities from the proposed projects.  


Monitoring will be required for the Mid-Town Project as reasonable assurance of no impact to 


the adjacent hardbottom communities.  There will be some short-term turbidity associated with 


dredging and fill placement, but these impacts will be limited to the established mixing zones 


and to the duration of project construction and will not have long-term effects on water quality.  


No violations of water quality standards outside of the mixing zones, pursuant to Rule 62-4.244, 


F.A.C., are expected.   Additionally, standard construction best management practices (BMPs) 


will be implemented to avoid undue turbidity reaching these sensitive habitats.  The approved 


borrow area sand, and sand specification as outlined in the BMA also has a similar grain size as 


the existing beach, and is expected to maintain the general environmental character and 


functionality of the material on the native beach, and promote rapid recovery of the infaunal 


community.   
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 


 


Through the above and based on the commitments of the applicants as set forth in the 


BMA, the applicants have provided affirmative reasonable assurance that the BMA and the 


activities described therein will comply with the provisions of Chapter 161, Chapter 253, Part IV 


Chapter 373, and Chapter 403 F.S., and Chapters 62B-33, 62B-41, 62B-49, 62-4 and 62-330, 


F.A.C., and that net ecosystem benefits are provided.  The Department has determined that there 


will be no violations of water quality standards pursuant to Section 373.414(1), F.S., and that the 


activities covered by the BMA, with the attendant net ecosystem benefits, are not contrary to the 


public interest. 


 


V. PUBLICATION OF NOTICE 


 


As required by Section 403.0752, F.S., the applicants are required to publish notice of 


intent to enter into the BMA in a newspaper of general circulation in each county where the 


ecosystem management area is located.  The notice shall identify any permit and sovereign lands 


authorizations to be granted by the BMA.  The notice shall also include the opportunity to 


request a hearing on the BMA under the provisions of Sections 120.569 and 120.57, F.S.  


Therefore, pursuant to Section 403.0752, F.S., the applicants are required to publish at its own 


expense the notice of this Intent to Enter Into A Binding Ecosystem Management Agreement as 


set forth in Part VI of this Notice.  The notice is required to be published one time within 30 days 


of your receipt of this Notice, in the legal advertisement section of a newspaper of general 


circulation in Palm Beach County.  For this purposes of this Notice, "publication in a newspaper 


of general circulation in Palm Beach County" means publication in a newspaper meeting the 


requirements of Sections 50.011 and 50.031, F.S.  The applicants shall provide proof of 


publication to: 


 
Department of Environmental Protection 


Attention: Lainie Edwards 


 2600 Blair Stone Road, M.S. 3590 


 Tallahassee, Florida. 32399 
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The proof of publication shall be provided to the above address within seven days of 


publication.  Failure to publish the notice and provide proof of publication within the allotted 


time shall be grounds for the Department’s refusal to enter into the binding BMA. 


 


VI.  RIGHTS OF AFFECTED PARTIES 


 


DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 


STATE OF FLORIDA 


 


In the Matter of an Application for a Binding Ecosystem Management Agreement between the 


Department of Environmental Protection, the  Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 


Commission,  the Town of Palm Beach, and Palm Beach County: 


 


 


APPLICANTS: 


Town of Palm Beach 


Public Works Department 


Post Office Box 2029 


Palm Beach, Florida  33480-2029 


 


Palm Beach County 


Department of Environmental Resource 


Management 


2300 North Jog Rd. 


West palm Beach FL, 33411-2741 


 


 


File Name:  Palm Beach Island Beach Management 


Agreement 
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENTER INTO A 


BINDING ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 


 


The Department of Environmental Protection gives notice of its intent to enter into a 


binding Ecosystem Management Agreement (hereafter “Palm Beach Island Beach Management 


Agreement” or “BMA”) under Sections 403.0752 and 161.101, Florida Statutes (F.S.), and Title 


62, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.), to authorize beach nourishment, inlet sand bypassing, 


and dune restoration. Execution of the BMA would constitute a finding of consistency with 


Florida's Coastal Zone Management Program, as required by Section 307 of the Coastal Zone 


Management Act.  Execution of the EMA also constitutes certification of compliance with state 


water quality standards pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1341.    


The applicants have provided affirmative reasonable assurance that the BMA and the 


activities described therein will comply with the provisions of Chapter 161, Chapter 253, Part IV 


Chapter 373, and Chapter 403 F.S., and Chapters 62B-33, 62B-41, 62B-49, 62-4 and 62-330, 


F.A.C., and that net ecosystem benefits are provided.  The Department has determined that there 


will be no violations of water quality standards pursuant to Section 373.414(1), F.S., and that the 


activities covered by the BMA, with the attendant net ecosystem benefits, are not contrary to the 


public interest. 


 The Department’s file on this matter, including a copy of the proposed BMA, is available 


for public inspection during normal business hours, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Eastern Standard 


Time, Monday through Friday, except legal holidays, at the Florida Department of 


Environmental Protection, 2600 Blair Stone Road, Tallahassee, Florida; 32399 or at 


http://www.dep.state.fl.us/beaches/pb-bma/index.htm.  Telephone:  (850) 499-7708.   


Under this Notice of Intent, the BMA is hereby approved subject to the applicant’s 


compliance with the requirement in this intent to publish notice of this intent in a newspaper of 


general circulation and to provide proof of such publication in accordance with section 50.051 of 


the Florida Statutes.  This action is final and effective on the date filed with the Clerk of the 


Department unless a sufficient petition for an administrative hearing is timely filed under 


sections 120.569 and 120.57 of the Florida Statutes as provided below. If a sufficient petition for 


an administrative hearing is timely filed, this intent to enter into a binding ecosystem 


management agreement automatically becomes only proposed agency action on the 
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application(s), subject to the result of the administrative review process.  Therefore, on the filing 


of a timely and sufficient petition, this action will not be final and effective until further order of 


the Department.  Because an administrative hearing may result in the reversal or substantial 


modification of this action, the applicant is advised not to commence activities under the BMA 


until the deadlines noted below for filing a petition for an administrative hearing have expired 


and until the BMA has been executed and delivered.  


  After approval of the BMA becomes final as provided in the preceding paragraph, the 


BMA itself will no longer be subject to challenge under the provisions of Sections 120.569 and 


120.57, F.S., when individual project approvals are issued by the Department.  For individual 


project approvals under the BMA, if the individual project application is determined by the 


Department to comply with the terms of the BMA, the Department will issue a letter of 


individual project approval authorizing the individual project.  Public notice of the individual 


project approvals shall be accomplished in the same manner as for permit applications as 


provided in Rule 62B-49.005, F.A.C., for in water activities and Rule 62-110.106, F.A.C., for 


dune restoration activities.  Any challenge to an individual project approval shall be limited to 


whether or not the individual project complies with the terms of the BMA and any agency action 


outside the approvals of the BMA taken in the IPA.  Agency action previously subject to 


challenge or administrative review will not be subject to challenge at the time of IPA.  


If a person believes his or her substantial interests are affected by the Department’s 


approval of the BMA, such a person may petition for an administrative proceeding (hearing) 


under sections 120.569 and 120.57, F.S.  The petition must contain the information set forth 


below and must be filed (received by the clerk) in the Office of General Counsel of the 


Department at 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail Station 35, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-


3000.  


Under Rule 62-110.106(4), F.A.C., a person whose substantial interests are affected by 


the Department’s action may also request an extension of time to file a petition for an 


administrative hearing. The Department may, for good cause shown, grant the request for an 


extension of time.  Requests for extension of time must be filed with the Office of General 


Counsel of the Department at 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail Station 35, Tallahassee, 


Florida 32399-3000, before the applicable deadline.  A timely request for extension of time shall 


toll the running of the time period for filing a petition until the request is acted upon. If a request 
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is filed late, the Department may still grant it upon a motion by the requesting party showing that 


the failure to file a request for an extension of time before the deadline was the result of 


excusable neglect. 


If a timely and sufficient petition for an administrative hearing on the proposed BMA is 


filed, other persons whose substantial interests will be affected by the outcome of the 


administrative process have the right to petition to intervene in the proceeding.  Intervention will 


be permitted only at the discretion of the presiding officer upon the filing of a motion in 


compliance with rule 28-106.205, F.A.C. 


In accordance with rules 28-106.111(2) and 62-110.106, F.A.C., petitions for an 


administrative hearing on the BMA by the applicants must be filed within 21 days of receipt of 


this written notice.  Petitions on the BMA filed by any persons other than the applicants, and 


other than those entitled to written notice under section 120.60(3), F.S., must be filed within 21 


days of publication of the notice or within 21 days of receipt of the written notice, whichever 


occurs first.  Under section 120.60(3), F.S., however, any person who has asked the Department 


for notice of agency action on the BMA may file a petition within 21 days of receipt of such 


notice, regardless of the date of publication.   


The petitioner shall mail a copy of the petition to the applicants at the address indicated 


above at the time of filing.  The failure of any person to file a petition for an administrative 


hearing within the appropriate time period shall constitute a waiver of that person’s right to 


request an administrative determination (hearing) under sections 120.569 and 120.57, F.S. 


A petition that disputes the material facts on which the Department’s action to approve 


the BMA is based must contain the following information:   


 


(a) The name and address of each agency affected and each agency’s file or 


identification number, if known; 


(b) The name, address, any e-mail address, any facsimile number, and telephone 


number of the petitioner, if the petitioner is not represented by an attorney or a 


qualified representative; the name, address, and telephone number of the 


petitioner’s representative, if any, which shall be the address for service 


purposes during the course of the proceeding; and an explanation of how the 


petitioner’s substantial interests will be affected by the agency determination; 
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(c) A statement of when and how the petitioner received notice of the agency 


decision; 


(d) A statement of all disputed issues of material fact. If there are none, the 


petition must so indicate; 


(e) A concise statement of the ultimate facts alleged, including the specific facts 


the petitioner contends warrant reversal or modification of the agency’s 


proposed action; 


(f) A statement of the specific rules or statutes the petitioner contends require 


reversal or modification of the agency’s proposed action, including an 


explanation of how the alleged facts relate to the specific rules or statutes; and 


(g) A statement of the relief sought by the petitioner, stating precisely the action 


petitioner wishes the agency to take with respect to the agency’s proposed 


action. 


 


A petition that does not dispute the material facts on which the Department’s action is 


based shall state that no such facts are in dispute and otherwise shall contain the same 


information as set forth above, as required by rule 28-106.301, F.A.C.   


Under sections 120.569(2)(c) and (d), F.S., a petition for administrative hearing must be 


dismissed by the agency if the petition does not substantially comply with the above 


requirements or is untimely filed. 


Mediation is not available. 


 This intent to enter into a binding ecosystem management agreement with the applicants 


constitutes an order of the Department.  Subject to the provisions of paragraph 120.68(7)(a), F.S., 


which may require a remand for an administrative hearing, the applicant has the right to seek 


judicial review of the order under section 120.68, F.S., by the filing of a notice of appeal under 


rule 9.110 of the Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure with the Clerk of the Department in the 


Office of General Counsel, 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail Station 35, Tallahassee, 


Florida, 323993000; and by filing a copy of the notice of appeal accompanied by the applicable 


filing fees with the appropriate district court of appeal.  The notice of appeal must be filed within 


30 days from the date when the order is filed with the Clerk of the Department. 
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Executed in Tallahassee, Florida. 


STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION


_________________________________               


Danielle H. Irwin, PWS
Deputy Director 
Division of Water Resource Management


anagement Agreement        Enclosures:  Palm Beach Island Beach M


cc:  Office of General Counsel


CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE


The undersigned duly designated deputy clerk hereby certifies that this INTENT 
ENTER INTO A BINDING ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT and all 
were mailed before the close of business on
___August 19, 2013______, to the above listed persons.  


FILING AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT


FILED, on this date with the designated Department Clerk, pursuant to 120.52(7),
Florida Statutes, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged.


_____________________________________            __________________________


Clerk     Date


TO 
copies 


 



Wild_LE

New Stamp



Wild_LE

New Stamp
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Attendance of BMA Public Stakeholder Meetings 


Name Affiliation 
Kick Off 
Meeting 


Meeting 1:  
May 16, 


2012 


Meeting 2:  
June 14, 


2012 


Meeting 3:  
July 13, 


2012 


Meeting 4:  
September 


18, 2012 


Meeting 5:  
October 11, 


2012 


Meeting 6:  
December 


6, 2012 


Number 
of 


Meetings 
Stacey Roberts Atkins   x           1 
Mike Jenkins ATM   x   x x x x 5 
Julie Wraithmell Audubon x x           2 
Jim Peck B & T       x       1 
Lou Fisher BC NRPMD     x         1 
Tim Greener Beach Raker       x       1 
Heath Chute Bellair Condo             x 1 
Mike McGarry Brevard County   x           1 
David Stout Broward County     x         1 
Eric Myers Broward County   x   x       2 
Pat Quinn Broward County     x         1 
Thaddeus Hamilton Broward Soil & Water   x     x   x 3 
Russell M. Setti BSWCD   x x x x x x 6 
Tom Warnke Citizen   x           1 


Lew Crampton 
Citizen Assoc. of Palm 
Beach   x x x x   x 5 


Bruce M Heyman City Assoc. of PB   x         x 2 
Jennifer Bistyga City of Boca Raton     x x       2 
Kathleen Margoles City of Lake Worth x             1 
Steve Carr City of Lake Worth x             1 


Madelyn Greenberg 
Coalition to Save 
Shores x x x x   x x 6 


Harrison Bosson 
Coastal Dune 
Restoration     x         1 


Rob Barron 
Coastal Dune 
Restoration     x         1 


Adrienne Carter Coastal Eco Group     x x x     3 
Angela Delaney Coastal Eco Group     x x x     3 
Cheryl Miller Coastal Eco Group   x x x x x x 6 
Jennifer Stein Coastal Eco Group     x         1 
Scott Hicks Coastal Harbor Eng   x           1 
Tim O’Melia Coastal Star     x x x x x 5 
Jordon Cheifet Coastal Systems Int'l         x     1 
Penny Cutt Coastal Systems Int'l     x   x     2 
Robert Baron Coastal Systems Int'l   x   x     x 3 
Tim Blankenship Coastal Systems Int'l   x x x       3 
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Name Affiliation 
Kick Off 
Meeting 


Meeting 1:  
May 16, 


2012 


Meeting 2:  
June 14, 


2012 


Meeting 3:  
July 13, 


2012 


Meeting 4:  
September 


18, 2012 


Meeting 5:  
October 11, 


2012 


Meeting 6:  
December 


6, 2012 


Number 
of 


Meetings 
Jimmy Sellers Coastal Tech           x   1 
Michael Walther Coastal Tech x x   x x     4 
Tom Fontaine Coastal Tech     x         1 
Jeff Andrews CPE     x         1 
Lauren Floyd CPE   x x         2 
Melany Larenas CPE   x x         2 
Stacy Prekel CPE   x x x x   x 5 
Tom Pierro CPE     x x x x x 5 
Michelle Rees CPE/Shaw   x           1 
July Schnapps CRS       x       1 
Dan Clark Cry of the Water   x x x x x x 6 
Stephanie Clark Cry of the Water x x x x   x x 6 
David Snyder CSA     x     x   2 
Erin Hodel CSA           x x 2 
Keith Spring CSA         x     1 
Keith Vangraafeiland CSA           x   1 
Karyn Erickson ECE/SOS   x x x x     4 
Joanna Walczak FDEP CRCP   x   x   x x 4 
Lauren Waters FDEP CRCP   x   x   x   3 
Bob Ganger Florida Coalition     x         1 
Kristine de Haseth Florida Coalition     x         1 


David Roach 
Florida Inland 
Navigation District x             1 


Diana Ferguson FSBPA x x           2 
Chuck Collins FWC x             1 
Dr. Robbin Trindell FWC x   x       x 3 
Erin McDevitt FWC       x       1 
Jeff Beal FWC     x x     x 3 
Kipp Frohlich FWC x             1 
Ricardo Zambrano FWC   x           1 
Jeff Howe FWS x x x   x x x 6 
Larry Williams FWS x             1 
Sharon Stewart Garden Club PB     x         1 
Gerald M. Ward Gerald M Ward, P.E.     x x x x   4 
Sam Morrison Great Lakes Dredge     x         1 
Troy Scott Hydros Coastal   x   x       2 
James Gray Indian River County   x x x       3 


Darwin Stubbs 
Isiminger & Stubbs 
Engineering Inc     x         1 


Keith Rizzardi Jones Foster   x   x x     3 
Mike Grella Jupiter Inlet District     x         1 
Michael Wallander Kapok Group x x x         3 
Debbie Manzo Lantana     x x x x x 5 
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Name Affiliation 
Kick Off 
Meeting 


Meeting 1:  
May 16, 


2012 


Meeting 2:  
June 14, 


2012 


Meeting 3:  
July 13, 


2012 


Meeting 4:  
September 


18, 2012 


Meeting 5:  
October 11, 


2012 


Meeting 6:  
December 


6, 2012 


Number 
of 


Meetings 
Lynn Moorhouse Lantana     x         1 
Mike Bornstein Lantana               0 
Bob Donovan Manalapan       x x x x 4 
Linda Stumpf Manalapan           x   1 
Lisa Petersen Manalapan     x         1 
Charlie Hunsicker Manatee County     x         1 
Kathy Fitzpatrick Martin County   x       x   2 
Kay Davy NOAA Fisheries   x x x x   x 5 
Jocelyn Karazsia NOAA NMFS x   x x     x 4 
Bart Smith OBP     x x x x x 5 
Senator Ellen 
Bogdanoff Office of State x             1 
Richard Kleid Palm Beach Council x   x     x x 4 


Karen Marcus 
Palm Beach County 
Commission x             1 


Steve Abrams 
Palm Beach County 
Commission x             1 


David Rogers Palm Beach Daily News       x       1 
W. Kelly Palm Beach Daily News x             1 


Lee D. Goldstein 
Palm Beach Shore 
Board x x x   x x x 6 


Larry Goldberg PB Citizens (SOS) x x x x   x x 6 
Ned Barnes PB Civic Assoc.     x         1 
Gerald Frank PB Shore Protection x x         x 3 
Cindy DeFilippo PBC   x           1 
Clint Thomas PBC     x x       2 
Daniel Bates PBC x x x x   x   5 
Leanne Welch PBC ERM x x     x x x 5 
Paul Davis PBC ERM   x x x x x x 6 
Kim Miranda PBC/ERM   x   x x x   4 
Chris Wilkins Reef Rescue       x       1 
Connie Gasque Reef Rescue   x x x x x x 6 
Ed Tichenor Reef Rescue x x x x x x x 7 
Steve Spring Reef Rescue       x       1 
Beth Hartnett-
Murphy Representative Clemens         x x   2 
Donald Singer  Resident x         x   2 
Dr. Lilja Resident     x         1 
Peter Pettie Resident   x   x x x x 5 
Sanford Kuvin Resident           x   1 


Bobbie Lindsay 
Resident-Palm Beach 
Shore Board   x           1 
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Name Affiliation 
Kick Off 
Meeting 


Meeting 1:  
May 16, 


2012 


Meeting 2:  
June 14, 


2012 


Meeting 3:  
July 13, 


2012 


Meeting 4:  
September 


18, 2012 


Meeting 5:  
October 11, 


2012 


Meeting 6:  
December 


6, 2012 


Number 
of 


Meetings 


J.P. Cooper 
Resident-Palm Beach 
Shore Board   x x       x 3 


Brad Stein Riviera Beach x x           2 
Dawn Pardo Riviera Beach x             1 
Mario Velasquez Riviera Beach     x         1 
Thomas Derita Jr. RSGNA   x           1 
Gary Appelson Sea Turtle Conservancy x x x         3 
Kane Baker Shore Protection Board     x         1 
Drew Martin Sierra Club x x   x   x   4 


Brett Fitzgerald 
Snook & Gamefish 
Foundation   x           1 


Benjamin D'Avanzo Surfrider   x           1 
Daniel Gardner Surfrider     x x       2 
Ericka Carales Surfrider   x           1 
Greg Lyon Surfrider x             1 
Holly Parker Surfrider Foundation   x x   x x   4 
Todd Remmel Surfrider Foundation x x   x x     4 
Emily Helmick Surfrider PBC x x x x x x x 7 
David Stites Taylor Engineering     x         1 
Jim Marino Taylor Engineering   x x x       3 
Ken Craig Taylor Engineering   x x x       3 
Steve Schropp Taylor Engineering   x   x       2 
Craig Kruempel TetraTech   x x x x x x 6 
Ken Wise The Breakers Hotel   x           1 
Gene A. Rautt Town of Jupiter Island   x           1 
Mayor Gail Coniglio Town of Palm Beach x         x   2 
Paul Brazil Town of Palm Beach x x     x   x 4 
Peter Elwell Town of Palm Beach x x   x   x x 5 
Rob Weber Town of Palm Beach x x x x x   x 6 


Bonnie Fischer 
Town of South Palm 
Beach   x x x x x x 6 


Rex Taylor 
Town of South Palm 
Beach x x   x x x   5 


Robert Gottlieb 
Town of South Palm 
Beach x   x   x x x 5 


Aubree Hershorin USACE       x       1 
Candida Bronson USACE   x           1 
Eric Reusch USACE     x x   x x 4 
Eric Summa USACE   x           1 
Jackie Keiser USACE   x           1 
James McAdams USACE           x   1 
Leah Oberlin USACE   x   x   x   3 
Linda Knoeck USACE         x x x 3 
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Name Affiliation 
Kick Off 
Meeting 


Meeting 1:  
May 16, 


2012 


Meeting 2:  
June 14, 


2012 


Meeting 3:  
July 13, 


2012 


Meeting 4:  
September 


18, 2012 


Meeting 5:  
October 11, 


2012 


Meeting 6:  
December 


6, 2012 


Number 
of 


Meetings 
Melody White USACE     x         1 
Tim Murphy USACE   x         x 2 
Tori White USACE     x         1 
Bob Hamilton Woods Hole Group       x       1 
Christine Pernetta             x   1 
Ellen Tansey               x 1 
John R. Blair               x 1 
Lewis Katz               x 1 
Melvin Alpanin               x 1 
Stephanie Thoresen               x 1 
Stephen F. Gordon               x 1 





		A) Threshold and Procedural Matters

		B) Agreement Overview

		C) Description of Agreement Area

		D) BMA Projects and Authorized Activities

		4. Approved Offshore Borrow Areas

		5. Approved Mixing Zones

		E) BMA Participant & Regulatory Agency Commitments

		F) Net Ecosystem Benefits

		G) Avoidance, Minimization and Mitigation

		H) Individual Project Approval Process for In-Water Activities

		I) Individual Project Approval Process for Dune Construction

		J) Preservation of Third Party Rights

		K) Term of Agreement

		L) Effective Date

		M) Notices

		N)  Amendments and Updates

		O)  Emergency Situations

		P)  Termination/Exit

		Q)  Venue and Severability

		Intent BMA 8 19-13.pdf

		BINDING ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

		BINDING ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
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1. LAKE WORTH INLET SAND TRANSFER PLANT, TOWN OF PALM BEACH 
 


The sand transfer plant located on the north jetty of the inlet is operated by the Town of Palm 


Beach and includes an in-water discharge pipeline to the beach immediately south of the inlet. 


 


PERMIT HISTORY 


Activity Permit 
No. 


Authorized 
Area 


Issuance 
Date 


Expiration Date 


Sand Transfer 
Plant 
Rehabilitation/ 
Repair  


0295170 -
001-BE 


R075 Section 43, 
Township 42 
South  Range 35 
East 


5/21/2009 5/21/2010 


 


SAND TRANSFER HISTORY* 


Date Completed Volume 
1996 193,300  
1997 144,800  
1998 58,400  
1999 98,000  
2000 162,000  
2001 255,000  
2002 172,000 
2003 198,000  
2004 96,000  
2005 245,000 
2006 182,000 
2007 161,000 
2008 149,000 
2009 29,000 
2010 200,000 


 


*While no permit was issued the above table describes the bypassing which typically occurs in 


winter months.  The placement location extends from the discharge into Reach 1. 
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2. PALM BEACH HARBOR, USACE 
 


The Corps of Engineers maintains the Port Channel by periodically dredging the navigation –


related complex at the Palm Beach Harbor / Lake Worth Inlet, including the settling basin, the 


entrance channel, the inner channel and the turning basin.  The dredged material is placed either 


landward of the -17 foot mean low water contour, seaward of the mean high water line, or on the 


dry beach immediately south of the south jetty, and proceeds in a southerly direction 


approximately 3450 feet to approximately R-78.5 in Reach 2.  There was an emergency dredging 


project issued on 9/20/04, that expired 10/21/04, which allowed the dredging of 225,000 cy of 


sand from the Harbor.   


PERMIT HISTORY 


Activity Permit 
No. 


Authorized 
Area 


Issuance 
Date 


Expiration 
Date 


Dredge and Fill  216012 -
-01 


R075 3/17/2005 3/17/2015 


Dredge and Fill 216012 –
02 


R075 9/21/2004 10/21/2004 


Relocation and Fill 216012 –
03 


R075 10/06/2004 10/21/2004 


Variance 216012 –
04 


R075 4/19/2005 12/31/2006 


Turbidity Monitoring 216012 –
05 


R075 4/22/2005 3/17/2015 


Dredge and Fill 216012 –
06 


R075 10/14/2005 3/17/2015 


Nourishment/Artificial 
Reef 


216012 –
07 


R075 9/21/2006 3/17/2015 


Design 
Change/Dredge & Fill 


216012 –
08 


R075 9/14/2006 No date 
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Activity Permit 
No. 


Authorized 
Area 


Issuance 
Date 


Expiration 
Date 


Repair /Breakwater 
Jetty 


216012 –
09 


R076 6/11/2007 6/10/2008 


Night Dredging 216012 –
10 


R075 2/08/2008 No date 


Extend Turtle 
Window 


216012 –
11 


R075 4/29/2008 5/14/2008 


Exemption to 
Rehabilitation 


216012 –
12 


R076 12/09/2008 No date 


Modification to 07 
permit for South Jetty 


216012 –
13 


R075 5/29/2009 3/17/2015 


Leatherback nesting 
survey 


216012-
15 


R075 9/10/2010 No date 


Channel dredging 216012-
16 


R075 2/01/2012 No date 


 


SAND PLACEMENT HISTORY 


Date Completed Volume 
1993 40,000  


January 1994 14,400  
March 1994 155,000  
April 1995 180,000  
June 1996 88,000  


March 1997 100,000  
February 1998 33,000  


1999 53,000  
2000 124,000  
2001 57,332  
2002 118,000  
2003 77,000  
2004 72,000  
2005 305,000 
2006 13,000 
2007 185,000 
2008 158,000 
2009 46,000 
2010 18,000 
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3. MIDTOWN BEACH NOURISHMENT PROJECT, TOWN OF PALM BEACH 
 


This project consists of placement of approximately 1.4 million cubic yards of sand along 2.4 
miles of eroding shoreline between the Department of Environmental Protection's DNR 
reference monuments R-90.4 and R-101.4 using sediment from two offshore borrow areas.   


PERMIT HISTORY 


Activity Permit No. Authorized 
Area 


Issuance 
Date 


Expiration 
Date 


Beach Restoration 50-273953-9 
and 
DBS9A0352-
PB 


R95A-
R100A 


8/28/1995 8/27/2005 


Beach Expansion and 
Nourishment 


0164713-001-
JC 


R90.4 – 
R101.4  


5/14/2002 5/14/2012 


Placement of Lake 
Worth Inlet maintenance 
material above MHW.  
No sand placed at 
Breaker’s rock pile. 


0164713-002-
EM 


R90.4 – 
R101.4 


 


6/2/2006 5/14/2012 


Beach construction turtle 
window extension (2006 
event only) 


0164713-003-
EM 


R90.4 – 
R101.4 


 


2/28/2006 5/14/2012 


FEMA truck haul partial 
nourishment event (TS 
Fay repair) 


0164713-004-
JN 


R90.4 – 
R101.4 


 


9/20/2010 5/14/2012 


Vibracore sampling 
request in BA 
(deminims) 


0164713-005-
BE 


NA 4/21/2011 5/14/2012 


Authorization for use of 
UMAM for mitigation 
determination 


0164713-006-
JN 


NA 7/22/2011 5/14/2012 


Statutory time extension 
request 


0164713-008-
JN 


Entire 
project 


7/09/2012 5/14/2014 
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SAND PLACEMENT HISTORY 


 Date 
Completed 


Volume Placement area 


1995 800,000  
2003 1,273,100  R90.5 - R101 (2.1 


miles) 


 
2006 893,000 R90 – R94.2; R-94.5 – 


R101 
2010 52,000 R96 – R100 
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4. PHIPPS OCEAN PARK BEACH NOURISHMENT, TOWN OF PALM BEACH 


 


This project involved a beach and dune nourishment in the Town of Palm Beach at Phipps 


Ocean Park (Reach 7) between DEP reference monuments R-119 and R-126, with a 250-foot 


taper section north of R-119. A dune will be constructed from 450 feet south of R-116 to 100 


feet south of R-134. Approximately 1.5 million cubic yards of sand was dredged from two 


borrow areas located approximately 3,500 feet offshore and approximately 1.5 and 2.6 miles 


south of the fill area.  A 3.1 acre artificial reef has been constructed as hardbottom mitigation. 


 
PERMIT HISTORY 


Activity Permit No. Authorized 
Area 


Issuance Date Expiration Date 


Beach Restoration 0165332-
001-JC 


R116-R126 March 14, 
2001 


March 14, 2011 


Variance to Sand 
Rule (course 
fraction) 


0165332-
002- 


R116-R126 February 
20,2002 


March 14, 2011 


Mixing Zone 
variance  


0165332-003 R116-R126 February 
20,2002 


March 14, 2011 


Relocate  
proposed 
Artificial Reef #1 


O165332-004 R110-R111   March 29, 
2004 


March 14, 2011 


Relocate proposed 


Artificial Reef #2 


0165332-005 R110 - R111 May 10, 2004 March 14, 2011 


Modify beach 
restoration length 
and add dune 
restoration 


0165332-006  Berm- R119-
R126 Dune- 
R116- R134  


March 10, 
2006 


March 14, 2011 


Permit night 
anchoring and 
modify mitigation, 
biological and 
turbidity 
monitoring  


0165332-007 Berm- R119-
R126 Dune- 
R116- R134 


January 27, 
2006 


March 14, 2011 
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Activity Permit No. Authorized 
Area 


Issuance Date Expiration Date 


Extension to 
construction 
window to 
complete dune 
construction 


0165332-008 Berm- R119-
R126 Dune- 
R116- R134 


April 28, 2006 March 14,2011 


Add nourishment 
event and upland 
sand source 


0165332-009 Berm- R119-
R125 


Dune- R116-
R119 


November 4, 
2010 


March 14,2011 


Create dune 
access 


0165332-010 Berm- R119-
R125 Dune- 
R116- R119 


February 7, 
2011 


March 14,2011 


De minimus for 
vibracores 


0165332-012 Offshore R98-
R108, R110-
R120,  


R129-R139 


October 21, 
2011 


October 21, 2012 


 


 


SAND PLACEMENT HISTORY 


 Date 
Completed 


Volume Placement area 


2006 1,100,000 Berm- R119-R126 Dune- 
R116- R129 


2011 56,000 Dune- R129- R133 
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5. BREAKERS HOTEL T-GROIN CONDITIONING, BREAKERS HOTEL 
 


PERMIT HISTORY 


Activity Permit No. Authorized 
Area 


Issuance 
Date 


Expiration Date 


Groin 
Reconditioning  


0173170-001 R094 2/08/2001 5/01/2012 


Groin 
Reconstruction  


0173170-003 R094  1/27/2010 5/01/2012 


Time 
Extension  


0173170-005 R094   5/04/2010 5/01/2012 
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Outfall Data 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







TOWN OF PALM BEACH OCEAN STORMWATER OUTFALL IDENTIFICATION 


OUTFALL 
ID # LATITUDE LONGITUDE SIZE DESCRIPTION DISCHARGE* APPROXIMATE 


LOCATION 


454730 
N026° 45' 


28.38" 
W080° 02' 


12.06" 20' 
SHEET FLOW 


AT WALL 1.7 AC-FT Near Palmo Way 


453890 
N026° 45' 


23.34" 
W080° 02' 


11.46" 8" DIA. 
CMP (CLAY) 


PIPE 1.4 AC-FT 
Near Mockingbird 
Trail 


447400 
N026° 44' 


44.39" 
W080° 02' 


07.41" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


447350 
N026° 44' 


44.09" 
W080° 02' 


07.38" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


447290 
N026° 44' 


43.76" 
W080° 02' 


07.36" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


447240 
N026° 44' 


43.48" 
W080° 02' 


07.34" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


447190 
N026° 44' 


43.15" 
W080° 02' 


07.33" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


447140 
N026° 44' 


42.86" 
W080° 02' 


07.30" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


447080 
N026° 44' 


42.50" 
W080° 02' 


07.31" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


447050 
N026° 44' 


42.29" 
W080° 02' 


07.32" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


447000 
N026° 44' 


42.00" 
W080° 02' 


07.30" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446940 
N026° 44' 


41.64" 
W080° 02' 


07.27" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446900 
N026° 44' 


41.39" 
W080° 02' 


07.25" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446840 
N026° 44' 


41.03" 
W080° 02' 


07.24" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446839 N026° 44' 
41.01" 


W080° 02' 
07.02" 


2 1/2" 
DIA. 


WEEP HOLE 
CORE DRILLED 


THROUGH 
CONC. WALL 


SEE 9" X 6" 
SCUPPERS N.O.B. Seawall 


446780 
N026° 44' 


40.70" 
W080° 02' 


07.22" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446740 
N026° 44' 


40.42" 
W080° 02' 


07.20" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446690 
N026° 44' 


40.16" 
W080° 02' 


07.14" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446650 
N026° 44' 


39.88" 
W080° 02' 


07.11" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446590 
N026° 44' 


39.55" 
W080° 02' 


07.13" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446550 
N026° 44' 


39.30" 
W080° 02' 


07.12" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446490 
N026° 44' 


38.98" 
W080° 02' 


07.08" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 
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OUTFALL 
ID # LATITUDE LONGITUDE SIZE DESCRIPTION DISCHARGE* APPROXIMATE 


LOCATION 


446450 
N026° 44' 


38.72" 
W080° 02' 


07.04" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446400 
N026° 44' 


38.40" 
W080° 02' 


07.04" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446340 
N026° 44' 


38.04" 
W080° 02' 


07.02" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446290 
N026° 44' 


37.75" 
W080° 02' 


06.96" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446250 
N026° 44' 


37.54" 
W080° 02' 


06.95" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446210 
N026° 44' 


37.28" 
W080° 02' 


06.96" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446150 
N026° 44' 


36.89" 
W080° 02' 


06.94" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446100 
N026° 44' 


36.64" 
W080° 02' 


06.91" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


446050 
N026° 44' 


36.31" 
W080° 02' 


06.89" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445900 
N026° 44' 


35.41" 
W080° 02' 


06.81" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445860 
N026° 44' 


35.12" 
W080° 02' 


06.80" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445810 
N026° 44' 


34.87" 
W080° 02' 


06.73" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445760 
N026° 44' 


34.55" 
W080° 02' 


06.73" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445720 
N026° 44' 


34.33" 
W080° 02' 


06.76" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445670 
N026° 44' 


34.01" 
W080° 02' 


06.76" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445650 
N026° 44' 


33.88" 
W080° 02' 


06.67" 6" DIA. DIP 
SEE 9" X 6" 
SCUPPERS N.O.B. Seawall 


445640 
N026° 44' 


33.86" 
W080° 02' 


06.72" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445630 
N026° 44' 


33.76" 
W080° 02' 


06.76" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445610 N026° 44' 
33.63" 


W080° 02' 
06.64" 


2 1/2" 
DIA. 


WEEP HOLE 
CORE DRILLED 


THROUGH 
CONC. WALL 


SEE 9" X 6" 
SCUPPERS N.O.B. Seawall 


445570 
N026° 44' 


33.43" 
W080° 02' 


06.75" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445520 
N026° 44' 


33.14" 
W080° 02' 


06.72" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445460 
N026° 44' 


32.75" 
W080° 02' 


06.67" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445420 
N026° 44' 


32.50" 
W080° 02' 


06.69" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 
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OUTFALL 
ID # LATITUDE LONGITUDE SIZE DESCRIPTION DISCHARGE* APPROXIMATE 


LOCATION 


445390 
N026° 44' 


32.32" 
W080° 02' 


06.70" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445260 
N026° 44' 


31.60" 
W080° 02' 


06.63" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445220 
N026° 44' 


31.31" 
W080° 02' 


06.60" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445180 
N026° 44' 


31.06" 
W080° 02' 


06.57" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445130 
N026° 44' 


30.80" 
W080° 02' 


06.59" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445070 
N026° 44' 


30.41" 
W080° 02' 


06.55" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


445030 
N026° 44' 


30.23" 
W080° 02' 


06.54" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


444970 
N026° 44' 


29.83" 
W080° 02' 


06.49" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


444925 
N026° 44' 


29.53" 
W080° 02' 


06.44" 
2 1/2" 
DIA. 


PVC PIPE WEEP 
HOLE 


SEE 9" X 6" 
SCUPPERS N.O.B. Seawall 


444916 
N026° 44' 


29.51" 
W080° 02' 


06.49" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


444860 
N026° 44' 


29.18" 
W080° 02' 


06.42" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


444820 
N026° 44' 


28.93" 
W080° 02' 


06.44" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


444770 
N026° 44' 


28.59" 
W080° 02' 


06.39" 9" X 6" SCUPPER 0.151 AC-FT N.O.B. Seawall 


434050 
N026° 43' 


24.29" 
W080° 02' 


04.75" 3' 
SHEET FLOW 


AT FOOT PATH 0.4 AC-FT Near Chateaux Dr. 


433660 
N026° 43' 


21.95" 
W080° 02' 


04.76" 7' 
SHEET FLOW 


AT FOOT PATH 0.5 AC-FT 
Near Everglade 
Ave. 


418200 
N026° 41' 


49.20" 
W080° 02' 


00.17" 12" DIA. RCP 3.8 AC-FT Near Via Marina 


415270 
N026° 41' 


31.62" 
W080° 02' 


01.41" 6' 
EROSION AREA 


IN DUNE 0.7 AC-FT 
Near El Vedado 
Rd. 


414760 
N026° 41' 


28.56" 
W080° 02' 


01.59" 12" DIA. RCP 1.4 AC-FT Near Jungle Rd. 


412360 
N026° 41' 


14.16" 
W080° 02' 


03.79" 4" DIA. PVC 3.2 AC-FT Near Via La Selva 


411380 
N026° 41' 


08.25" 
W080° 02' 


04.58" 10" DIA. PVC PIPE 1.5 AC-FT Near Via Viscaya 


410717 
N026° 41' 


04.30" 
W080° 02' 


05.12" 12" DIA. RCP 1.3 AC-FT 
Near S. County 
Rd. 


388390 N026° 38' 
50.34" 


W080° 02' 
13.87" 4' X 4' 


CATCH BASIN 
WITH CHECK 


VALVE TO 
OCEAN 


4.7 AC-FT Near Sloan's 
Curve 


Courtesy of Kimley-Horn & Associates, Sept. 2012 
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PALM BEACH COUNTY OUTFALL LOCATION OBSERVATION (8/29/2012) 


Municipality Property 
Name 


Seawall 
Visible? 


Dune Vegetation 
Present? 


Evidence of 
Outfalls/ 


Storm 
Water 


Induced 
Erosion 


Impact Google Earth 
Coordinates 


S. Palm Beach Ramp N/A No Ramp 
Minor 


Gullying 
26.592901, -
80.036986 


S. Palm Beach Le Chateau Yes No 5 X 2" Pipes None 
26.591965, -
80.037229 


S. Palm Beach 


Palm 
Beach 


Inn Yes No 
6" Pipe 
(North) 


Minor 
Gullying 


26.589342, -
80.037304 


S. Palm Beach 


Palm 
Beach 


Inn Yes No 
1/2" Pipe 


(Mid) 
Minor 


Gullying 
26.589232, -
80.037307 


S. Palm Beach 


Palm 
Beach 


Inn Yes No 
5" Pipe 
(South) 


Minor 
Gullying 


26.589137, -
80.037324 


S. Palm Beach 
Horizon 


East Yes No 6" Pipe Dripping 
26.589017, -
80.037389 


S. Palm Beach Dune Deck Yes No 2" Pipe None 
26.587405, -
80.037605 


S. Palm Beach Lapensee No 


Panick Grass Railroad 
Vine Prickly Pear Sea 


Grape Beach Elder 
Beach Bean 


2" Pipe 
(North) None 


26.586824, -
80.037591 


S. Palm Beach Lapensee No 


Panick Grass Railroad 
Vine Prickly Pear Sea 


Grape Beach Elder 
Beach Bean 


1" Broken 
Irrigation 


Pipe (South) None 
26.586614, -
80.037590 


S. Palm Beach Windemere Yes 


Spider Lilly Beach 
Elder Railroad Vine 


Scaevola 


Pool Deck 
"Sheet" Run 


Off 


Vegetatio
n 


Erosion 
26.586403, -
80.037571 


S. Palm Beach Imperial Yes No 
2" Pipe 
(SW) None 


26.585950, -
80.037867 


S. Palm Beach Imperial Yes No 4" Pipe (SE) Dripping 
26.585941, -
80.037638 


Unincorporated 
PBC SLWI N/A N/A Ramp, Gully 


Minor 
Gullying 


26.545639, -
80.042982 


Unincorporated 
PBC SLWI N/A N/A 


4" Pipe 
(Shower) Gullying 


26.545573, -
80.042118 
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A) Projects that include sand placement from beach nourishment, sand bypassing and 


transfer, primarily for shore protection, shall include the following conditions:  


1.  Marine Turtle Nesting  


In accordance with Florida Statute 379.2431(1) and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Statewide 


Incidental Take Authorization and Biological Opinion s (Service Log Number 41910-2011-


F-0170 and Consultation O4EF1000-2013-F-0124, the following conditions shall apply to all 


projects conducted in the BMA area. 


a. Beach compatible fill must be sand that is similar to a native beach in the vicinity of 


the site that has not been affected by prior sand placement activity.  The fill material 


must be similar in both coloration and grain size distribution to that native beach.  


Beach compatible fill is material that maintains the general character and 


functionality of the material occurring on the beach and in the adjacent dune and 


coastal system.  Fill material shall comply with FDEP requirements pursuant to the 


rule 62B-41.005(15), F.A.C., as presented in Table 3 of the main agreement.  A 


Quality Control Plan shall be implemented pursuant to rule 62B-41.008(1) (k) 4.b., 


F.A.C. 


b. Sand placement shall not occur during the period of peak sea turtle egg laying and 


egg hatching to reduce the possibility of sea turtle nest burial, crushing of eggs, or 


nest excavation. Such projects shall be started after October 31 and be completed 


before May 1st.  During the May 1 through October 31 period, no construction 


equipment or pipes may be placed and/or stored on the beach.  


c. During project construction, daily early morning surveys for sea turtle nests shall be 


required as outlined below in accordance with the attached table (Table 1).   If nests 


are constructed in the area of sand placement, the eggs shall be relocated to minimize 


sea turtle nest burial, crushing of eggs, or nest excavation. 


i. For sand placement projects that occur during March 1 through April 30, daily 


early morning surveys shall be conducted for sea turtle nests starting March 1 


and continue through the end of nesting season and eggs shall be relocated per 


the following requirements.  For sand placement projects that occur during the 


period from November 1 through November 30, daily early morning sea turtle 


nesting surveys shall be conducted 65 days prior to project initiation and 
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continue through November 30, and eggs shall be relocated per the requirements 


listed. 


ii. Nesting surveys and egg relocations will only be conducted by persons with 


prior experience and training in these activities and who are duly authorized to 


conduct such activities through a valid permit issued by FWC, pursuant to FAC 


68E-1.  Please contact FWC’s Imperiled Species Management Section in 


Tequesta at (561) 575-5407 for information on the permit holder in the project 


area.  Nesting surveys shall be conducted daily between sunrise and 9 a.m.   


iii. Only those nests that may be affected by sand placement activities shall be 


relocated.  Nest relocation shall not occur upon completion of the project.  


Nests requiring relocation shall be moved no later than 9 a.m. the morning 


following deposition to a nearby self-release beach site in a secure setting 


where artificial lighting will not interfere with hatchling orientation.  Relocated 


nests shall not be placed in organized groupings.  Relocated nests shall be 


randomly staggered along the length and width of the beach in settings that are 


not expected to experience daily inundation by high tides or known to routinely 


experience severe erosion and egg loss, predation, or subject to artificial 


lighting.  Nest relocations in association with construction activities shall cease 


when construction activities no longer threaten nests. 


iv. Nests deposited within areas where construction activities have ceased or will 


not occur for 65 days or nests laid in the nourished berm prior to tilling shall be 


marked and left in situ unless other factors threaten the success of the nest.  The 


turtle permit holder shall install an on-beach marker at the nest site and a 


secondary marker at a point as far landward as possible to assure that future 


location of the nest will be possible should the on-beach marker be lost.  No 


activity will occur within this area nor will any activities occur that could result 


in impacts to the nest.  Nest sites shall be inspected daily to assure nest markers 


remain in place and the nest has not been disturbed by the project activity. 


v. During the period from March 1 through April 30, daytime surveys shall be 


conducted for leatherback sea turtle nests beginning March 1.  Nighttime 


surveys for leatherback sea turtles shall begin when the first leatherback crawl 
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is recorded within the project or adjacent beach area through April 30 or until 


completion of the project (whichever is earliest).  Nightly nesting surveys shall 


be conducted from 9 p.m. until 6 a.m.  The project area shall be surveyed at 1-


hour intervals (since leatherbacks require at least 1.5 hours to complete nesting, 


this will ensure all nesting leatherbacks are encountered) and eggs shall be 


relocated per the requirements listed. 


d. Upon project construction, site specific information on nest location, GPS, 


coordinates, hatch and emergence success shall occur as follows: 


i. The number and type of emergences (nests or false crawls) across the cell shall 


be reported per species in accordance with the attached table and the Cell-Wide 


monitoring plan (Appendix F).   


ii. For the initial nesting season, after completion of project construction, 


reproductive success shall be reported per species in accordance with the 


attached table.  Reproductive success shall be reported for all loggerhead, green 


and leatherback nests in the sixteen (16) zones randomly chosen within the 


project area(s) and sixteen (16) zones randomly chosen outside the project 


area(s) across the island   


iii. FWC may determine that an additional year of marking nests and conducting 


nest inventories is required in the thirty-two zones if reproductive success does 


not meet the criteria in the attached Table (e.g., 60% or greater for hatch 


success and for emergence success or equivalent to non-nourished beach).  


Assessments of hatch and emergence success in the project area may then occur 


for an additional nesting season for up to three years after the initial nesting 


season.    


iv. In the event that the reproductive success meets or exceeds required criteria for 


all species, monitoring for reproductive success shall be recommended, but not 


required for the second (or third) year postconstruction.  


v. The following dependent variables shall be measured within each zone in 


accordance with the FWC Marine Turtle Management Conservation 


Guidelines.   
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a)  All nesting emergences shall be counted and classified as to nesting 


decision (e.g., nest or non-nesting emergence or false crawl) per 


species; 


b) The location of the nest across the profile (nest site choice) shall be 


measured relative to the landward and seaward edges of the berm 


(seawall or dune toe and wrack line) and any scarps in a total of 32 


previously selected zones, 16 in the project areas and 16 outside the 


project areas; 


c) Nest inventories shall be conducted for all nests within the 32 zones to 


document hatch and emergence success, including mortality amounts 


and sources (disorientation, inundation, wash out or erosion, 


predation).  Nest inventories shall be conducted no sooner than three 


days after signs of first emergence or 70 days after date laid (80 days 


for leatherbacks).; 


d) The fate of all marked nests shall be documented during daily surveys 


(overwashed, washed out, disoriented, predated); 


e) In the event that nest markers are removed or washed out, all efforts 


shall be made by the MTPH or the contractor as specified by FWC to 


replace the markers timely but no later than five days after initial loss. 


vi. Monitoring of nesting activity in the seasons following construction shall 


include daily surveys and any additional measures authorized by the FWC in 


accordance with the Cell-Wide monitoring plan.  Electronic summaries of all 


crawl activity, nesting success rates, hatching success of all relocated nests, 


hatching success of nests within the monitored zones, dates of construction and 


names of all personnel involved in nest surveys and relocation activities in 


accordance with the electronic spreadsheet provided to the Marine Turtle 


Permit Holder shall be submitted to Marineturtle@myfwc.com .  Data should 


be reported separately for the zones in the nourished areas and the zones 


surveyed outside the project area in accordance with the attached Table.  All 


reports should submitted by January 15 of the following year.  


e. All derelict concrete, metal, and coastal armoring geotextile material and other debris 
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shall be removed from the beach prior to any sand placement to the maximum extent 


possible.  If debris removal activities take place during the peak sea turtle nesting 


season, the work shall be conducted during daylight hours only and shall not 


commence until completion of the sea turtle nesting survey each day. 


f. Two surveys shall be conducted of all lighting visible in the beach management area 


by the BMA Participant, using standard techniques for such a survey, in the year 


following any sand placement.  The first survey shall be conducted between May 1 


and May 15 and a brief summary provided by June 1.  The second survey shall be 


conducted between July 15 and August1 and a brief summary provided by August 15.  


A summary report of the surveys, including any actions taken, shall be submitted to 


FWC by December 1 of the year in which surveys are conducted.  After the annual 


report is completed, a meeting shall be set up with the DEP and FWC to discuss the 


survey report, as well as any documented sea turtle disorientations in or adjacent to 


the project area.  If the project is completed during the nesting season and prior to 


May 1, the lighting surveys may be conducted during the year of construction.   


g. Sand compaction shall be monitored in the area of sand placement immediately after 


completion of the project and prior to March 1 for 3 subsequent years.  


If tilling is needed, the area shall be tilled to a depth of 36 inches.  Each pass of the 


tilling equipment shall be overlapped to allow more thorough and even tilling.  All 


tilling activity shall be completed at least once prior to the nesting season.  An 


electronic copy of the results of the compaction monitoring shall be submitted to the 


FWC prior to any tilling actions being taken or if a request not to till is made based on 


compaction results.  The requirement for compaction monitoring can be eliminated if 


the decision is made to till regardless of post construction compaction levels.  


Additionally, out-year compaction monitoring and remediation are not required if 


placed material no longer remains on the dry beach.      


i. Compaction sampling stations shall be located at 500-foot intervals along the 


sand placement template.  One station shall be at the seaward edge of the 


dune/bulkhead line (when material is placed in this area), and one station shall 


be midway between the dune line and the high water line (normal wrack line). 


ii. At each station, the cone penetrometer shall be pushed to a depth of 6, 12, and 
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18 inches three times (three replicates).  Material may be removed from the 


hole if necessary to ensure accurate readings of successive levels of sediment.  


The penetrometer may need to be reset between pushes, especially if sediment 


layering exists.  Layers of highly compact material may lie over less compact 


layers.  Replicates shall be located as close to each other as possible, without 


interacting with the previous hole or disturbed sediments.  The three replicate 


compaction values for each depth shall be averaged to produce final values for 


each depth at each station.  Reports will include all 18 values for each transect 


line, and the final six averaged compaction values. 


iii. If the average value for any depth exceeds 500 pounds per square inch (psi) for 


any two or more adjacent stations, then that area shall be tilled immediately 


prior to March 1. 


iv. If values exceeding 500 psi are distributed throughout the project area but in no 


case do those values exist at two adjacent stations at the same depth, then 


consultation with the Service will be required to determine if tilling is required.  


If a few values exceeding 500 psi are present randomly within the project area, 


tilling will not be required. 


v. Tilling shall occur landward of the wrack line and avoid all vegetated areas 3 


square feet or greater with a 3 square foot buffer around the vegetated areas. 


h. Visual surveys for escarpments along the project area shall be made immediately after 


completion of the sand placement and within 30 days prior to March 1 for 3 


subsequent years if sand in the project area still remains on the dry beach. 


i.  Escarpments that interfere with sea turtle nesting or that exceed 18 inches in 


height for a distance of 100 feet shall be leveled and the beach profile shall be 


reconfigured to minimize scarp formation by March 1.  Any escarpment 


removal shall be reported by location.  If the project is completed during the 


early part of the sea turtle nesting and hatching season (March 1 through April 


30), escarpments may be required to be leveled immediately, while protecting 


nests that have been relocated or left in place.  FWC shall be contacted 


immediately if subsequent reformation of escarpments that interfere with sea 


turtle nesting or that exceed 18 inches in height for a distance of 100 feet 
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occurs during the nesting and hatching season to determine the appropriate 


action to be taken.  If it is determined that escarpment leveling is required 


during the nesting or hatching season, the FWC or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 


Service will provide a brief written authorization within 30 days that describes 


methods to be used to reduce the likelihood of impacting existing nests.  An 


annual summary of escarpment surveys and actions taken shall be submitted to 


FWC. 


i. If available, staging areas for construction equipment shall be located off the beach 


during early (March 1 through April 30) and late (November 1 through November 30) 


nesting season.  Nighttime storage of construction equipment not in use shall be off 


the beach to minimize disturbance to sea turtle nesting and hatching activities.  In 


addition, all construction pipes placed on the beach shall be located as far landward as 


possible without compromising the integrity of the dune system.  Pipes placed 


parallel to the dune shall be 5 to 10 feet away from the toe of the dune if the width of 


the beach allows.  Temporary storage of pipes shall be off the beach to the maximum 


extent possible.  If the pipes are stored on the beach, they shall be placed in a manner 


that will minimize the impact to nesting habitat and shall not compromise the 


integrity of the dune systems.  


j. Direct lighting of the beach and nearshore waters shall be limited to the immediate 


construction area during early (March 1 through April 30) and late (November 1 


through November 30) nesting season and shall comply with safety requirements.  


Lighting on all equipment shall be minimized through reduction, shielding, lowering, 


and appropriate placement to avoid excessive illumination of the water’s surface and 


nesting beach while meeting all Coast Guard, Corps EM 385-1-1, and OSHA 


requirements.  Light intensity of lighting equipment shall be reduced to the minimum 


standard required by OSHA for General Construction areas, in order not to misdirect 


sea turtles.  Shields shall be affixed to the light housing and be large enough to block 


light from all lamps from being transmitted outside the construction area (Figure 1) 


or to the adjacent sea turtle nesting beach in line-of-sight of the dredge.  
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Figure 1:  Beach lighting schematic. 


 


k. During the period during early (March 1 through April 30) and late (November 1 


through November 30) nesting season, the contractor shall not extend the beach fill 


more than 500 feet (or other agreed upon length) along the shoreline between dusk 


and dawn of the following day until the daily nesting survey has been completed and 


the beach cleared for fill advancement.  An exception to this may occur if there is a 


permitted sea turtle surveyor present on-site to ensure no nesting and hatching sea 


turtles are present within the extended work area.  If the 500 feet is not feasible for 


the project, an agreed upon distance will be decided on during the preconstruction 


meeting.  Once the beach has been cleared and the necessary nest relocations have 


been completed, the contractor will be allowed to proceed with the placement of fill 


during daylight hours until dusk at which time the 500-foot length (or other agreed 


upon length) limitation shall apply.  If any nesting turtles are sighted on the beach 


within the immediate construction area, activities shall cease immediately until the 


turtle has returned to the water and the sea turtle permit holder responsible for nest 


monitoring has relocated the nest.   
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2.  Dune Planting 
a. All vegetation planting shall be designed and conducted to minimize impacts to sea 


turtles.  Dune vegetation planting may occur during the sea turtle nesting season 


under the following conditions. 


b. Daily early morning sea turtle nesting surveys (before 9 a.m.) shall be conducted 


during the period from March1 through November 30.  Nesting surveys shall only be 


conducted by personnel with prior experience and training in nesting surveys.  


Surveyors shall have a valid FWC permit.  Nesting surveys shall be conducted daily 


between sunrise and 9 a.m. (all times).  No dune planting activity shall occur until 


after the daily turtle survey and nest conservation and protection efforts have been 


completed.   


c. Any nests deposited in the dune planting area not requiring relocation for 


conservation purposes shall be left in place.  The turtle permit holder shall install an 


on-beach marker at the nest site and a secondary marker at a point as far landward as 


possible to assure that future location of the nest will be possible should the on-beach 


marker be lost.  A series of stakes and highly visible survey ribbon or string shall be 


installed to establish a 3-foot radius around the nest.  No planting or other activity 


shall occur within this area nor will any activities be allowed that could result in 


impacts to the nest.  Nest sites shall be inspected daily to assure nest markers remain 


in place and the nest has not been disturbed by the planting activity; 


d. If a nest is disturbed or uncovered during planting activity, the contractor, Applicant, 


or the Applicant’s contractors shall cease all work and immediately contact the 


project turtle permit holder.  If a nest(s) cannot be safely avoided during planting, all 


activity within 10 feet of a nest shall be delayed until hatching and emerging success 


monitoring of the nest is completed; 


e. All dune planting activities shall be conducted by hand and only during daylight 


hours; 


f. All dune vegetation shall consist of coastal dune species native to Palm Beach Island.  


Vegetation shall be planted with an appropriate amount of fertilizer and antidesiccant 


material for the plant size;  
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g. No use of heavy equipment shall occur on the dunes or seaward for planting 


purposes.  A lightweight (all-terrain type) vehicle, with tire pressures of 10 psi or less 


may be used for this purpose; and 


h. Irrigation equipment, if needed, shall be authorized under a FDEP CCCL permit. 


i. In the event a sea turtle nest is excavated during construction activities, the project 


turtle permit holder responsible for egg relocation for the project shall be notified 


immediately so the eggs can be moved to a suitable relocation site.  


j. Upon locating a dead or injured sea turtle adult, hatchling, egg, or beach mouse that 


may have been harmed or destroyed as a direct or indirect result of the project, the 


permittee shall be responsible for notifying FWC Wildlife Alert at 1-888-404-FWCC 


(3922). 


k. Care shall be taken in handling injured sea turtles, eggs or beach mice to ensure 


effective treatment or disposition, and in handling dead specimens to preserve 


biological materials in the best possible state for later analysis. 


 


 3. Fish and Wildlife Protection Conditions for Nesting Seabirds 


a. Nesting Seabird and Shorebird Protection Conditions 


  Nesting seabird and shorebird (i.e. shorebird) surveys should be conducted by 


trained, dedicated individuals (Bird Monitor) with proven shorebird identification 


skills and avian survey experience.  A list of candidate Bird Monitors with their 


contact information, summary of qualifications including bird identification skills, 


and avian survey experience shall be provided to the DEP and FWC.  This 


information will be submitted to the FWC Regional Species Biologist at (561) 625-


5122 prior to any construction or hiring for shorebird surveys for revision and 


consultation.  Bird Monitors shall use the following survey protocols:  


i.  Bird Monitors shall review and become familiar with the general information, 


employ the data collection protocol, and implement data entry procedures 


outlined on the FWC’s Florida Shorebird Database (FSD) website 


(www.FLShorebirdDatabase.org).  An outline of data to be collected, 


including downloadable field data sheets, is available on the website. 
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ii.  Breeding season varies by species.  Most species have completed the breeding 


cycle by September 1, but flightless young may be present through 


September. For Palm Beach County’s spoil islands & estuaries, nesting season 


is March 15 – September 1; for coastal beaches, nesting season is April 1- 


September 1.   


 Breeding season surveys shall begin on the first day of the breeding season or 


10 days prior to project commencement (including surveying activities and 


other pre-construction presence on the site), whichever is later.  Surveys shall 


be conducted through August 31st or until all breeding activity has concluded, 


whichever is later.  


iii.  Breeding season surveys shall be conducted in all potential beach-nesting bird 


habitats within the project boundaries that may be impacted by construction or 


pre-construction activities.  One or more shorebird survey routes shall be 


established in the FSD website to cover these areas. 


iv.  During the pre-construction and construction phases of the project, surveys for 


detecting breeding activity and the presence of flightless chicks will be 


completed on a daily basis prior to movement of equipment, operation of 


vehicles, or other activities that could potentially disrupt breeding behavior or 


cause harm to the birds or their eggs or young. 


v.  Surveys shall be conducted by walking the project area and visually 


surveying, for the presence of shorebirds exhibiting breeding behavior, 


shorebird chicks, or shorebird juveniles as outlined in the FSD Breeding Bird 


Protocol for Shorebirds and Seabirds.  Use of binoculars is required. 


 If an ATV or other vehicle is needed to cover large project areas, operators 


will adhere to the FWC’s Best Management Practices for Operating Vehicles 


on the Beach (http://myfwc.com/conservation/you-conserve/wildlife/beach-


driving/ ).  Specifically, the vehicle must be operated at a speed <6 mph and 


when operating on beaches run at or below the high-tide line.  The Bird 


Monitor will stop at no greater than 200 meter intervals to visually inspect for 


breeding activity. 
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vi.  Once breeding is confirmed by the presence of a scrape, eggs, or young, the 


Bird Monitor will notify the FWC Regional Species Biologist at (561) 625-


5122 within 24 hours.  All breeding activity will be reported to the FSD 


website within one week of data collection. 


b. Seabird and Shorebird Buffer Zones and Travel Corridor:  Within the project area, the 


permittee shall establish a disturbance-free buffer zone around any location where 


shorebirds have been engaged in breeding behavior, including territory defense.   A 


300 ft-wide buffer is considered adequate based on published studies.  However, a 


smaller, site-specific buffer may be implemented upon approval by the FWC 


Regional Species Biologist at (561) 625-5122 as needed.  All sources of human 


disturbance (including pedestrians, pets, and vehicles) shall be prohibited in the 


buffer zone. 


i.  The Bird Monitor shall keep breeding sites under sufficient surveillance to 


determine if birds appear agitated or disturbed by construction or other 


activities in adjacent areas.  If birds do appear to be agitated or disturbed by 


these activities, then the width of the buffer zone shall be increased 


immediately to sufficient size to protect breeding birds. 


ii.  Reasonable and traditional pedestrian access should not be blocked where 


breeding birds will tolerate pedestrian traffic.  Pedestrian traffic may be 


tolerated when breeding was initiated within 300 feet of an established 


pathway.  The permittee shall work with the FWC Regional Species Biologist 


to determine if pedestrian access can be accommodated without 


compromising nesting success. 


iii.  Designated buffer zones shall be marked with posts, twine, and signs stating 


“Do Not Enter, Important Nesting Area” or similar language around the 


perimeter which includes the name and a phone number of the entity 


responsible for posting.   Posts should not exceed 3’in height once installed.  


Symbolic fencing (twine, string, or rope) should be placed between all posts 


(at least 2.5’ above the ground in sea turtle nesting habitat) and rendered 


clearly visible to pedestrians.   If pedestrian pathways are approved by the 


FWC Regional Species Conservation Biologist within the 300-foot buffer 
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zone, these should be clearly marked.   The posting shall be maintained in 


good repair until breeding is completed or terminated.  Although solitary 


nesters may leave the buffer zone with their chicks, the posted area continues 


to provide a potential refuge for the family until breeding is complete.  


Breeding is not considered to be completed until all chicks have fledged.  


iv.  No construction activities, pedestrians, movement of vehicles, or stockpiling 


of equipment shall be allowed within the buffer area. 


v.  Travel corridors shall be designated and marked outside the buffer areas so as 


not to cause disturbance to breeding birds.  Heavy equipment, other vehicles, 


or pedestrians may transit past breeding areas in these corridors.  However, 


other activities such as stopping or turning shall be prohibited within the 


designated travel corridors adjacent to the breeding site.  When flightless 


chicks are present within or adjacent to travel corridors, movement of vehicles 


shall be accompanied by the Bird Monitor who will ensure no chicks are in 


the path of the moving vehicle and no tracks capable of trapping flightless 


chicks result. 


vi.  To discourage nesting within the travel corridor, it is recommended that the 


Permittee maintain some activity within these corridors on a daily basis, 


without disturbing any nesting shorebirds documented on site or interfering 


with sea turtle nesting, especially when those corridors are established prior to 


commencement of construction.  


vii.  Passive methods to modify breeding site suitability in upland placement areas 


shall be limited to flooding or flagging of potential breeding sites prior to the 


start of breeding, or by other appropriate measures that have been approved by 


the FWC Regional Species Biologist.  The Bird Monitor shall survey these 


areas prior to flooding or flagging. 


c. Seabird and Shorebird Notification 


If shorebird breeding occurs within the project area, a bulletin board will be placed 


and maintained in the construction staging area with the location map of the 


construction site showing the bird breeding areas and a warning, clearly visible, 


stating that “NESTING BIRDS ARE PROTECTED BY LAW INCLUDING THE 
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FLORIDA ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES ACT AND THE 


STATE and FEDERAL MIGRATORY BIRD ACTS”. 


d. Equipment Storage and Placement 


No pipe or sand shall be placed seaward of a shorebird nesting site during the 


shorebird nesting season. 


 


4.  Sediment Quality 


a. Sediment quality shall be assessed as outlined in the offshore or upland Sediment 


QA/QC plan (attached Appendix D-1).  Any occurrences of placement of material not 


in compliance with the Plan shall be handled according to the protocols set forth in 


the Sediment QA/QC plans. The sediment testing result shall be submitted to FDEP 


within 90 days following the completion of beach construction. 


 


The Sediment QC/QA plan, adherence to which is required by this permit, includes 


the following: 


i.  If during construction, the Permittee or Engineer determines that the beach 


fill material does not comply with the sediment compliance specifications 


(Table 3; main BMA agreement), measures shall be taken to avoid further 


placement of noncompliant fill, and the sediment inspection results shall be 


reported to the Department. 


ii.  The Permittee shall submit post-construction sediment testing results and an 


analysis report as outlined in the Sediment QC/QA plan to the Department 


within 90 days following beach construction.  The sediment testing results 


shall be certified by a P.E. or P.G. from the testing laboratory.  A summary 


table of the sediment samples and test results for the sediment compliance 


parameters as outlined in Table 1 of the Sediment QC/QA plan shall 


accompany the complete set of laboratory testing results.  A statement of how 


the placed fill material compares to the sediment analysis and volume 


calculations from the geotechnical investigation shall be included in the 


sediment testing results report. 
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iii.  A post-remediation report containing the site map, sediment analysis, and 


volume of noncompliant fill material removed and replaced shall be submitted 


to the Department within 7 days following completion of remediation 


activities.  


 


 5.  Physical Monitoring 


  The annual cell-wide physical monitoring of the beach and offshore topography and 


bathymetry shall be used for the project-specific monitoring typically conducted in areas not 


covered by a beach management agreement with the Department.  Construction contract-


related surveys prior to construction and following completion of construction shall be used 


in the physical monitoring reporting to the extent practical and desired by the project 


engineer.   


 


6. Impacts to hardbottom habitats and their associated communities are prohibited. 


 


B) Dredging Activities  


1. Any activities associated with the US Army Corps of Engineers Maintenance Dredging 


of Lake Worth Inlet shall abide by all permit conditions and requirements of Permit # 


0216012-001-JC. 


 


2.   Manatee Conditions:  To reduce the risk to manatees from dredging, vessel or barge 


operation, and construction or demolition of structures in the water: 


a. All personnel associated with the project will be instructed about the presence of 


manatees and manatee speed zones, and the need to avoid collisions with, and injury 


to, manatees.  All construction personnel will be advised that there are civil and 


criminal penalties for harming, harassing, or killing manatees which are protected 


under the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the Endangered Species Act, and the 


Florida Manatee Sanctuary Act.   


b.  All vessels associated with the construction project will operate at "Idle Speed/No 


Wake” at all times while in the immediate area and while in water where the draft of 
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the vessel provides less than a four-foot clearance from the bottom.  All vessels will 


follow routes of deep water whenever possible.   


c.  Siltation or turbidity barriers will be made of material, in which manatees cannot 


become entangled, will be properly secured, and will be regularly monitored to avoid 


manatee entanglement or entrapment.  Barriers must not impede manatee movement.  


d.  All in-water operations, including vessels, must be shutdown if a manatee(s) comes 


within 50 feet of the operation.  Activities will not resume until the manatee(s) has 


moved beyond the 50-foot radius of the project operation, or until 30 minutes elapses 


if the manatee(s) has not reappeared within 50 feet of the operation.  Animals must 


not be herded away or harassed into leaving.  


e.  Observers must be on site during all in-water activities and will advise personnel to 


cease operation upon sighting a manatee within 50 feet of any in-water construction 


activity.  Movement of a work barge or other associated vessels should not be 


performed after sunset, when the possibility of spotting manatees is negligible.   


f.  Any collision with or injury to a manatee will be reported immediately to the Florida 


Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) Hotline at 1-888-404-3922.  


Collision and/or injury should also be reported to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 


in Vero Beach (1-772-562-3909) and to FWC at ImperiledSpecies@myFWC.com by 


the next business day. 


g.  Temporary signs concerning manatees shall be posted prior to and during all in-water 


project activities.  All signs are to be removed upon completion of the project.  


Temporary signs that have already been approved for this use by the FWC must be 


used.  One sign which reads Caution: Boaters must be posted.  A second sign 


measuring at least 8 ½” by 11" explaining the requirements for “Idle Speed/No 


Wake” and the shutdown of in-water operations must be posted in a location 


prominently visible to all personnel engaged in water-related activities.  An example 


of these signs and where they can be obtained can be found at MyFWC.com/manatee. 


Questions concerning these signs can be sent to ImperiledSpecies@myFWC.com.  


 
3. SEA TURTLE AND SMALLTOOTH SAWFISH CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS 
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a.  The permittee shall instruct all personnel associated with the project of the potential 


presence of these species and the need to avoid collisions with sea turtles and 


smalltooth sawfish. All construction personnel are responsible for observing water-


related activities for the presence of these species.  


b.  The permittee shall advise all construction personnel that there are civil and criminal 


penalties for harming, harassing, or killing sea turtles or smalltooth sawfish, which 


are protected under the Endangered Species Act of 1973.  


c.  Siltation barriers shall be made of material in which a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish 


cannot become entangled, be properly secured, and be regularly monitored to avoid 


protected species entrapment. Barriers may not block sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish 


entry to or exit from designated critical habitat without prior agreement from the 


National Marine Fisheries Service’s Protected Resources Division, St. Petersburg, 


Florida.  


d.  All vessels associated with the construction project shall operate at “no wake/idle” 


speeds at all times while in the construction area and while in water depths where the 


draft of the vessel provides less than a four-foot clearance from the bottom. All 


vessels will preferentially follow deep-water routes (e.g., marked channels) whenever 


possible.  


e.  If a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish is seen within 100 yards of the active daily 


construction/dredging operation or vessel movement, all appropriate precautions shall 


be implemented to ensure its protection. These precautions shall include cessation of 


operation of any moving equipment closer than 50 feet of a sea turtle or smalltooth 


sawfish. Operation of any mechanical construction equipment shall cease 


immediately if a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish is seen within a 50-ft radius of the 


equipment. Activities may not resume until the protected species has departed the 


project area of its own volition.  


f. Any collision with and/or injury to a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish shall be reported 


immediately to the National Marine Fisheries Service’s Protected Resources Division 


(727-824-5312) and the local authorized sea turtle stranding/rescue organization.  


g. Any special construction conditions, required of your specific project, outside these 


general conditions, if applicable, will be addressed in the primary consultation.  
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4.  Physical Monitoring Conditions 


a. Bathymetric surveys of the borrow area(s) shall be conducted within 90 days prior to 


commencement of construction, and within 60 days following completion of 


construction of the project concurrently with the beach and offshore surveys required 


above.  A prior design survey of the borrow area may be submitted for the pre-


construction survey if site conditions have not changed since the design survey was 


conducted.  Changed site conditions would typically be due to previous use of the 


borrow area since the design survey was conducted in conjunction with the 


geotechnical investigation of the site. 


b. Survey grid lines across the borrow area(s) shall be spaced to provide sufficient detail 


for accurate volumetric calculations but spaced not more than a maximum of 500 feet 


apart, and shall extend a minimum of 500 feet beyond the boundaries of the borrow 


site. In all other aspects, work activities and deliverables shall be consistent with the 


BBCS Monitoring Standards for Beach Erosion Control Projects, Section 01200. 


 


5.  Projects that include hopper dredging shall include the following measures: 


a. In the event a hopper dredge is utilized, the following requirements shall be met in 


addition to the Terms and Conditions of the most recent NMFS Regional Biological 


Opinion for work in the Atlantic Ocean. 


i.  Handling of sea turtles captured during hopper dredging projects shall be 


conducted only by persons with prior experience and training in these 


activities and who is duly authorized to conduct such activities through a valid 


permit issued by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 


(FWC), pursuant to Florida Administrative Code 68E-1.   


ii.  Dredging Pumps:  Standard operating procedure shall be that dredging pumps 


shall be disengaged by the operator when the dragheads are not firmly on the 


bottom, to prevent impingement or entrainment of sea turtles within the water 


column.  This precaution is especially important during the cleanup phase of 


dredging operations. 
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iii.  Sea Turtle Deflecting Draghead:  A state-of-the-art rigid deflector draghead 


must be used on all hopper dredges in all channels at all times of the year as 


required by the NMFS Section 7 Incidental Take Authorization and Biological 


Opinion.   


iv.  The Sea Turtle Stranding and Salvage Network (STSSN) Coordinator, Dr. 


Allen Foley, shall be notified at (904) 573-3930 of the start-up and completion 


of hopper dredging operations.   


v.  Relocation trawling shall be undertaken at all projects where any of the 


following conditions are met; however, other ongoing projects not meeting 


these conditions are not required to conduct relocation trawling:  


a) Two or more turtles are taken in a 24-hour period in the project.  


b) Four or more turtles are taken in the project. 


c) The permittee shall e-mail weekly reports to the Imperiled Species 


Management section at mtp@myfwc.com  Friday each week that relocation 


trawling is conducted in Florida water. These faxes shall include: the species 


and number of turtles captured in Florida waters, general health, and release 


information. A summary of all turtles captured in Florida waters, including all 


measurements, the latitude and longitude (in decimal degrees) of captures and 


tow start-stop points, and times for the start-stop points of the tows, including 


those tows on which no turtles are captured shall be submitted to the ISM by 


January 15 of the following year. 


 


C)  Projects that include construction of new groins: 


1.  In accordance with Section 161.041(5), F.S., no construction that could result in take of 


threatened and marine turtles shall begin until the federal incidental take authorization is 


issued in accordance with the federal Endangered Species Act.  In the event that additional or 


different requirements from the permit conditions are specified in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 


Service (FWS) Incidental Take Authorization and Biological Opinion, additional marine 


turtle protection conditions will be required and incorporated into the BMA specific 


conditions.  No relocation of marine turtle nests shall occur unless specifically authorized by 
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the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) in a permit issued pursuant to 


Florida Statute 379.2431(1) and Florida Administrative Code Rule 68E-1. 


 


D) Projects that include groin or jetty repair or replacement shall include the following 


measures: 


1.  Marine Turtle Nesting  


a. Groin or jetty repair or replacement projects shall be started after October 31 and be 


completed before May 1.   


b. For groin or jetty repair or replacement projects conducted during the early (March 1 


through April 30) and/or late (November 1 through November 30) sea turtle nesting 


season:  


i.  A barrier (e.g., hay bales, silt screens) sufficient to prevent adult and 


hatchling sea turtles from accessing the project site shall be installed in a 100-


foot buffer around the perimeter of the project site.  The barrier shall be 


placed parallel to shore, at mean high water (MHW), as close to the groin or 


jetty as feasible, particularly during the period from sunset to sunrise. 


ii.  On-beach access to the construction site shall be restricted to the wet sand 


below MHW to the maximum extent possible.  Travel corridors on the beach 


to the MHWL shall be delineated.  If the project is conducted during the early 


(March 1 through April 30) and/or late (November 1 through November 30) 


sea turtle nesting season, daily morning surveys shall be conducted within the 


travel corridor.  If nests are laid within the travel corridor, the travel corridor 


must be re-routed to avoid the nest.  If re-routing is not possible, these nests 


shall be relocated per the requirements listed. 


iii.  Staging areas for construction equipment shall be located off the beach to the 


maximum extent possible.   


iv.  No construction shall be conducted at night. 


v.  Daily early morning surveys for sea turtle nests shall be required as outlined 


below.  All nests laid in the vicinity of the project area shall be marked for 


avoidance per the requirements specified below: 
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a) Nesting surveys and nest marking shall only be conducted by persons with 


prior experience and training in these activities and who are authorized to 


conduct such activities through a valid permit issued by FWC, pursuant to 


FAC 68E-1.  Nesting surveys shall be conducted daily between sunrise and 9 


a.m.   The contractor shall not initiate work until daily notice has been 


received from the sea turtle permit holder that the morning survey has been 


completed.  Surveys shall be performed in such a manner so as to ensure that 


construction activity does not occur in any location prior to completion of the 


necessary sea turtle protection measures. 


b) Nests deposited within the project area and access areas shall be left in 


place and marked for avoidance unless other factors threaten the success of 


the nest (nest laid below debris line marking the typical high tide, erosion).  


The turtle permit holder shall install an on-beach marker at the nest site and a 


secondary marker at a point as far landward as possible to assure that future 


location of the nest will be possible should the on-beach marker be lost.  The 


actual location of the clutch will be determined and nests will be marked.  A 


series of stakes and highly visible survey ribbon or string shall be installed to 


establish a 10-foot radius around the nest.  No activity shall occur within this 


area nor will any activity occur that could result in impacts to the nest.  Nest 


sites shall be inspected daily to assure nest markers remain in place and that 


the nest has not been disturbed by the project activity.  Nest relocation is 


only allowed if nests laid within the travel corridor (beach access to MHWL) 


cannot be rerouted to avoid the nest.  


c. To the maximum extent possible within the travel corridor, all ruts shall be filled or 


leveled to the natural beach profile prior to completion of daily construction.    


d. Exterior lighting shall not be permanently installed in association with the project.  


Temporary lighting of the construction area during the sea turtle nesting season shall 


be reduced to the minimum standard required by OSHA for general construction 


areas. Lighting on all equipment including offshore equipment shall be minimized 


through reduction, shielding, lowering, and appropriate placement to avoid excessive 


illumination of the water’s surface and nesting beach while meeting all Coast Guard 
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and OSHA requirements.  Light intensity of lighting equipment shall be reduced to 


the minimum standard required by OSHA for general construction areas, in order not 


to misdirect sea turtles.  Shields shall be affixed to the light housing and be large 


enough to block light from all lamps from being transmitted outside the construction 


area (Figure 1 above).  


e. If entrapment of sea turtle hatchlings occurs in the groin or jetty system during 


construction, the Participant shall contact the DEP compliance officer 


(JCPcompliance@dep.state.fl.us) and FWC (marineturtle@myfwc.com ; 1-888-4040-


FWCC) immediately.    


 


2.  Physical Monitoring 


The annual cell-wide physical monitoring of the beach and offshore topography and 


bathymetry shall be used for the project-specific monitoring typically conducted in areas not 


covered by a beach management agreement with the Department.  Construction contract-


related surveys prior to construction and following completion of construction shall be used 


in the physical monitoring reporting to the extent practical and desired by the project 


engineer.   


 


E)  Dune Restoration Conditions 


1. All dune restoration work shall occur outside the marine turtle nesting season, March 1 


through October 31, unless the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has authorized incidental take 


for dune restoration to proceed during marine turtle nesting season.  A pre-construction 


conference shall be held at the site between the contractor, the owner or authorized agent, 


and a staff representative of the Department prior to the initiation of any work. Contact your 


staff representative at (850) 488-7708 for an appointment.    Work shall not commence until 


the Department determines that the project may proceed in conformance with the Beach 


Management Agreement, Section 161.053, Florida Statutes and Chapter 62B-33, Florida 


Administrative Code.  


 


2. At the pre-construction conference, sand samples for proposed fill placement shall be 


available for inspection for projects greater than 600 cubic yards, and for approval for 
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projects less than 600 cubic yards. All fill material shall be beach quality sand (see Table 3; 


main BMA agreement) free of construction debris, rocks, clay, or other foreign matter, and 


shall be obtained from a source landward of the Coastal Construction Control Line as 


authorized under the Beach Management Agreement. No excavation, beach scraping or 


similar ground alteration is authorized.  


 


3. The permittee shall not disturb existing beach and dune topography and vegetation except 


as expressly authorized in the Beach Management Agreement and this permit. A maximum 


of 100 square feet of vegetation can be disturbed under this permit. Before the project is 


considered complete, any disturbed topography or vegetation shall be restored with suitable 


fill material or revegetated with appropriate beach and dune vegetation. All topographic 


restoration and revegetation work is subject to the approval and acceptance by the 


Department staff.  


 


4. This permit does not authorize the creation of new construction access points. The 


construction site must be accessed through an established beach access point or through the 


upland property taking special care to avoid damaging vegetated areas seaward of the control 


line. Construction shall not obstruct or interfere with existing public beach access. 


 


5. If dune restoration planting is proposed, such plants shall consist of a minimum of three 


species of salt tolerant beach dune vegetation native to the plant communities of the area. 


Planting dune grasses should adhere to the Department of Environmental Protection Coastal 


Construction Control Line Planting Guidelines.  


 


If Dune Planting is proposed, the following conditions apply 


1. All vegetation planting shall be designed and conducted to minimize impacts to sea 


turtles.  Dune vegetation planting may occur during the sea turtle nesting season under the 


following conditions. 


 


2. Daily early morning sea turtle nesting surveys (before 9 a.m.) shall be conducted during 


the period from March1 through November 30.  Nesting surveys shall only be conducted by 
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personnel with prior experience and training in nesting surveys.  Surveyors shall have a valid 


FWC permit.  Nesting surveys shall be conducted daily between sunrise and 9 a.m. (all 


times).  No dune planting activity shall occur until after the daily turtle survey and nest 


conservation and protection efforts have been completed.  Hatching and emerging success 


monitoring will involve checking nests beyond the completion date of the daily early 


morning nesting surveys; 


 


3. Any nests deposited in the dune planting area not requiring relocation for conservation 


purposes shall be left in place.  The turtle permit holder shall install an on-beach marker at 


the nest site and a secondary marker at a point as far landward as possible to assure that 


future location of the nest will be possible should the on-beach marker be lost.  A series of 


stakes and highly visible survey ribbon or string shall be installed to establish a 3-foot radius 


around the nest.  No planting or other activity shall occur within this area nor will any 


activities be allowed that could result in impacts to the nest.  Nest sites shall be inspected 


daily to assure nest markers remain in place and the nest has not been disturbed by the 


planting activity; 


 


4. If a nest is disturbed or uncovered during planting activity, the contractor, Applicant, or 


the Applicant’s contractors shall cease all work and immediately contact the project turtle 


permit holder.  If a nest(s) cannot be safely avoided during planting, all activity within 10 


feet of a nest shall be delayed until hatching and emerging success monitoring of the nest is 


completed; 


 


5. All dune planting activities shall be conducted by hand and only during daylight hours; 


 


6. All dune vegetation shall consist of coastal dune species native to Palm Beach Island.  


Vegetation shall be planted with an appropriate amount of fertilizer and antidesiccant 


material for the plant size;  
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7. No use of heavy equipment shall occur on the dunes or seaward for planting purposes.  


A lightweight (all-terrain type) vehicle, with tire pressures of 10 psi or less may be used for 


this purpose; and 


 


8. Irrigation equipment, if needed, shall be authorized under a separate FDEP permit. 


9. In the event a sea turtle nest is excavated during construction activities, the project 


turtle permit holder responsible for egg relocation for the project shall be notified 


immediately so the eggs can be moved to a suitable relocation site. 
 


10. Upon locating a dead or injured sea turtle adult, hatchling, egg, or beach mouse that 


may have been harmed or destroyed as a direct or indirect result of the project, the permittee 


shall be responsible for notifying FWC Wildlife Alert at 1-888-404-FWCC (3922). 


 
11. Care shall be taken in handling injured sea turtles, eggs or beach mice to ensure 


effective treatment or disposition, and in handling dead specimens to preserve biological 


materials in the best possible state for later analysis. 


 


Dune Restoration Marine Turtle Protection Conditions 


1. No construction, operation, transportation or storage of equipment or materials is 


authorized seaward of the dune crest or rigid coastal structure during marine turtle nesting 


season March 1 through October 31 of each year. 


 


2. Irrigation systems are to be constructed outside of marine turtle nesting season, and 


designed and maintained to not discharge water onto the unplanted sandy beach.  In the event 


a marine turtle nest is deposited within an irrigated area, the permittee must modify the 


irrigation system so that watering within 10 feet of the nest does not occur.  Daily inspection 


of the irrigation system must be conducted by the permittee to ensure compliance with this 


condition. Irrigation installed within marine turtle nesting habitat seaward of a seawall, or 


frontal dune, whichever is landward, must be entrenched 1 to 3 inches below grade so as not 


to pose a barrier to sea turtle hatchlings and to allow for easy removal.  Irrigation systems 


and other structures placed within marine turtle nesting habitat must be removed prior to 
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permit expiration or the after approval of planting success by the Department, whichever is 


first.  


 


3. Fill placement shall conform to the following additional requirements: 


a. Where a scarp height 3-feet or less (Fig. 1) or where a scarp is not present, the 


seaward slope shall be 4:1 horizontal to vertical. 


b. Where a scarp height is greater than 3-feet (Fig. 2),  the seaward slope shall be 4:1 


horizontal to vertical for the seaward 20 feet, and 1.5:1 horizontal to vertical 


landward of the first 20 feet. 


c. Dune crest elevations are to match existing or historic natural dune elevations. 


d. Fill is limited to 5 cubic yards per linear foot. 


 


Figure 3:  Recommended slope on a low erosion beach for sand placement projects that 


include the creation of a dune.    


 
  


Scarp height is 3 feet or less 


Existing slope  
 


4:1 slope ± 


LOW LOSS AREA 


20 feet± 
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Figure 4:  Recommended slope on a high erosion beach for sand placement projects that 


include the creation of a dune.    


 
 


F)  All Nourishment, Groin, or Building of a Second discharge for Sand Transfer Plant 


1. All reports or notices that are required by the conditions of this BMA shall be sent to 


the Department’s JCP Compliance Officer via email at JCP Compliance@dep.state.fl.us.  


 


2. The Permittee shall not store or stockpile tools, equipment, materials, etc., within 


littoral zones or elsewhere within surface waters of the state without prior written approval 


from the Department.  Storage, stockpiling or access of equipment on, in, over or through 


hardbottom areas, seagrass (or other aquatic vegetation) beds or wetlands is prohibited unless 


within a work area or ingress/egress corridor specifically approved by this BMA.  Anchoring 


or spudding of vessels and barges within beds of aquatic vegetation or over hardbottom areas 


is also prohibited.   


 


3. The Permittee shall not conduct project operations or store project-related equipment in, 


on or over dunes, or otherwise impact dune vegetation, outside the approved staging, beach 


access and dune restoration areas designated in the approved BMA drawings. 


1.5:1 slope ± 


4:1 slope ± 


HIGH LOSS AREA 


20 feet ± 


Scarp height is 3 – 8 feet 
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4. Pre-Construction Conference.  Prior to each construction event, the Permittee shall 


conduct a pre-construction teleconference to review the specific conditions and monitoring 


requirements of this BMA with Permittee's contractors (including the individuals who will be 


conduction the turbidity monitoring), the engineer of record, the US Fish and Wildlife 


Service (FWS), the FWC, marine turtle permit holder, and Bird Monitors as appropriate, and 


the JCP Compliance Officer (or designated alternate).  The meeting will provide an 


opportunity for explanation and/or clarification of the protection measures as well as 


additional guidelines when construction occurs during nesting season, such as staging 


equipment and reporting within the work area as well as follow up meetings during 


construction. The teleconference shall include a discussion on the turbidity monitoring 


requirements, with emphasis on monitoring locations.  In order to ensure that appropriate 


representatives are available, at least twenty-one (21) days prior to the intended 


commencement date for the permitted construction, the Permittee is advised to contact the 


Department, and the other agency representatives listed below:   


 


The Department’s JCP Compliance Officer 
Email:  JCP Compliance@dep.state.fl.us 


 
DEP Southeast District Office 


Submerged Lands & Environmental Resources 
400 North Congress Ave 


Suite 200 
West Pam Beach, FL 33401 


Phone: 561-681-6642 
 


Imperiled Species Management Section 
Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission 


620 South Meridian Street 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1600 


Phone:  (850) 922-4330 
Fax:  (850) 921-4369    or email: marineturtle@myfwc.com  


 


 The Permittee is also advised to schedule the pre-construction conference at least a 


week prior to the intended commencement date.  At least seven (7) days in advance of the 


pre-construction conference, the Permittee shall provide written notification, advising the 


participants (listed above) of the agreed-upon date, time and location of the meeting, and 


also provide a meeting agenda and a teleconference number. 
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G)  Turbidity Monitoring Requirements for all Nourishment and Groin Construction 


Projects 


1. No turbidity monitoring would be required for the operation of sand transfer plants at 


their intake points or at the discharge points if the pipeline discharges landward of the mean 


low water line.  Open water discharge is not authorized. 


 


2. Water Quality Monitoring - Turbidity shall be monitored as follows: 


a.  Units:   


 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTUs). 


b.  Frequency:   


Three (3) times per day, at least 4 hours apart, during all dredging and filling 


operations, and once per day during groin construction.  Sampling shall be conducted 


(day or night) while the highest project-related turbidity levels are crossing the 


edge of the mixing zone.  Since turbidity levels can be related to pumping rates, the 


dredge pumping rates shall be recorded, and provided to the Department upon 


request.  The compliance samples and the corresponding background samples shall be 


collected at approximately the same time, i.e., one shall immediately follow the other.  


c.  Location  


i. Background:  


At surface, mid-depth, and (for sites with depths greater than 25 feet) 2 meters 


above the bottom, upcurrent of the discharge and clearly outside the influence of 


any artificially generated turbidity plume or the influence of an outgoing inlet 


plume. 


a)  Dredge Site:  at least 300 meters up-current from the source of turbidity at the 


dredge site.  


b)  Beach Site:  at least 500 meters up-current from any portion of the beach that 


has been, or is being, filled during the current construction event, at the same 


distances offshore as the associated compliance and intermediate samples.  


ii.  Compliance:  At surface, mid-depth, and (for sites with depths greater than 25 


feet) 2 meters above the bottom, within the densest portion of any visible turbidity 


plume generated by this project.  
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a) Dredge Site   


For a cutterhead dredge, samples shall be collected 150 meters down-current 


from the cutterhead, and from any other source of turbidity generated by the 


dredge, in the densest portion of any visible turbidity plume.  If no plume is 


visible, follow the likely direction of flow.  For a hopper dredge, samples shall 


be collected 150 meters from the overflow point, and from any other source of 


turbidity generated by the dredge, in the densest portion of any visible 


turbidity plume, taking into account both the direction of the current and the 


direction of the moving dredge. 


b)  Fill placement site when using an offshore borrow area  


Samples shall be collected where the densest portion of the turbidity plume 


crosses the edge of the mixing zone polygon, which measures up to 150 


meters offshore and up to 1000 meters alongshore from the point where the 


return water from the dredged discharge reenters the Atlantic Ocean.  For each 


sampling event, compliance samples shall be collected within the area of 


highest turbidity at both the rip current location if present and the longshore 


drift location.   Note:  If the plume flows parallel to the shoreline, it may cross 


the mixing zone polygon at a distance less than 150 meters offshore, and the 


sample would be collected at that point, not necessarily 150 meters offshore.  


If the plume flows offshore, it may cross the mixing zone polygon at a distance 


less than 1000 meters alongshore, and the sample would be collected at that 


point, not necessarily 1000 meters alongshore.  See Diagram 1.   


b) Fill placement site when using an upland borrow area (truck haul)   


Samples shall be collected 150 meters down-current from the point where fill 


material is being placed seaward of the MHW line during the sampling event.  


If the highest turbidity from the in-water fill placement reaches the edge of the 


mixing zone after the fill placement has stopped, then samples shall be 


collected 150 meters down-current from the point where fill material was 


being placed immediately prior to the sampling event.    See Diagram 2. 


c) Hardbottom Edge   
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If there are any hardbottom resources within 1000 meters downcurrent from 


the source of turbidity, monitoring shall also be conducted once per day at the 


edge of the hardbottom.   


d) Intermediate Monitoring (required when using a mixing zone that exceeds 150  


 size)   


 At surface, mid-depth and (for sites with depths greater than 25 feet) 2 


meters from the bottom, at points approximately 150 meters, 250 meters, 500 


meters and 750 meters down-current from the point where the return water 


from the dredged discharge reenters the Atlantic Ocean (if those points are 


located inside the mixing zone), within the densest portion of any visible 


turbidity plume.  These measurements will be used to calibrate the size of the 


mixing zone for future events. 


d. Analysis of turbidity samples shall be performed in compliance with DEP-SOP-


001/01 FT 1600 Field Measurement of Turbidity: 


http://publicfiles.dep.state.fl.us/dear/sas/sopdoc/2008sops/ft1600.pdf 


e. Calibration: The instruments used to measure turbidity shall be fully calibrated with 


primary standards within one month of the commencement of the project, and at least 


once a month throughout the project.  Calibration with secondary standards shall be 


verified each morning prior to use, after each time the instrument is turned on, and 


after field sampling using two secondary turbidity “standards” that that bracket the 


anticipated turbidity samples.  If the post-sampling calibration value deviates more 


than 8% from the previous calibration value, results shall be reported as estimated and 


a description of the problem shall be included in the field notes. 


f. If the turbidity monitoring protocol specified above prevents the collection of 


accurate data, the person in charge of the turbidity monitoring shall contact the JCP 


Compliance Officer to establish a more appropriate protocol.  If sampling instruments 


fail or are unable to be calibrated, turbidity samples shall be collected, preserved as 


described in DEP-SOP-001/01 FT 1000, and analyzed by a lab.  A backup meter will 


also be required, as lab results would not be timely in case a shut-down is required. 


Once approved in writing by the Department, the new protocol shall be attached to 


the BMA and shall be implemented without the need for a BMA modification.   
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3. The compliance locations given above shall be considered the limits of the temporary 


mixing zone for turbidity allowed during construction.  If monitoring reveals turbidity levels 


at the compliance sites that are greater than 29 NTUs above the corresponding background 


turbidity levels, construction activities shall cease immediately and not resume until 


corrective measures have been taken and turbidity has returned to acceptable levels.  Any 


such occurrence shall also be immediately reported to the Department’s JCP Compliance 


Officer via email at JCP Compliance@dep.state.fl.us.  The subject line of the email shall 


state “TURBIDITY EXCEEDANCE”.  Also notify the Department’s Southeast District 


office. 


 


  4.  Any project-associated turbidity source other than dredging or fill placement for 


beach nourishment (e.g., scow or pipeline leakage) shall be monitored as close to the source 


as possible.  If the turbidity level exceeds 29 NTUs above background, the construction 


activities related to the exceedance shall cease immediately and not resume until corrective 


measures have been taken and turbidity has returned to acceptable levels.  This turbidity 


monitoring shall continue every hour until background turbidity levels are restored or until 


otherwise directed by the Department.  The Permittee shall notify the Department, by 


separate email to the JCP Compliance Officer, of such an event within 24 hours of the time 


the Permittee first becomes aware of the discharge.  The subject line of the email shall state 


“PROJECT-ASSOCIATED DISCHARGE-OTHER”.  


When reporting a turbidity exceedance, the following information shall also be included:   


a. the Project Name; 


b. the Permit Number; 


c. location and level (NTUs above background) of the turbidity exceedance and location 


and status of the dredge; 


d. the time and date that the exceedance occurred; and 


e. the time and date that construction ceased. 


 Prior to re-commencing the construction, a report shall be emailed to the 


Department’s JCP Compliance Officer with the same information that was included in 


the “Exceedance Report”, plus the following information: 
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a. turbidity monitoring data collected during the shutdown documenting the decline in 


turbidity levels and achievement of acceptable levels; 


b. corrective measures that were taken; and  


c. cause of the exceedance. 


 


5. In addition to the periodic water quality sampling, four turbidity data loggers, which also 


record water temperature, shall be installed and maintained for each nourishment event.  Two 


of the units shall be installed at sensitive resource sites located within the potential influence 


of the project, but beyond the turbidity mixing zone.  The other two units shall be located in 


corresponding background locations, outside the potential influence of the project.  These 


data loggers shall be installed 2 months prior to construction, and shall remain in operation 


during construction and 2 months after construction.  At the end of the monitoring period, the 


project-influenced turbidity data shall be compared to the background data.  The turbidity 


results and water temperature data shall be tabulated by time and date, along with the times 


and dates of construction and the corresponding weather conditions.  Within 2 months 


following the monitoring period, the Permittee shall submit a report to the Department’s JCP 


Compliance Officer with the tabulated data and a summary.   


 


6. When discharging slurried sand onto the beach from a pipeline (not applicable to truck 


hauled projects or sand transfer plants), the Permittee shall employ best management 


practices (BMPs) to reduce turbidity.  At a minimum, these BMPs shall include the 


following:  


a. Use of shore-parallel sand dike to promote settlement of suspended sediment on the 


beach before return water from the dredged discharge reenters the Atlantic Ocean; 


and  


b. The pipeline discharge location shall be set back a minimum of 50 feet from open 


water, or at the landward edge of the beach berm, whichever is less.  
 
H)  Reporting Requirements for all Nourishment, Bypassing and Groin Projects 


1.  Turbidity Reports 
a.  All turbidity monitoring data shall be submitted to DEP by the BMA Participant 


within one week of analysis.  The data shall be presented in tabular format, indicating 
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the measured turbidity levels at the compliance sites for each depth, the 


corresponding background levels at each depth and the number of NTUs over 


background at each depth.  Any exceedances of the turbidity standard (29 NTUs 


above background) shall be highlighted in the table.  In addition to the raw and 


processed data, the reports shall also contain the following information:   


i.  time of day samples were taken; 


ii.  dates of sampling and analysis;  


iii.  GPS location of samples; 


iv.  depth of water body; 


v.  depth of each sample; 


vi.  antecedent weather conditions, including wind direction and velocity; 


vii.  tidal stage and direction of flow; 


viii.  water temperature; 


ix.  One map or schematic (per sampling event) used to indicate sampling 


locations,   dredging and discharge locations, and direction of flow;  


x.  a statement describing the methods used in collection, handling, storage and 


analysis of the samples;  


xi.  a statement by the individual responsible for implementation of the sampling 


program concerning the authenticity, precision, limits of detection, calibration 


of the meter and accuracy of the turbidity and GPS data; 


xii.  When samples cannot be collected, include an explanation in the report.  If 


unable to collect samples due to severe weather conditions, include a copy of 


a current report from a reliable, independent source, such as an online weather 


service. 


b.  Monitoring reports shall be submitted by email to the JCP Compliance Officer.  In the 


subject line of the reports, on the cover page to the submittal and at the top of each 


page, include the Project Name, Individual Project Approval Number and the dates of 


the monitoring interval.  Failure to submit reports in a timely manner constitutes 


grounds for revocation of the BMA.   


 


2.  FWC data 
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Unless otherwise required as part of a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Incidental Take 


Authorization, nesting surveys shall be conducted by the BMA Participant in accordance 


with the cell-wide monitoring plan as outlined in Appendix F and below, except that 


monitoring in the sand placement zones shall be conducted to facilitate year-round activity 


on the nesting beach in accordance with the FWS Incidental Take Authorization for that 


activity.  Electronic summaries of all nesting activity shall be provided for the entire cell 


(number of nests or false crawls) annually.  Upon project construction, site specific 


information on nest location, GPS, hatch and emergence success shall be collected on all 


nests per species in sixteen (16) zones randomly chosen within the project area and sixteen 


(16) zones randomly chosen outside the project area across the island for the initial nesting 


season and for two to three additional nesting seasons.    Monitoring and reporting shall 


occur as follows: 


a. The number and type of emergences (nests or false crawls) across the cell shall be 


reported per species in accordance with the attached table and the Cell-Wide 


monitoring plan (Appendix F).   


b. For the initial nesting season, after completion of project construction, reproductive 


success shall be reported per species in accordance with the attached table.  


Reproductive success shall be reported for all loggerhead, green and leatherback nests 


in the sixteen (16) zones randomly chosen within the project area and sixteen (16) 


zones randomly chosen outside the project area across the island   


c. FWC may determine that an additional year of marking nests and conducting nest 


inventories is required in the thirty-two zones if reproductive success on the project 


beach is less than 60%.  Assessments of hatch and emergence success in the project 


area may then occur for an additional nesting season for up to three years after the 


initial nesting season.    


d. In the event that the reproductive success meets or exceeds required criteria (e.g., 


60% or greater for hatch success and for emergence success or equivalent to non-


nourished beach) for all species, monitoring for reproductive success shall be 


recommended, but not required for the second (or third) year postconstruction.   


e. Monitoring of nesting activity in the seasons following construction shall include 


daily surveys and any additional measures authorized by the FWC in accordance with 
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the Cell-Wide monitoring plan.  Electronic summaries of all crawl activity, nesting 


success rates, hatching success of all relocated nests, hatching success of a 


representative sampling of nests left in place (if any), dates of construction and names 


of all personnel involved in nest surveys and relocation activities in accordance with 


the electronic spreadsheet provided to the Marine Turtle Permit Holder shall be 


submitted to Marineturtle@myfwc.com .  Data should be reported separately for the 


zones in the nourished areas and the zones surveyed outside the project area in 


accordance with Table 1 below.  All reports should submitted by January 15 of the 


following year.  


 


3. Physical Monitoring Reporting 


An engineering report and the monitoring data shall be submitted to the Department and all 


parties to this beach management agreement within 90 days following completion of a post-


construction borrow area survey.  The report shall summarize and discuss the data, the 


performance of the beach fill projects, and identify erosion and accretion patterns within the 


coastal cell. The report shall update the shoreline and volumetric changes at each reference 


monument and by reach. In addition, the report shall include a comparative review of project 


performance to performance expectations and identification of adverse impacts attributable to 


the projects.  Appendices shall include plots of survey profiles and graphical representations 


of volumetric and shoreline position changes for the monitoring area. Results shall be 


analyzed for patterns, trends, or changes between annual surveys and cumulatively since 


project construction. 
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Table 1:  Marine Turtle Monitoring for Beach Placement of Material 


 


Metric Duration Variable Criterion 
Nesting Success Annually  Number of nests and non-nesting 


emergences by day by species 


NA 


Hatching Success Year of construction and one to three years 


post construction if placed sand remains on 


beach and variable does not meet criterion 


based on previous year  


Number of hatchlings by species to 


completely escape egg 


Average of 60% or greater 


(data must include washed 


out nests) 


Emergence 


Success 


Year of construction and one to three years 


post construction if placed sand remains on 


beach and variable does not meet success 


criterion based on previous year  


Number of hatchlings by species to 


emerge from nest onto beach  


Average must not be 


significantly different than 


the average emergent 


hatching success in non-


project zones 


Disorientation Year of construction and one to three years 


post construction if placed sand remains on 


beach  


Number of nests and individuals 


that misorient or disorient 


 


 


Lighting Surveys Two surveys the year following 


construction , one survey between May 1 


and May 15 and second survey between 


July 15 and August 1 


Number, location and photographs 


of  lights visible from nourished  


berm, corrective actions and 


notifications made 


100% reduction in lights 


visible from nourished 


berm within one to two 


month period 


Compaction Not required if the beach is tilled prior to 


nesting season each year placed sand 


remains on beach 


Shear resistance  Less than 500 psi 


Escarpment 


Surveys 


Weekly during nesting season for up to 


three years each year placed sand remains 


on the beach  


Number of scarps 18 inches or 


greater extending for more than 


100 feet that persist for more than 2 


weeks 


Successful remediation of 


all persistent scarps as 


needed 
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APPENDIX D-1 Sediment Quality Control/Quality Assurance Plan 


 


SEDIMENT QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN 
FOR BEACH RESTORATION OR NOURISHMENT USING AN OFFSHORE BORROW 


AREA 
 


Palm Beach Island Beach Management Agreement 
 


Midtown Beach Nourishment 
Phipps Ocean Park Beach Nourishment 


 
June 10, 2013 


 
A.  INTRODUCTION 


 This template QA/QC plan is for use for beach restoration and beach nourishment when an 


offshore borrow area is used.  A different plan document will be used for inlet excavation 


involving beach or nearshore placement of dredged material. 


 Pursuant to Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.008 (1) (k) 4.b., permit applications for inlet 


excavation, beach restoration, or nourishment shall include a quality control/assurance plan that 


will ensure that the sediment from the borrow areas to be used in the project will meet the 


standard in Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.007(2) (j).  To protect the environmental functions of 


Florida’s beaches, only beach compatible fill shall be placed on the beach or in any associated 


dune system.  Beach compatible fill is material that maintains the general character and 


functionality of the material occurring on the beach and in the adjacent dune and coastal system.    


 The Permittee has conducted geotechnical investigations that provide adequate data 


concerning the character of the sediment and the quantities available within the spatial limits of 


the permitted borrow area(s).  The Permittee has provided an analysis of the existing or native 


sediment and the sediment within the permitted borrow area(s) that demonstrates its 


compatibility with the naturally occurring beach sediment in accordance with 


Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.007(2) (j). The sediment analysis and volume calculations were 


performed using established industry standards, and are certified by a Professional Engineer or a 


Professional Geologist registered in the State of Florida.   


 Based upon this information and the design of the borrow area(s), the Department of 


Environmental Protection (Department) has determined that use of the sediment from the borrow 


area(s) will maintain the general character and functionality of the sediment occurring on the 
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beach and in the adjacent dune and coastal system.  Furthermore, this information and the 


borrow area design provides sufficient quality control/quality assurance (QC/QA) that the mean 


grain size and carbonate content of the sediment from the borrow area(s) will meet the 


requirements of Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.007(2) (j); hence, additional QC/QA procedures are 


not required for these sediment parameters during construction.    


 This plan outlines the responsibilities of each stakeholder in the project as they relate to the 


placement of beach compatible material on the beach. These responsibilities are in response to 


the possibility that non-beach compatible sediments may exist within the borrow area(s) and 


could be unintentionally placed on the beach. The QC Plan specifies the minimum construction 


management, inspection and reporting requirements placed on the Marine Dredging Contractor 


and enforced by the Permittee, to ensure that the sediment from the borrow area(s) to be used in 


the project meet the compliance specifications.  The QA Plan specifies the minimum 


construction oversight, inspection and reporting requirements to be undertaken by the Permittee 


or the Permittee’s On-Site Representative to observe, sample, and test the placed sediments to 


verify the sediments are in compliance.  


 


B.  SEDIMENT QUALITY SPECIFICATIONS 


 The sediment from the borrow area(s) is similar in Munsell color and grain size distribution 


to the material in the existing coastal system at the beach placement site.  The Department and 


the Permittee acknowledge that it is possible that discrete occurrences of non-beach compatible 


sediments may exist within the permitted borrow area(s) that do not comply with the limiting 


parameters of Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.007 (2) (j) 1. – 5., or vary in Munsell color from the 


composite value.  Furthermore, the Department may consider more restrictive values for the 


sediment parameters to ensure that the sediment from the borrow area(s) is similar in color and 


grain size distribution to the sediment in the existing coastal system at the beach placement site.  


Therefore, fill material compliance specifications for the sediment from the borrow area(s) 


proposed for this project are provided in Table 1.    


 The compliance specifications take into account the variability of sediment on the native or 


existing beach, and are values which may reasonably be attained given what is known about the 


borrow area sediment.  Beach fill material which falls outside of these limits will be considered 


unacceptable and subject to remediation.   
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Table 1: Sediment Compliance Specifications 
 


Sediment Parameter Parameter Definition Compliance Value 
Mean grain size Minimum and maximum values 


(Using moment method calculation) 
0.25 mm to 0.60 mm 


Max. Silt Content passing #230 sieve 2% 
Max. Fine Gravel Content* retained on #4 sieve 5% 
Munsell Color Value moist Value (chroma = 1) 6 or lighter 
The beach fill material shall not contain construction debris, toxic material, other foreign 
matter, coarse gravel or rocks. 
*Shell Content is used as the indicator of fine gravel content for the implementation of quality 
control/quality assurance procedures. 
 
C.  QUALITY CONTROL PLAN  


 The contract documents shall incorporate the following technical requirements, or equivalent 


language that addresses the location of dredging, sediment quality monitoring on the beach, and, 


if necessary, remedial actions. The Permittee will seek to enforce these contract requirements 


during the execution of work. 


1. Electronic Positioning and Dredge Depth Monitoring Equipment.  


 The Contractor will continuously operate electronic positioning equipment, approved 


by the Engineer, to monitor the precise positioning of the excavation device location(s) 


and depth(s). A Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) or equivalent system 


providing equal or better accuracy will be used to determine the horizontal position and 


will be interfaced with an appropriate depth measuring device to determine the vertical 


position of the bottom of the excavation device. The horizontal positioning equipment 


will maintain an accuracy of +/- 3.0 feet. The vertical positioning equipment will 


maintain a vertical accuracy of +/-0.5 feet with continuous applicable tidal corrections 


measured at the project site. 


 


2. Dredge Location Control 


 The Contractor is required to have, in continuous operation on the dredge, electronic 


positioning equipment that will accurately compute and plot the position of the dredge. 


Such fixes, and the accompanying plots, will be furnished to the Permittee’s on-site 


representative daily as part of the QC Reports. The electronic positioning equipment will 


be installed on the dredge so as to monitor, as closely as possible, the actual location of 
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the excavation device(s). The location of the master antenna on the dredge and the 


distance and direction from the master antenna to the bottom of the excavation device 


will be reported on the Daily Reports. A printout of the excavation device positions in 


State Plane Coordinates, the excavation device depths corrected for tide elevation and 


referenced to the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) and the time, will 


be maintained using an interval of two (2) minutes for each printed fix. A printed and 


computer file (in ASCII format) copy of the position data will be provided to the 


Engineer as part of the daily report. The Contractor will prepare a plot of the data that 


includes the State Plane Coordinate grid system and the borrow area limits. The format of 


the plot may be subject to approval by the Permittee’s Engineer. No dredging will take 


place outside of the borrow area limits (horizontal and vertical limits) as shown on the 


drawings. 


 


3. Dredging Observation 


 The Contractor will be responsible for establishing such control as may be necessary 


to insure that the allowable excavation depths and spatial limits are not exceeded. If the 


Contractor encounters noncompliant sediment during dredging, the Contractor will 


immediately cease dredging, relocate the dredge into compliant sediment, and will 


verbally notify the Permittee’s On-site Representative, providing the time, location, and 


description of the noncompliant sediment. The Contractor will also report any encounters 


with noncompliant sediment in the Contractor’s Daily Report, providing depth and 


location in State Plane Coordinates of said materials within the borrow area. The 


Contractor, in cooperation with the Permittee’s Engineer, will use the dredge positioning 


records, plans, and vibracore descriptions to determine where the Contractor may dredge 


to avoid additional placement of noncompliant sediment. The Contractor will adjust his 


or her construction operation to avoid the noncompliant sediment to the greatest extent 


practicable.   


 


4. Beach Observation 


 The Contractor will continuously visually monitor the sediment being placed on the 


beach. If noncompliant sediment is placed on the beach, the Contractor will immediately 
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cease dredging, relocate the dredge into compliant sediment, and verbally notify the 


Permittee’s On-site Representative, providing the time, location, and description of the 


noncompliant sediment. The Contractor will also report any encounters with 


noncompliant sediment in the Contractor’s Daily Report, providing depth and location in 


State Plane Coordinates of said materials within the borrow area.  The Contractor will 


take the appropriate remediation actions as directed by the Permittee or Permittee’s 


Engineer.  


 


5. Excavation Requirements 


 The Contractor will excavate within the approved boundaries and maximum depths of 


the borrow area(s) in a uniform and continuous manner.  If directed by the Permittee’s 


Engineer, the Contractor will change the location and/or depth of excavation within the 


borrow area limits. 


 


6. Vibracore Logs and Grain Size Data 


 The Contractor will be provided with all descriptions of sediment vibracore borings 


collected within the borrow area(s), and will acknowledge that he is aware of the quality 


of the sediment as described in the sediment vibracore logs. These logs and grain size 


data will be presented in the construction specifications. 


 


D.  QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN 


 The Permittee will seek to enforce the construction contract and Department permits related 


to sediment quality. In order to do so, the following steps shall be followed: 


1. Construction Observation 


 Construction observation by the Permittee’s On-Site Representative will be performed 7 


days a week, at least 8 hours a day during periods of active construction. Most observations 


will be conducted during daylight hours; however, random nighttime observations shall be 


conducted.  


2. On-Site Representative  


 The Permittee will provide on-site observation by individuals with training or experience 


in beach nourishment and construction inspection and testing, and who are knowledgeable of 
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the project design and permit conditions. The project Engineer, a qualified coastal engineer, 


will actively coordinate with the Permittee’s On-Site Representative, who may be an 


employee or sub-contractor of the Permittee or the Engineer.  Communications will take 


place between the Engineer and the Permittee’s On-Site Representative on a daily basis. 


 


3. Pre-Construction Meeting 


 The project QC/QA Plan will be discussed as a matter of importance at the pre-


construction meeting. The Contractor will be required to acknowledge the goals and intent of 


the above described QC/QA Plan, in writing, prior to commencement of construction. 


 


4. Contractor’s Daily Reports 


 The Engineer will review the Contractor’s Daily Reports which characterize the nature of 


the sediments encountered at the borrow area and placed along the project shoreline with 


specific reference to moist sand color and the occurrence of rock, rubble, shell, silt or debris 


that exceeds acceptable limits. The Engineer will review the dredge positions in the 


Contractor’s Daily Report. 


 


5. On Call 


 The Engineer will be continuously on call during the period of construction for the 


purpose of making decisions regarding issues that involve QC/QA Plan compliance. 


 


6. Addendums 


 Any addendum or change order to the Contract between the Permittee and the Contractor 


will be evaluated to determine whether or not the change in scope will potentially affect the 


QC\QA Plan. 


 


7. During Construction Sampling for Visual Inspection 


 To assure that the fill material placed on the beach is in compliance with the permit, the 


Permittee’s Engineer or On-Site Representative will conduct assessments of the beach fill 


material as follows: 
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a.  During excavation and fill placement activities, the Permittee’s On-Site 


Representative will collect a sediment sample at not less than 200-foot intervals of newly 


constructed berm to visually assess grain size, Munsell color, shell content, and silt 


content.  The sample shall be a minimum of 1 U.S. pint (approximately 200 grams).  This 


assessment will consist of handling the fill material to ensure that it is predominantly 


sand to note the physical characteristics and assure the material meets the sediment 


compliance parameter specified in this Plan.   If deemed necessary, quantitative 


assessments of the sand will be conducted for grain size, silt content, shell content and 


Munsell color using the methods outlined in section D.8.b.  Each sample will be archived 


with the date, time, and location of the sample.  The results of these daily inspections, 


regardless of the quality of the sediment, will be appended to or notated on the 


Contractor’s Daily Report. All samples will be stored by the Permittee for at least 60 days 


after project completion.  


b.  If the Permittee or Engineer determines that the beach fill material does not comply 


with the sediment compliance specifications in this QC/QA Plan, the Permittee or 


Engineer will immediately instruct the Contractor to cease material excavation operations 


and take whatever actions necessary to avoid further discharge of noncompliant sediment 


The Contractor, in cooperation with the Permittee’s Engineer, will use the dredge 


positioning records, plans, and vibracore descriptions to determine where the Contractor 


may dredge to avoid additional placement of noncompliant sediment. The Contractor will 


adjust his or her construction operation to avoid the noncompliant sediment to the 


greatest extent practicable. The sediment inspection results will be reported to the 


Department.  


 


8. Post-Construction Sampling for Laboratory Testing  


 To assure that the fill material placed on the beach was adequately assessed by the 


borrow area investigation and design, the Project Engineer will conduct assessments of the 


sediment as follows: 


a. Post-construction sampling of each acceptance section and testing of the fill material 


will be conducted to verify that the sediment placed on the beach meets the expected 


criteria/characteristics provided during from the geotechnical investigation and borrow 
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area design process.  Upon completion of an acceptance section of constructed beach, the 


Engineer will collect two (2) duplicate sand samples at each Department reference 


monument profile line to quantitatively assess the grain size distribution, moist Munsell 


color, shell content, and silt content for compliance. The Engineer will collect the 


sediment samples of a minimum of 1 U.S. pint (at least 200 grams) each from the bottom 


of a test hole a minimum of 18 inches deep within the limits of the constructed berm.  


The Engineer will visually assess grain size, Munsell color, shell content, and silt content 


of the material by handling the fill material to ensure that it is predominantly sand, and 


further to note the physical characteristics. The Engineer will note the existence of any 


layering or rocks within the test hole. One sample will be sent for laboratory analysis 


while the other sample will be archived by the Permittee. All samples and laboratory test 


results will be labeled with the Project name, FDEP Reference Monument Profile Line 


designation, State Plane (X,Y) Coordinate location, date sample was obtained, and 


"Construction Berm Sample.”  


b. All samples will be evaluated for visual attributes (Munsell color and shell content), 


sieved in accordance with the applicable sections of ASTM D422-63 (Standard Test 


Method for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils), ASTM D1140 (Standard Test Method for 


Amount of Material in Soils Finer than No. 200 Sieve), and ASTM D2487 (Classification 


of Soils for Engineering Purposes), and analyzed for carbonate content. The samples will 


be sieved using the following U.S. Standard Sieve Numbers: 3/4”, 5/8”, 3.5, 4, 5, 7, 10, 


14, 18, 25, 35, 45, 60, 80, 120, 170, and 230.  


c. A summary table of the sediment samples and test results for the sediment 


compliance parameters shall accompany the complete set of laboratory testing results.  


The column headings will include: Sample Number; Mean Grain Size (mm); Sorting 


Value: Silt Content (%); Shell Content (%); Munsell Color Value; and a column stating 


whether each sample MET or FAILED the compliance values found in Table 1   The 


sediment testing results will be certified by a P.E or P.G. registered in the State of 


Florida.  A statement of how the placed fill material compares to the sediment analysis 


and volume calculations from the sand search investigation and borrow area design shall 


be included in the sediment testing results report.  The Permittee will submit sediment 
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testing results and analysis report to the Department within 90 days following beach 


construction.  


d. In the event that a section of beach contains fill material that is not in compliance with 


the sediment compliance specifications, then the Department will be notified. 


Notification will indicate the volume, aerial extent and location of any unacceptable 


beach areas and remediation planned.  


 


E. REMEDIATION 


1.  Compliance Area 


 If a sample does not meet the compliance value for construction debris, toxic material, 


other foreign material, coarse gravel, or rock the Permittee shall determine the aerial extent 


and remediate regardless of the extent of the noncompliant material.  If a sample is 


noncompliant for the silt content, shell content, or Munsell color and the aerial extent 


exceeds 10,000 square feet, the Permittee shall remediate.   


 


2. Notification   


 If an area of newly constructed beach does not meet the sediment compliance 


specifications, then the Department (JCPCompliance@dep.state.fl.us) will be notified. 


Notification will indicate the aerial extent and location of any areas of noncompliant beach 


fill material and remediation planned.  As outlined in section E.4 below, the Permittee will 


immediately undertake remediation actions without additional approvals from the 


Department. The results of any remediation will be reported to the Department following 


completion of the remediation activities and shall indicate the volume of noncompliant fill 


material removed and replaced. 


 


3. Sampling to determine extent  


 In order to determine if an area greater than 10,000 square feet of beach fill is 


noncompliant, the following procedure will be performed by the Engineer: 


a. Upon determination that the first sediment sample is noncompliant, at minimum, five 


(5) additional sediment samples will be collected at a 25-foot spacing in all directions and 
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assessed.  If the additional samples are also noncompliant, then additional samples will 


be collected at a 25-foot spacing in all directions until the aerial extent is identified. 


b. The samples will be visually compared to the acceptable sand criteria. If deemed 


necessary by the Engineer, quantitative assessments of the sand will be conducted for 


grain size, silt content, shell content, and Munsell color using the methods outlined in 


section D.8.b.  Samples will be archived by the Permittee. 


c. A site map will be prepared depicting the location of all samples and the boundaries 


of all areas of noncompliant fill. 


d. The total square footage will be determined. 


e. The site map and analysis will be included in the Contractor's Daily Report. 


 


4. Actions  


 The Permittee or Permittee’s Engineer shall have the authority to determine whether the 


material placed on the beach is compliant or noncompliant. If placement of noncompliant 


material occurs, the Contractor will be directed by the Permittee or Permittee’s Engineer on 


the necessary corrective actions. Should a situation arise during construction that cannot be 


corrected by the remediation methods described within this QC/QA Plan, the Department 


will be notified.  The remediation actions for each sediment parameter are as follows: 


a. Silt: blending the noncompliant fill material with compliant fill material within the 


adjacent construction berm sufficiently to meet the compliance value, or removing the 


noncompliant fill material and replacing it with compliant fill material. 


b. Shell: blending the noncompliant fill material with compliant fill material within the 


adjacent construction berm sufficiently to meet the compliance value or removing the 


noncompliant fill material and replacing it with compliant fill material. 


c. Munsell color: blending the noncompliant fill material with compliant fill material 


within the adjacent construction berm sufficiently to meet the compliance value or 


removing the noncompliant fill material and replacing it with compliant fill material. 


d. Coarse gravel: screening and removing the noncompliant fill material and replacing it 


with compliant fill material. 


e. Construction debris, toxic material, or other foreign matter: removing the 


noncompliant fill material and replacing it with compliant fill material. 
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 All noncompliant fill material removed from the beach will be transported to an appropriate 


upland disposal facility located landward of the Coastal Construction Control Line. 


 


5. Post-Remediation Testing   


 Re-sampling shall be conducted following any remediation actions in accordance with 


the following protocols:  


a. Within the boundaries of the remediation actions, samples will be taken at maximum of 


25-foot spacing. 


b. The samples will be visually compared to the acceptable sand criteria. If deemed 


necessary by the Engineer, quantitative assessments of the sand will be conducted for 


grain size, silt content, and Munsell color using the methods outlined in section D.8.b.  


Samples will be archived by the Permittee. 


c. A site map will be prepared depicting the location of all samples and the boundaries of 


all areas of remediation actions. 


 


6. Reporting 


 A post-remediation report containing the site map, sediment analysis, and volume of 


noncompliant fill material removed and replaced will be submitted to the Department within 


7 days following completion of remediation activities. 


 All reports or notices relating to this permit shall be emailed and sent to the Department 


at the following locations: 


DEP Bureau of Beaches & Coastal Systems 
JCP Compliance Officer 


Mail Station 300 
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 


phone: (850) 414-7716 
e-mail: JCP Compliance@dep.state.fl.us 


 


End of Plan 


 


FDEP Version dated August 30, 2012
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SEDIMENT QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN 


FOR BEACH OR DUNE RESTORATION USING AN UPLAND SAND SOURCE 
 


Palm Beach Island Beach Management Agreement 
 


Midtown Beach Nourishment 
Phipps Ocean Park Beach Nourishment 


 
July 10, 2013 


 
A. INTRODUCTION 


 This template QA/QC plan is for use for dune restoration using an upland sand source.  


 Pursuant to Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.008 (1) (k) 4.b., permit applications for inlet 


excavation, beach restoration, or nourishment shall include a quality control/assurance plan that 


will ensure that the sediment from the borrow areas to be used in the project will meet the 


standard in Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.007(2) (j).  To protect the environmental functions of 


Florida’s beaches, only beach compatible fill shall be placed on the beach or in any associated 


dune system.  Beach compatible fill is material that maintains the general character and 


functionality of the material occurring on the beach and in the adjacent dune and coastal system.    


 The Department has received the results of geotechnical investigations that provide adequate 


data concerning the character of the sediment and the quantities available within the spatial limits 


of the upland sand source(s).  The Department has received an analysis of the existing or native 


sediment and the sediment within the permitted upland sand source(s), including the methods of 


mining and post-mining processing, that demonstrates its compatibility with the naturally 


occurring beach sediment in accordance with Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.007(2) (j). The 


sediment analysis and volume calculations were performed using established industry standards, 


and are certified by a Professional Engineer or a Professional Geologist registered in the State of 


Florida.   


 Based upon this information, the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has 


determined that use of the sediment from the upland sand source(s) will maintain the general 


character and functionality of the sediment occurring on the beach and in the adjacent dune and 


coastal system.  Furthermore, this information provides sufficient quality control/quality 


assurance (QC/QA) that the mean grain size and carbonate content of the sediment from the 


upland sand source(s) will meet the requirements of Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.007(2) (j); 
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hence, additional QC/QA procedures are not required for these sediment parameters during 


construction.    


 This plan outlines the responsibilities of each stakeholder in the project as they relate to the 


placement of beach compatible material on the beach. These responsibilities are in response to 


the possibility that non-beach compatible sediments may exist within the upland sand source(s) 


and could be unintentionally placed on the beach. The QC Plan specifies the minimum 


construction management, inspection and reporting requirements placed on the Contractor and 


enforced by the Permittee, to ensure that the sediment from the upland sand source(s) to be used 


in the project meet the compliance specifications.  The QA Plan specifies the minimum 


construction oversight, inspection and reporting requirements to be undertaken by the Permittee 


or the Permittee’s On-Site Representative to observe, sample, and test the placed sediments to 


verify the sediments are in compliance.  


 


B. SEDIMENT QUALITY SPECIFICATIONS 


 The sediment from the upland sand source(s) is similar in Munsell color and grain size 


distribution to the material in the existing coastal system at the beach placement site.  The 


Department and the Permittee acknowledge that it is possible that discrete occurrences of non-


beach compatible sediments may exist within the permitted upland sand source(s) that do not 


comply with the limiting parameters of Fla. Admin. Code r. 62B-41.007 (2) (j) 1. – 5., or vary in 


Munsell color from the composite value.  Furthermore, the Department may consider more 


restrictive values for the sediment parameters to ensure that the sediment from the upland sand 


source(s) is similar in color and grain size distribution to the sediment in the existing coastal 


system at the beach placement site.  Therefore, fill material compliance specifications for the 


sediment from the upland sand source(s) proposed for this project are provided in Table 1.    


 The compliance specifications take into account the variability of sediment on the native or 


existing beach, and are values which may reasonably be attained given what is known about the 


upland sand source(s).  Beach fill material which falls outside of these limits will be considered 


unacceptable and subject to remediation.   
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Table 1:  Sediment Compliance Specifications 
 


Sediment Parameter Parameter Definition Compliance Value 
Mean grain size Minimum and maximum values 


(Using moment method calculation) 
0.25 mm to 0.60 mm 


Max. Silt Content passing #230 sieve 2% 
Max. Fine Gravel Content* retained on #4 sieve 5% 
Munsell Color Value moist Value (chroma = 1) 6 or lighter 
The beach fill material shall not contain construction debris, toxic material, other foreign 
matter, coarse gravel or rocks. 
*Shell Content is used as the indicator of fine gravel content for the implementation of quality 
control/quality assurance procedures. 


 
C. QUALITY CONTROL PLAN  


 The contract documents shall incorporate the following technical requirements, or equivalent 


language that addresses the sediment quality monitoring on the beach, and, if necessary, remedial 


actions. The Permittee will seek to enforce these contract requirements during the execution of 


work.  The Contractor’s Quality Control Plan shall be submitted for review and acceptance by 


the Permittee.  This Plan shall also address sediment quality assurance by including: (1) the 


specific sampling frequency and testing methodology to be provided by the Contractor, (2) the 


name, address and point of contact for the Licensed Testing Laboratory to be used for the 


required collection of samples and laboratory testing, and (3) how the Contractor intends to 


assess compliance with the Sediments Compliance Specifications as shown in Table 1 above. 


 The characteristics of the in-situ materials in the upland sand source(s) are indicated the 


geotechnical data, including the boring logs and grain size distribution curves.  The 


characteristics of the processed material are also included with the geotechnical data.  However, 


the Contractor should be aware that it is possible for material of differing characteristics to be 


present and that the mining process may correspondingly require revisions to produce beach 


compatible sand consistent with the Sediment Compliance Specifications in Table 1.   


 


1. Assessment at Upland Sand Source 


 The material shall be observed while the material is being loaded into the trucks for 


transport to the Construction Access/ Staging Area. Both the Contractor and the Permittee 


will have benchmark samples labeled with the permit number, “Benchmark Sample”, date 


collected, site name and information on where the sample was attained.  The benchmark 
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sample shall be material that has been deemed beach compatible in accordance with the 


Sediment Compliance Specifications and shall serve as the minimum requirement for the 


material being placed on the beach. If any material appears to be non-compliant, it shall be 


set aside for testing and/or further processing and not transported to the beach. 


a. For conventional hydraulic excavation and stockpiling.   


 The Contractor will collect a sediment sample at not less than 4 samples for each 


3,000 cubic yards of stockpiled material to visually assess grain size, Munsell color, shell 


content, and silt content against the benchmark sample.    The sample shall be a minimum 


of 1 U.S. pint (approximately 200 grams).  This assessment will consist of handling the 


fill material to ensure that it is predominantly sand to note the physical characteristics and 


assure the material meets the sediment compliance parameter specified in this Plan.   If 


deemed necessary, quantitative assessments of the sand will be conducted for grain size, 


silt content, shell content and Munsell color using the methods outlined in section D.7.b.  


Each sample will be archived with the date, time, and location of the sample.  The results 


of these daily inspections, regardless of the quality of the sediment, will be appended to 


or notated on the Contractor’s Daily Report. All samples will be stored by the Permittee 


for at least 60 days after project completion.  


b. For material requiring special handling and material processing 


 If special handling and material processing are necessary to produce beach 


compatible material consistent with the Sediment Compliance Specifications in Table 1, 


then sampling and laboratory testing of the processed sand shall be conducted at the 


upland mine(s) from the stockpiled material before the material is transported to the 


Construction Access/Staging Areas.    The Contractor will collect 4 representative 


samples from approximately every 3,000 cubic yards of material in the stockpile no less 


than 6 inches below the surface.   The samples shall be tested at a Licensed Testing 


Laboratory using the criteria outlined in Section D.7.b.   


 If a sample does not meet the Sediment Compliance Specifications in Table 1, then the 3,000 


cubic yards of material represented by that sample shall not be transported to the Construction 


Access/Staging Area.  The material may undergo further processing to meet the Sediment 


Compliance Specifications with additional testing to verify the additional processing produce 
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material that meets the Sediment Compliance Specifications, or the material shall be set aside 


and not used. 


 


2. Beach Observation  


 The Contractor will continuously visually monitor the sediment being placed on the 


beach.  An assessment will be made during placement at a minimum of once every hour.  


This assessment will consist of handling the fill material to ensure that it is predominantly 


sand and to note the physical characteristics, and assure the material meets the Sediment 


Compliance Specifications in Table 1.   If noncompliant sediment is placed on the beach, the 


Contractor will immediately cease placement until any stockpiled material at the beach 


construction staging area can be verified as beach compatible and verbally notify the 


Permittee’s On-site Representative, providing the time, location, and description of the 


noncompliant sediment.  The Contractor will take the appropriate remediation actions as 


directed by the Permittee or Permittee’s Engineer.  


 


D. QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN 


 The Permittee will seek to enforce the construction contract and Department permits related 


to sediment quality. In order to do so, the following steps shall be followed: 


 


1. Construction Observation  


 Construction observation by the Permittee’s On-Site Representative will be performed 


daily basis during periods of active construction.  The Permittee’s On-Site Representative 


will collect a sediment sample to visually assess grain size, Munsell color, shell content, and 


silt content against the benchmark sample.  The observation will include handling the fill 


material to ensure that it is predominantly sand to note the physical characteristics and assure 


the material meets the sediment compliance parameter specified in this Plan.   If deemed 


necessary, quantitative assessments of the sand will be conducted for grain size, silt content, 


shell content and Munsell color using the methods outlined in section D.7.b.   
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2. On-Site Representative 


 The Permittee will provide on-site observation by individuals with training or experience 


in beach nourishment and construction inspection and testing, and who are knowledgeable of 


the project design and permit conditions. The project Engineer will actively coordinate with 


the Permittee’s On-Site Representative, who may be an employee or sub-contractor of the 


Permittee or the Engineer.  Communications will take place between the Engineer and the 


Permittee’s On-Site Representative on a weekly basis. 


 


3. Pre-Construction Meeting  


 The project QC/QA Plan will be discussed as a matter of importance at the pre-


construction meeting. The Contractor will be required to acknowledge the goals and intent of 


the above described QC/QA Plan, in writing, prior to commencement of construction. 


 


4. Contractor’s Daily Reports  


 The Permittee’s On-Site Representative will review the Contractor’s Daily Reports which 


will characterize the nature of the sediments encountered at the upland sand source and 


placed along the project shoreline with specific reference to moist sand color and the 


occurrence of rock, rubble, shell, silt or debris.  


 


5. On Call  


 The project Engineer will be continuously on call during the period of construction for 


the purpose of making decisions regarding issues that involve QC/QA Plan compliance. 


 


6. Addendums  


 Any addendum or change order to the Contract between the Permittee and the Contractor 


will be evaluated to determine whether or not the change in scope will potentially affect the 


QC\QA Plan. 


 


7. Post-Construction Sampling for Laboratory Testing  
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 To assure that the fill material placed on the beach was adequately assessed by the 


borrow area investigation and design, the Project Engineer will conduct assessments of the 


sediment as follows: 


a. Post-construction sampling of each acceptance section and testing of the fill material 


will be conducted to verify that the sediment placed on the beach meets the expected 


criteria/characteristics provided during from the geotechnical investigation and borrow 


area design process.  Upon completion of an acceptance section of constructed beach, the 


project Engineer will collect two (2) duplicate sand samples at each Department reference 


monument profile line to quantitatively assess the grain size distribution, moist Munsell 


color, shell content, and silt content for compliance. The Engineer will collect the 


sediment samples of a minimum of 1 U.S. pint (at least 200 grams) each from the bottom 


of a test hole a minimum of 18 inches deep within the limits of the constructed berm.  


The Engineer will visually assess grain size, Munsell color, shell content, and silt content 


of the material by handling the fill material to ensure that it is predominantly sand, and 


further to note the physical characteristics. The Engineer will note the existence of any 


layering or rocks within the test hole. One sample will be sent for laboratory analysis 


while the other sample will be archived by the Permittee. All samples and laboratory test 


results will be labeled with the Project name, FDEP Reference Monument Profile Line 


designation, date sample was obtained, and "Construction Berm Sample.”  


b. All samples will be evaluated for visual attributes (Munsell color and shell content), 


sieved in accordance with the applicable sections of ASTM D422-63 (Standard Test 


Method for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils), ASTM D1140 (Standard Test Method for 


Amount of Material in Soils Finer than No. 200 Sieve), and ASTM D2487 (Classification 


of Soils for Engineering Purposes), and analyzed for carbonate content. The samples will 


be sieved using the following U.S. Standard Sieve Numbers: 3/4”, 5/8”, 3.5, 4, 5, 7, 10, 


14, 18, 25, 35, 45, 60, 80, 120, 170, and 230.  


c. A summary table of the sediment samples and test results for the sediment 


compliance parameters shall accompany the complete set of laboratory testing results.  


The column headings will include: Sample Number; Mean Grain Size (mm); Sorting 


Value: Silt Content (%); Shell Content (%); Munsell Color Value; and a column stating 


whether each sample MET or FAILED the compliance values found in Table 1.   The 
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sediment testing results will be certified by a P.E or P.G. registered in the State of 


Florida.  A statement of how the placed fill material compares to the sediment analysis 


and volume calculations from the sand search investigation and borrow area design shall 


be included in the sediment testing results report.  The Permittee will submit sediment 


testing results and analysis report to the Department within 90 days following beach 


construction.  


d. In the event that a section of beach contains fill material that is not in compliance 


with the sediment compliance specifications, then the Department will be notified. 


Notification will indicate the volume, aerial extent and location of any unacceptable 


beach areas and remediation planned.  


 


E. REMEDIATION 


1. Compliance Area  


 If a sample does not meet the compliance value for construction debris, toxic material, 


other foreign material, coarse gravel, or rock the Permittee shall determine the aerial extent 


of the noncompliant beach fill material and remediate regardless of the extent of the 


noncompliant material.  If a sample is noncompliant for the silt content, shell content, or 


Munsell color, and the aerial extent exceeds 10,000 square feet of beach berm or 100 linear 


feet of dune for dune-only projects, the Permittee shall remediate.   


 


2. Notification   


 If an area of newly constructed beach or dune does not meet the sediment compliance 


specifications, then the Department (JCPCompliance@dep.state.fl.us) will be notified. 


Notification will indicate the aerial extent and location of any areas of noncompliant beach 


fill material and remediation planned.  As outlined in section E.4 below, the Permittee will 


immediately undertake remediation actions without additional approvals from the 


Department. The results of any remediation will be reported to the Department following 


completion of the remediation activities and shall indicate the volume of noncompliant fill 


material removed and replaced. 
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3. Sampling to determine extent  


 In order to determine if an area greater than 10,000 square feet of beach berm or 100 


linear feet of dune for dune-only projects is noncompliant, the following procedure will be 


performed by the Permittee’s On-site Representative or Engineer: 


a. Upon determination that the first sediment sample is noncompliant, at minimum, five 


(5) additional sediment samples will be collected at a maximum 25-foot spacing in all 


directions and assessed.  If the additional samples are also noncompliant, then additional 


samples will be collected at a 25-foot spacing in all directions until the aerial extent is 


identified. 


b. The samples will be visually compared to the acceptable sand criteria. If deemed 


necessary by the Engineer, quantitative assessments of the sand will be conducted for 


grain size, silt content, shell content, and Munsell color using the methods outlined in 


section D.7.b.  Samples will be archived by the Permittee. 


c. A site map will be prepared depicting the location of all samples and the boundaries 


of all areas of noncompliant fill. 


d. The total square footage will be determined. 


e. The site map and analysis will be included in the Contractor's Daily Report. 


 


4. Actions  


 The Permittee or Permittee’s Engineer shall have the authority to determine whether the 


material placed on the beach is compliant or noncompliant. If placement of noncompliant 


material occurs, the Contractor will be directed by the Permittee or Permittee’s Engineer on 


the necessary corrective actions. Should a situation arise during construction that cannot be 


corrected by the remediation methods described within this QC/QA Plan, the Department 


will be notified.  The remediation actions for each sediment parameter are as follows: 


a. Silt: blending the noncompliant fill material with compliant fill material within the 


adjacent construction berm or dune sufficiently to meet the compliance value, or 


removing the noncompliant fill material and replacing it with compliant fill material. 


b. Shell: blending the noncompliant fill material with compliant fill material within the 


adjacent construction berm or dune sufficiently to meet the compliance value or 


removing the noncompliant fill material and replacing it with compliant fill material. 
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c. Munsell color: blending the noncompliant fill material with compliant fill material 


within the adjacent construction berm or dune sufficiently to meet the compliance value 


or removing the noncompliant fill material and replacing it with compliant fill material. 


d. Coarse gravel: screening and removing the noncompliant fill material and replacing it 


with compliant fill material. 


e. Construction debris, toxic material, or other foreign matter: removing the 


noncompliant fill material and replacing it with compliant fill material. 


  All noncompliant fill material removed from the beach will be transported to an 


appropriate upland disposal facility located landward of the Coastal Construction Control 


Line or returned to the upland mine. 


 


5. Post-Remediation Testing   


 Re-sampling shall be conducted following any remediation actions in accordance with 


the following protocols:  


a. Within the boundaries of the remediation actions, samples will be taken at maximum of 


25-foot spacing. 


b. The samples will be visually compared to the acceptable sand criteria. If deemed 


necessary by the Engineer, quantitative assessments of the sand will be conducted for 


grain size, silt content, and Munsell color using the methods outlined in section D.7.b.  


Samples will be archived by the Permittee. 


c. A site map will be prepared depicting the location of all samples and the boundaries of 


all areas of remediation actions. 


 


6. Reporting 


 A post-remediation report containing the site map, sediment analysis, and volume of 


noncompliant fill material removed and replaced will be submitted to the Department within 


7 days following completion of remediation activities. 


 


All reports or notices relating to this permit shall be emailed and sent to the Department at the 


following locations: 
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DEP Bureau of Beaches & Coastal Systems 
JCP Compliance Officer 


Mail Station 300 
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 


phone: (850) 414-7716 
e-mail: JCP Compliance@dep.state.fl.us 


 
 


End of Plan 
FDEP Version dated August 30, 2012 
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		A) Projects that include sand placement from beach nourishment, sand bypassing and transfer, primarily for shore protection, shall include the following conditions:

		B) Dredging Activities

		C)  Projects that include construction of new groins:

		D) Projects that include groin or jetty repair or replacement shall include the following measures:

		E)  Dune Restoration Conditions

		F)  All Nourishment, Groin, or Building of a Second discharge for Sand Transfer Plant

		G)  Turbidity Monitoring Requirements for all Nourishment and Groin Construction Projects

		H)  Reporting Requirements for all Nourishment, Bypassing and Groin Projects

		APPENDIX D-1 Sediment Quality Control/Quality Assurance Plan
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USACE Permit Drawings
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Sand Transfer Plant Drawings 
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Mid -Town Nourishment Drawings
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Phipps Ocean Park Nourishment Drawings
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APPENDIX B-1 Cell-Wide Hardbottom Monitoring, Mitigation and Reporting 
 Implementation of the BMA will include a comprehensive, cell-wide approach to monitor the 


effects of beach projects on the environment, which includes and exceeds the standard regulatory 


requirements for hardbottom monitoring of beach projects.  The BMA will offer a unique 


opportunity to acquire long-term data sets within the coastal cell, expanding the limits of project-


by-project monitoring requirements.  This opportunity will enable the Department to progress its 


science-based knowledge of hardbottom communities that exist within the dynamic coastal 


system.  Understanding how these communities naturally respond to the surrounding coastal 


processes without project influence (i.e., in areas without projects, or areas prior to a project 


occurring) will further the Department’s ability to better estimate project induced impacts, in 


addition to being able to better mitigate for impacts to these communities.  


A)  Cell-Wide Hardbottom Definitions and Classifications System 
  A historical range of 171 to 266 acres of exposed hardbottom, comprised of exposed 


limestone bedrock, has been identified within the boundaries of this BMA using an aerial 


analysis.  Hardbottom provides substrate for attached and motile benthic species, such as algae, 


sponges, corals, and sea urchins, and benthic communities formed by these benthic species 


provide shelter and food sources for fish and marine turtles, and countless other species of 


marine organisms.  The composition of each community varies based on factors that are used to 


characterize hardbottom, such as relief, depth, and persistence of exposure of the substrate.  


  During the development of the BMA, it was necessary to create a hardbottom community 


classification system in order to identify each type of hardbottom habitat, so that a consistent, 


repeatable method for collecting, interpreting, and evaluating hardbottom data could be 


established through the cell-wide monitoring program.  In this manner, hardbottom habitats 


could be established and tracked over time, and changes in these habitats can be objectively 


documented according to these defined classification parameters.  The following section 


provides definitions for the classification parameters of hardbottom as well as the types of 


impacts that may occur to the hardbottom as a result of beach management activities.   


1. Hardbottom Classification 
 A hardbottom classification system will serve to document the initial hardbottom habitat 


(as documented in the Habitat Mapping) and changes over time throughout the BMA cell.  
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Hardbottom will be described throughout the BMA in the cell-wide Habitat Mapping 


conducted by the BMA Participants the first summer of the BMA agreement using four 


parameters which can be grouped in any combination to describe the hardbottom habitat: 


proximity to shore - expressed by distance from the shoreline and water depth; relief of the 


rock; duration of rock exposure; and function.  During each annual hardbottom monitoring 


event following the Habitat Mapping, the hardbottom will be surveyed using aerial analysis, 


edge mapping, and transect surveys to document any community changes that may be 


occurring to these habitats.  The definition of each of these parameters is as follows: 


a. Distance/Depth 


i.   Nearshore Hardbottom:  The nearshore hardbottom is typically exposed as a 200-


400 meter-wide strip from the shoreline, ranging from the supralittoral zone to the 


depth of -4 meters, and is divided into 3 zones:  


a) slightly above tidal line (supralittoral zone);  


b) intertidal area between high spring tide and low spring tide marks (littoral 


zone); 


c) from the low spring tide mark to the depths of -4 meters (upper sublittoral 


zone). 


 This area is influenced by waves, the longshore and cross-shore currents and 


suspended sediments.  Typical communities are adapted to stresses associated with 


the pounding surf, scour from mobilized sand and naturally elevated turbidity levels.  


Low relief hardbottom in this area is generally ephemeral and benthic communities 


exhibit rapid recolonization by new growth. 


ii.   Intermediate Hardbottom:  Hardbottom existing from the depth of -4 meters to the 


depth of closure (approximately -8 meters).  There is generally less stress to the 


community from sand scour.  The hardbottom is typically more persistent, with a 


more diverse and stable benthic community, depending on the relief. 


iii.   Offshore Hardbottom:  Hardbottom in water depths deeper than -8 meters, beyond 


the depth of closure to -12 meters.  Benthic communities are more stable here 


with more developed and older communities.  Often larger sized species and fish 


are present here. 
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b.  Relief 


i.   Low Relief Hardbottom:  Less than 0.3 m relief; hardbottom typical as low 


ledges, flat areas; small features (pits and mounds). 


ii.   Medium relief Hardbottom:  0.3 to 1.0 m relief; may be ledges, scarps, or 


mounds. 


iii.   High relief Hardbottom:  Greater than 1.0 m relief; typically higher ledges and 


ridges. 


 


c.  Persistence 


i.   Persistent Hardbottom:  Persistent hardbottom habitats are consistently exposed 


and generally visible in aerial photography and/or verified by in situ field survey 


data.  This habitat contains stable biological features such as older age classes of 


benthic species (e.g. corals, algae and sponges) as well as benthic communities in 


sub-climax/climax status.  Burial can occur within persistent habitats, but the time 


of exposure is sufficient to allow for occupancy by benthic and demersal 


organisms and associated production functions.    


Due to the more stable environmental conditions of persistent hardbottom, most 


macroalgae in these habitats are perennial species and in some cases may live up 


to 20 years.  Larger sponges, scleractinian corals, and octocorals may also be 


present.  Some fish species reside for an entire life cycle.  Transient larval and 


juvenile stages of many species occur year-round with peaks corresponding to 


species-specific seasons of larval recruitment. 


ii.   Ephemeral Hardbottom:  Ephemeral habitats are disturbance-mediated non-


equilibrium systems (FDEP NHB Study; CSA 2009); burial and exposure of these 


habitats occur with a frequency that promotes new growth, inhibits colonization 


and growth of the benthic invertebrate community, and along with scouring effect 


of sediment transport by wave generated currents, reduces macroalgal cover and 


herbivore abundance.  Benthic community structure is driven by dynamic 


physical conditions associated with wave activity and sediment scour.  Epibiota 


may persist temporarily under the sand or through the sand.  Algal species that 


persist in this habitat typically are forms with high reproduction rates due to 
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continuous spore release events, and are very resilient to environmental 


disturbances (FDEP NHB Study; Eriksson and Johansson, 2005;). 


Communities typically present in ephemeral hardbottom habitats include fast-


growing macroalgae (e.g. Chaetomorpha spp. and Ceramium spp.), filamentous 


turf, Padina, Gracilaria, opportunistic green and brown sheet form algae (e.g. 


Ulva, Dictyota), and other early succession species with a short life cycle. The 


annual algal biomass production in these species is highly variable since they 


allocate much of their resources for speedy reproduction typical for r-strategic 


species.  The diversity of algal species is an indicator of the duration of exposure; 


low diversity is characteristic for ephemeral communities.  Benthic forms typical 


for persistent communities can be present in the ephemeral communities, but 


normally only as recruits and juvenile forms. 


 


d.  Functions 


 The value of the functions provided by hardbottom, as a substrate and as a 


community, is described in categories such as:  foraging habitat (juvenile green turtles, 


fishes, sea urchins, etc.) and food chain support, juvenile and larval fish dwelling habitat, 


nursery and spawning site for economically valuable species and reproduction / larval 


source, and shelter.  


2.  Definitions of Hardbottom Impacts  
 Impacts to hardbottom can be predicted before a project occurs, or measured following a 


project through the hardbottom monitoring program.  Any impact can be temporary or 


permanent in nature.  Regulatory required hardbottom monitoring is included in the BMA 


cell-wide plan, in order to provide reasonable assurance of predicted impacts. The terms used 


to describe the types of impacts monitored on hardbottom are defined below:     


a.  Direct impacts 


   Impacts to hardbottom occurring from burial by sediments from beach 


nourishment and restoration projects, recorded as a seaward shift of hardbottom edge. 


 


b.  Secondary impacts  
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   Secondary impacts (often used interchangeably with “indirect”) to hardbottom 


occur outside of the direct impacts (ETOF measured in situ), from an increased 


sediment load in the system, which causes increased turbidity and sediment 


movement over hardbottom, as well as accumulation of sediments as interrupted thin 


layers and patches of deeper sand accumulation over hardbottom.  It is expressed 


through degradation of the previously existing hardbottom community, or noticeable 


changes in community structure—such as a macroalgae community replaced with a 


turf algae community.  


 


c.  Anticipated impacts  


   Anticipated impacts are those impacts which are expected to occur during or after 


construction of a project.  Anticipated impacts can include direct impacts (i.e. direct 


cover of HB through fill, usually within predicted ETOF) and indirect impacts (i.e. 


expected secondary impacts to communities through increased sediment loading in 


the area). 


 


d.  Unanticipated Impacts 


   Unanticipated impacts are those resource impacts occurring from a project that 


are not expected or predicted or accounted for in the approved project.  The extent 


and nature (direct impact versus secondary impacts) as well as duration of these 


impacts are recorded through the biological monitoring program.  Any unanticipated 


impacts are handled through compliance and enforcement. 


B)  Hardbottom Monitoring and Reporting Plan 
 The Joint Coastal Permit (JCP) authorizations typically issued for beach nourishment 


projects have included a project-specific hardbottom monitoring protocol that presents several 


challenges, in that the system is open and not contained, and data is often lacking the sensitivity 


and longevity necessary to discriminate beach fill sand movement over the hardbottom from the 


transport of pre-project sediments in the system.  Therefore, the BMA cell-wide monitoring plan, 


as currently designed will address two goals:   
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 1) provide reasonable assurance under State regulatory requirements (Chapter 161 and 


part IV of 373, F.S.) that approved projects will have no unanticipated impacts to nearshore 


hardbottom and their associated benthic communities; and 


  2) evaluate the variability of sand cover over ephemeral and persistent hardbottom, and 


resulting habitat functional shifts within this coastal cell.   


 None of the currently approved projects in the BMA have anticipated direct or secondary 


impacts that would require mitigation.  Only the Mid-Town Nourishment Project would require 


project monitoring as regulatory assurance for impact prediction (of no impact) to the adjacent 


hardbottom if permitted through the traditional JCP permitting process.   Therefore, the typical 


monitoring transects for this project will remain in the cell, and are the only transects that will be 


utilized for impact analysis (Goal #1).  In order to satisfy the second goal, cell-wide sediment 


dynamics and changes in habitat functionality will be monitored on all cell transects.   These 


results will be utilized to better understand the nature of the ephemeral and persistent hardbottom 


habitats, resulting in better understanding and management of the resources. 


   


 1.  Overview, Background Information, and Requirements 
a.  Summary 


   The cell-wide hardbottom monitoring plan has been designed using the 


methodology of the project-specific hardbottom protocol typically required in Joint 


Coastal Permits, but in an expanded format covering the entire BMA cell.  Transects 


required for regulatory purposes (Mid-Town) are included in the cell-wide plan, and 


are differentiated from other transects for the purpose of impact assessment from a 


project.   The cell-wide hardbottom monitoring plan requires the BMA Participant to 


conduct  Habitat Mapping to initially characterize the hardbottom habitat in the 


BMA, followed by transect establishment and annual monitoring of this hardbottom 


for the life of the BMA.  The Department will conduct a project specific impact 


analysis for Mid-Town within 5 years following each nourishment in order to achieve 


Goal #1.  Additionally, to fulfill Goal #2, every 5 years for the life of the BMA, the 


Department will assess cell-wide dynamics, using the data from all transects and 


monitoring efforts within the cell.  Therefore, the cell-wide monitoring data will be 


able to assess potential impacts following and attributable to the Mid- Town project, 
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while also monitoring cell-wide sediment dynamics occurring in throughout the BMA 


cell (including non-project areas), in effort to document naturally occurring patterns 


and phenomena.  


  


b.  Data and Historical Aerial Review 


 Prior to the development of the cell-wide monitoring plan, the existing and 


historical distribution of hardbottom was analyzed using available data provided by 


the BMA Participants, including aerial photography, post-construction physical and 


biological monitoring data, as well as any other applicable data.  Twelve years (2000-


2012) of historical aerials were studied by the Town of Palm Beach’s Agent, using 


desktop analysis, in order to determine trends in hardbottom habitat exposure over 


time.  A map of potential hardbottom habitat distribution was developed using 


Geographic Information System (GIS) for the BMA according to the spatial locations 


(nearshore, intermediate and offshore*) of the historical hardbottom aerial exposure 


in the cell.  Estimates for the historical ranges of these types of hardbottom are 


provided by year and reach in graphical form, in Appendix B-4.  The map of potential 


hardbottom distribution, as well as the existing in situ data within the cell will be used 


to prepare for the Habitat Mapping, which will be conducted in situ by the Town of 


Palm Beach’s agent the summer after the execution of the BMA.  The Habitat 


Mapping will be used to quantitatively characterize, classify and map the hardbottom 


communities’ distribution, according to the classification system described above 


(A1).   
*Spatial locations were separated in GIS according to water depth, using survey profile data of the 


cell.  Acreages were determined by clipping of Palm Beach County Aerials, according to the BMA 


reach and zone information provided by DEP.  Accurate estimates of offshore data were not possible 


due to clipping of aerial photography data.   


   


c. Requirements of Monitoring Staff and Vessels 


   In order to adequately collect the required data in a consistent and reliable format, 


the following three requirements, pertaining to the monitoring staff and positioning 


systems, are listed below.    


i. Monitoring staff   
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 The names and qualifications of the biologists selected by the BMA 


Participants to perform the monitoring will be submitted to the FDEP for 


approval.  The biological monitoring survey shall be conducted by scientists 


having previous experience with monitoring of nearshore hardbottom 


communities and scientific knowledge of marine benthic ecosystems, local flora 


and fauna, including algae, octocorals, scleractinian corals, sponges, echinoderms, 


etc.  The BMA Participants or their Agent will provide resumes for those 


individuals who comprise the monitoring crew, to DEP for review and approval.  


Written agency approval of personnel would be required prior to proceeding with 


the yearly monitoring.  Any new crew member or subcontractor’s resumes shall 


be provided for agency approval in advance before the field season will start. 


 All in-water crew members shall participate in cross training with one another 


to verify correct species identification practices, and survey consistency using 


standard Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC) procedures at the 


beginning and completion of the annual survey.  This will ensure that the surveys 


conducted by separate individuals are consistent.  The QA/QC result, which 


should reflect consistency of greater than or equal to 90%, shall be reported to 


DEP and the data on these procedures shall be filed along with raw data of the 


survey at the end of the season.  Annual cell-wide hardbottom monitoring will be 


surveyed by the BMA Participant’s Agent within a 60-day timeframe, as near to 


the date of the summer aerial photo as possible.  All surveys will be conducted 


using SCUBA gear and according to the dive safety program of the contracted 


firm. Vessel and diver positioning, acquisition of survey coordinates, and plotting 


on the map shall be made using adequately accurate tools and software (see 


below). 


 


ii.   Vessel positioning systems   


The navigation and positioning Global Positioning System (GPS) system shall 


have the capability of at least 1 meter positional accuracy using Differential GPS 


(DGPS) / Real-Time Kinematic (RTK). GPS receivers will have 12 or more 
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channels. The GPS system must communicate with the navigation software in 


real-time. 


    Navigational control will be maintained on an IBM compatible PC (or 


equivalent) running a Hydrographic Data Collection and Processing (HYPACK) 


program or equivalent software that provides the same state-of-the-art navigation 


and hydrographic surveying and post processing capabilities. Information 


provided from the GPS system must allow the navigation/hydrographic software 


to display vessel location in reference to pre-planned lines, targets or GIS loaded 


information in real time.  All survey data recorded on the computer’s hard drive 


will be transferred daily to an approved external memory device, providing a raw 


survey data back-up. 


 


iii.  Diver positioning systems   


 When the exact position of a swimming diver is needed to be recorded, such 


as in the hardbottom edge survey described below in B2.c.ii, the following 


positioning systems requirements must be utilized.   The diver tows a buoy with a 


DGPS antenna mounted on it, attached by cable to a positioning system. The buoy 


is on the shortest possible tether, such that the buoy is directly over the diver. The 


positioning system is a Trimble AgGPS with Pro Beacon, or equivalent, 


interfaced to the HYPACK Hydrographic Data Collection and Processing 


Program with correction from a U.S. Coast Guard Navigational Beacon. The 


locator automatically acquires and simultaneously tracks GPS satellites and 


precisely measures code phase and Doppler phase shifts and then computes time, 


latitude, longitude, height, and velocity once per second. The positioning data is 


tracked using the HYPACK program. All data obtained are recorded on the 


computer's hard disk and copied to external storage at the end of each day.  
* Any technological advancement in this area would be accepted as long as it can provide more 


accurate positioning. 


2.   Habitat Mapping, Transect Establishment, and Monitoring Protocols  
 In order to assess both goals of the cell-wide monitoring plan, a habitat map of the entire 


BMA cell must be developed, as well as monitoring protocols to track both project impacts 
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and cell-wide changes.  Habitat Mapping will quantitatively characterize, classify and map 


the hardbottom as well as the communities’ distribution, according to the classification 


system described above (Section A.1.).  Permanent transects will be established throughout 


the cell and the monitoring protocols will establish annual monitoring requirements to track 


the changes in the hardbottom habitats and sediment dynamics across the cell.  Additionally, 


for the projects having regulatory requirements (Mid-Town), the monitoring protocol will 


measure any unanticipated direct and/or secondary impacts, occurring from the spread of 


project sand extending further than predicted.   


 The monitoring plan will consist of three different types of surveys: aerial photography 


analysis, hardbottom edge surveys, and transect surveys.  Biannual aerial analysis will 


document the amount of hardbottom exposed from aerial photography interpretation.  The 


annual hardbottom edge survey is used to establish a more accurate estimation of the direct 


impacts to hardbottom in nourished areas (such as burial of hardbottom by project fill), as 


well as to record the dynamics of hardbottom along the entire cell.   Additionally, permanent 


transects and offshore sampling stations will be monitored annually to assess changes in the 


hardbottom habitats over time.  Cross-shore transects will document the hardbottom edge 


cover as well as provide an assessment of any unexpected project impacts. 


 Following each annual monitoring survey, a statistical analysis is required to be 


completed by the Participant, and a report is required to be submitted to the Department.  


Results of the monitoring will be analyzed annually, and an analysis of cell-wide trends will 


be conducted every 5 years by the Department.  Additionally, an impact analysis of the Mid-


Town project will be conducted within 5 years following each nourishment and will utilize 


only the project required regulatory transects and adjacent hardbottom edge mapping effort. 


 


a. Habitat Mapping  


The BMA Participants will prepare an initial habitat map of hardbottom in the 


summer immediately following the execution of the BMA, to determine the type and 


distribution of hardbottom within the cell prior to any BMA authorized projects 


occurring.  The desktop-created map of potential hardbottom distribution, as described 


above in B.1.b, will aid in the planning of the Habitat Mapping, which will include in situ 


verification of hardbottom areas and borders within the cell, in order to qualitatively and 
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quantitatively characterize, classify, and map hardbottom communities according to the 


defined BMA classification scheme as defined in A.1.    


 A Habitat Map of Hardbottom will be generated by the BMA Participants in ArcGIS 


to show the distribution and location of the various types of hardbottom habitat 


throughout the cell.  The map will be used to develop the monitoring network, consisting 


of final transects and sampling stations (as described in B.2.b. below), prior to the 


collection of the first year of hardbottom monitoring surveys.   


 


b. Establishment of Permanent Transects / Offshore Stations 


   Strategically plotted permanent transects (to provide high repeatability in surveys) 


and offshore station locations will be utilized in order to track changes in the hardbottom 


communities and habitats over time.  Transects will extend east (seaward) from either the 


shoreward (western) hardbottom edge, or from the equilibrium toe of fill (ETOF) 


estimated from previously constructed projects.   Areas of particular BMA projects, or 


areas of higher potential of sediment transport will include transects spaced at a higher 


density*.   Note: projects included in initial BMA have already included mitigation for 


impacts landward of the ETOF, and are not anticipated to have more impacts.    


 Although not anticipated to have direct or secondary impacts, the Mid-Town 


Nourishment Project requires regulatory transects to be established on adjacent 


hardbottom, to be conducted along with annual hardbottom edge surveys, to obtain 


reasonable assurance of predicted impacts.  The Mid-Town Project is the only approved 


project in the BMA with regulatory monitoring requirements.  A map of regulatory 


required transects (Mid-Town) and draft transects and offshore stations throughout the 


BMA cell was established utilizing the map of potential hardbottom distribution (from 


the aerial analysis) and is included at the end of Appendix B-1.  Transects established 


because of State regulatory requirements will be differentiated in the draft transect plan 


(shown as green transects rather than red ones), as the data collected only along these 


specified transects will be utilized to determine unanticipated project impacts, if any.  


These transect locations are known prior to the Habitat Mapping, due to the previous 


project data, and will not change.   
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 For the remaining transects located throughout the cell, not associated with project 


required transects, preliminary locations were estimated based on aerial analysis.  


Following the Habitat Mapping, and creation of a Habitat Map of Hardbottom, the 


locations of these permanent sampling transects will be finalized throughout the cell to 


measure the variation in habitats and sediment dynamics.   Offshore sampling stations 


may be utilized in addition to transects in select locations.   Given the variability of the 


hardbottom landscape, the transect locations will be placed to ensure that the hardbottom 


habitat variability (as determined by the classification scheme) is captured by the transect 


locations, and the areas between the transects can be evaluated by the interpolation of 


data between two adjacent transects.   


 The length of transects will typically vary from approximately 150 m to 400 m long, 


depending on the width of hardbottom exposure (in cross-shore direction).   Transects 


established for regulatory impact analysis will only extend 200 meters offshore.  Offshore 


areas (hardbottom in water depths of 8 to 12 meters) will be monitored using offshore 


“stations”, made up of several permanent sampling quadrats rather than transects.   
*The number of monitoring transects for existing projects will not be reduced  


 


c. Annual Monitoring Survey Methods   


 An annual monitoring survey will be conducted by the BMA Participants’ Agent 


during the summer months, every year throughout the life of the BMA to track changes to 


hardbottom throughout the cell, and to verify that unanticipated impacts to nearshore 


hardbottom do not occur as a result of the Mid-Town Project.  The annual cell-wide 


monitoring will replace the need for individual project pre and post construction 


monitoring that would typically be required for a permitted project such as Mid-Town. 


The annual monitoring requirements will include an analysis of aerial photography 


conducted two times a year, winter and summer, an in situ survey of the hardbottom edge 


and in situ monitoring of shore perpendicular transects and offshore stations, in order to 


document the physical relief, sand cover, species dominance, and species abundance in 


the cell, as well as the western border between sand and exposed hardbottom.  The in situ 


annual cell-wide hardbottom monitoring will be surveyed by the BMA Participants or 


their Agent within a 60-day timeframe, as near to the date of the summer aerial photo as 
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possible. The survey methods presented below will be implemented to meet the 


objectives of the cell-wide monitoring plan.  


i. Aerial photo survey and analysis of hardbottom distribution 


 Biannual aerial photography will be used to map the hardbottom along the 


BMA area twice a year and will serve as a data comparison for the in situ 


nearshore hardbottom edge mapping work in the summer.  Having the additional 


aerial photo survey during the winter months will provide information on seasonal 


variability of hardbottom exposure.  Department approved aerial photographic 


methods will be employed to collect aerial photography sufficient for analysis and 


delineation of hardbottom distribution within the cell.  The  acreage of exposed 


hardbottom in the specified zones of the cell area will be estimated and followed 


by a field verification of the outlined hardbottom areas, specifically on the 


shoreward edge (through the hardbottom edge mapping, as described in B.2.c.ii. 


below) and then the hardbottom will be digitally mapped using GIS.  The acreage 


of exposed hardbottom in the specified zones of the cell area will be based 


primarily on aerial imagery that may be adjusted using diver observations 


conducted as close as possible to the imagery flight.     


 The aerial photography will also provide valuable data on the sand dynamics 


in the nearshore areas of the cell.  Tracing the movement of large bodies of sand 


will assist in the understanding of sediment dynamics, relative to nourishment 


projects and the natural variability of the hardbottom exposure and coverage in 


the cell. 


 


ii.  Hardbottom edge survey 


  Delineation of the nearshore hardbottom edge will provide information on 


hardbottom exposure within the BMA cell, as well as to determine when direct 


impacts due to project fill burying hardbottom are occurring.  The nearshore 


hardbottom edge (western border of exposed hardbottom areas), or the position of 


the landward most visible border between sand and hardbottom,  as well as the 


relief characteristics of the edge, will be mapped by a diver swimming with a 


positioning system, as outlined in the requirements section required in B.1.c.iii. 
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above, throughout the entire BMA cell.  The hardbottom edge delineation will 


utilize the GIS-based desktop analysis of the aerial photography as described 


above (B.2.c.i.), and the in situ mapping effort will be compared/contrasted to the 


aerial photography.  While the in situ survey data will be considered as higher 


confidence data, the aerial photography analysis will provide data for any non-


surveyed areas, by using corrective coefficients obtained in the areas where the 


surveys could be compared. The hardbottom edge mapping effort should be 


conducted as close as possible to the aerial photography survey in order to have a 


comparison of two different methods of hardbottom edge delineation.  Any 


changes between the location of the nearshore hardbottom boundary and the 


spatial extent of nearshore hardbottom coverage and exposure between successive 


surveys will be calculated, and included in the report to the Department annually.  


The hardbottom edge survey will aid in the determination of direct impacts from 


nourishment projects, as well as the cell-wide trends. 


 


iii.  Transect Survey Methodology 


  During every annual monitoring event, each transect must be surveyed 


according to the following methodologies.   At each sampling event, along each 


transect, and prior to any data collection efforts, the transect shall be set up 


(plotted) by a diver extending a measuring tape the distance of the transect, with 


each end secured to the end of the transect by a permanent pin*.  Sediment 


measurements shall be made, a video survey shall be conducted, and benthic 


quadrat sampling shall occur along the transect to measure the types and 


distribution of the benthic communities, as well as the relief and sedimentation 


features of the hardbottom.   The sediment measurements shall be the first data 


collection event to occur following set up of the transect in order to have the least 


sediment disturbance.  Video data and benthic quadrat surveys can occur in any 


order following sediment measurements.  Transects include all data collections 


listed below, unless specified to be “sedimentation only” transects.  If 


“sedimentation only” transects are specified, only the protocol in item B.2.c.iii.a 


below shall be utilized. 
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*Several smaller pins will be also installed to better guide the permanent transect and to increase 


the repeatability of the survey, as well as to guide the placement of quadrats [see paragraph 


B.2.c.iii. c) below].  


 


a) Sediment Measurements:  Line Intercept and Sediment Depth Measurements.   


 In order to track changes in sediment cover over and across the hardbottom 


within the cell, line intercept and sediment depth measurements will be conducted 


along each transect.   These surveys shall be conducted first, after the transect is 


set up, in order to measure undisturbed sediments.  These surveys provide 


documentation of sediment cover and movement over the hardbottom, as well as 


information about where sediment accumulation is occurring over hardbottom.  


1)  Interval sediment depth measurements document sediment movement and 


dynamics within each transect.   Sediment depth shall be measured and 


recorded to the nearest centimeter, at every other meter mark (0m, 2m, 4m, 


etc).  For the measurement, a stainless-steel ruler, graduated in centimeters (0 


cm to 30 cm), shall be pressed through the sediments until the ruler reaches 


surface of hard substrate or totally immersed in sand.  Sand thickness of less 


than 0.5 cm will be recorded as 0, more than 0.5 cm but equal or less than 1 


cm will be recorded as 1cm, etc.  Measurements greater than 30 cm will be 


recorded as >30 cm.  Measurements shall follow the entire length of the 


transect excluding sand patches over 0.5m that would be recorded in the line 


intercept survey, as described below.  Measurements would be recorded in a 


table printed in waterproof paper, labeled in 2m increments with the transect 


number.  For reporting purposes, results will be summarized in a Microsoft 


Excel format spreadsheet.  Annual reports shall include average sediment 


depths for each transect, the entire monitoring area, and for zones 0-30m; 


30m-60m; 60m- 100m; and 100m -150 (200) m, or more detailed if necessary. 


2) The line-intercept survey would be used to document larger areas of 


uninterrupted sand (patches and troughs over 0.5m measured width along the 


transect).  Sediment dynamics within the monitoring area are characterized by 


changes in dimensions of such sand patches.  The western and eastern edge of 


each sand patch/trough will be recorded during the line-intercept survey.  
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Sediment depth will be measured at one point, in the middle of the patch, if 


the patch is 0.5 m to 1.5 meters wide, and at three points if the patch width is 


over 1.5 m (0.5m from each edge into the patch and in the middle of the 


patch).  For reporting purposes, patches will be graphically displayed in a bar 


graph of each transect for the comparison of their dynamics over time. 


 


 b)  Video surveys of transects    


 The video survey of the transect serves as an archived data set for reference or 


resolution of unclear data from the quadrat and sediment surveys.  As mentioned 


above and prior to the survey, a measuring tape should be extended along the 


length of the transect, in order to clearly mark the location along the transect in 


meters for accurate video reference.  The video of hardbottom along each transect 


will be taken using a digital camera, with the videographer swimming at a rate no 


faster than five (5) meters per minute, and holding the camera at a height of forty 


(40) centimeters above the hardbottom.  A convergent laser guidance system shall 


be utilized to indicate the precise height of the camera at 40 cm from the bottom.  


Prior to commencement and at the end of each transect line documentation, an 


underwater display containing the transect number, depth, and date will be 


videotaped and integrated directly onto the digital video record; additionally a 


360o panoramic view will be recorded both at the beginning and at the end of each 


transect from the elevation of about 1m above bottom and at the angle about 30o 


to the horizon. Geographic Positioning System (GPS) navigational coordinates 


(Florida State Plane Coordinate System, East Zone NAD 83) of the video transect 


locations will be overlaid on recent aerial photography and included in the project 


monitoring reports. 


 


c)  Quadrat data collection along transects  


 Benthic communities and their habitats will be characterized quantitatively 


using the quadrat method, which samples quadrat areas of habitat at certain points 


along a transect*.  The intent of the sampling is to sample the same quadrat areas 


in each annual survey to be able to document changes in communities over time.  
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The northeast corner of the quadrat will align with a particular meter mark of 


transect, and a nail will be installed to mark the location of this meter mark, in 


order to facilitate repeat sampling of the same quadrat in successive surveys.  


Quadrats shall be plotted avoiding areas of sand cover.  Enough quadrats must be 


used to sample a 10 m2 sampling area for each 150 meters of transect.   Quadrats 


1.0 m2 or 0.5m2 in size can be used to sample the hardbottom community along 


each transect to make at least 10 m2 sampling area per transect** (if the larger 


quadrat sizes are selected, fewer samples will be required).   Quadrats will be 


distributed along the transect to have at least 2.5m2 to 3.5m2 sampling area 


(enough to characterize) for the following zones 0-30m; 30m-60m; 60m- 100m; 


100m to 150m ( or up to200m if longer) and 200m- 300m (or up to 400m if 


longer).  


 Quadrat monitoring includes the following measurements:  


1) Hardbottom relief measurements; 


2) Species documentation (this shall include functional groups including 


algae and benthic sessile organisms, % cover of these groups if >1%, and 


octocorals and stony coral specific measurements); 


3) Sediment depth; and 


4) Percent cover by sediments 


Datasheets will have a standardized layout similar to that used in BEAMR 


(Baron and Lybolt, 2006), and will simplify data collection and entry for 


statistical treatment (Fig. 1).  
* Benthic quadrat surveys are subject to revision and development of finer details prior to 


implementation. 


** Statistical analysis of data collected during the Habitat Mapping will assist in estimation 


of the sampling area for particular type of community. 
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Figure 1.  Example of standard sheet for data entry (from Baron and Lybolt, 2006).  The 
sheet would be modified to adjust to protocol of this project. 


 Visual estimates of percent cover of all sessile benthos shall be pooled to 15 


major functional groups.  Functional groups are: sediments*, macroalgae**, turf 


algae***, encrusting red algae****, sponges, hydroids, octocorals, scleractinian 


corals, tunicates, bare hard substrate, zoanthids, hydrocorals Millepora sp., sessile 


worms (including wormrock, Phragmatopoma spp.), bivalves, and bryozoans.  


Each functional group is given a percent cover value (0-100%, with a minimum of 


1%; if less than 1%, the functional group or a species is simply listed) and the 


total cover of all functional groups is 100%.  The macroalgae percent cover will 


be characterized by total cover, and percent cover by the dominant macroalgae (if 


a particular species/genus has >5% cover).  All other macroalgae will be also 


identified at least to the genus level and listed.  The quadrat in situ method is 


limited to organisms that can be visually recorded and identified in the field, 


similarly to all other non-invasive and non-consumptive methods of sampling. 


 Each colony of octocoral and scleractinian coral will be identified, as well as 


the maximum height for octocorals, and the width for scleractinian corals will be 


 Project Name Site Name / Transect Name
Date Data Collector


Quad Label:                                                     
Sample Name or #


List macroalgae Genus %  
List every coral colony 
~and coral condition(s)


 % cover      
or max size 
(cm)


Max Relief (cm)


Max Sediment Depth (cm)


Sessile Benthos…  % Cover


Sediment-                        
(circle all: sand  shell  mud)
Macroalgae- 
Fleshy+Calcareous
Turf- algae+cyanobacteria    
(circle all:    g    r    b    )


Encrusting Red Algae


Sponge


Hydroid


Octocoral


Stony Coral


Tunicate


Bare Hard Substrate


other-…


Total Must = 100%    
Standard Abbreviations: Macroalgae: Pool to Genus = Genu or Genus:  Avra, Bryopsis, Bryothamnion, Caul, Codi, Dasya, Dasycladus, Grac, Hali, Hypn, Sarg…
and abbreviation formats Octocoral: Genus of each colony = Genu:  Gorg, Lept, Plex… except Pseudopterogorgia=Pspt, Plexaurella=Plla, Pseudoplexaura=Pspl


Stony Coral: Genus species of each colony = G spe:  A cer, A aga, C nat, M ann, M cav, P ame, O dif, S rad, S sid, S bou, S hya, S int…
Coral condition: W=white disease(s), O=other disease(s), B=bleaching, Coral Stress Index # 0  1  2  3
Other- includes: Anemone, Wormrock, Annelid (excluding wormrock), Barnacle, Bivalve, Bryozoan, Millepora  sp., Seagrass, Zoanthid.
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measured to the nearest centimeter.  The smallest size recorded is one (1) 


centimeter; for colonies less than one (1) centimeter the record would be <1cm.   


Octocorals will be identified to at least the genus level, and scleractinian corals 


will be identified to the species level.  Abnormal conditions of each colony will 


be recorded (e.g., bleaching, disease, predation, etc). 


 In addition to the species being recorded within the quadrats, all species of 


benthic invertebrates (identified to at least genus level) will be recorded within a 1 


meter belt.  
*Sediments characterized by circling of the descriptor, or giving short additional characterization 


(e.g., rubble, or circled descriptor sand and then + shell hash, etc.) 


**Macroalgae include fleshy macroalgae and geniculate calcareous algae, e.g. Halimeda); non-


geniculate calcareous branching red algae write separately 


***Turf algae include all algae with thallium less than 10mm and forming dense cover 


****Encrusting red algae recorded separately for non-calcareous and calcareous (% + %) 


 


iv. Offshore sampling station. 


 Throughout the BMA cell, several offshore sampling stations will be established 


to monitor hardbottom in deeper, offshore areas.   These stations should be monitored 


by the establishment of 4-5 permanent quadrat locations, to conduct repeatable 


surveys, as outlined above in B.2.c.iii.c.   


3.  Determination of Cell-Wide Trends 
a.  Step 1 – Creation of Habitat Classification Tracking Table  


 The Habitat Map of Hardbottom will be conducted from the in situ Habitat Mapping 


by the Participants to classify the hardbottom, as provided in the cell-wide hardbottom 


monitoring plan (to be performed the summer following the execution of the BMA).  


Additionally, the hardbottom will be categorized according to location (nearshore, 


intermediate and offshore) and compared with the historical variability range.   


 After the Habitat Mapping is conducted, and the Habitat Map of Hardbottom is 


completed, a table will be created (see Table 1) identifying each type of hardbottom 


habitat, as verified during the in situ mapping efforts and classified according to the 


BMA classification scheme and submitted to the Department within 120 days following 


the completion of the survey.  The acreages for each type of hardbottom are listed in the 
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table and will be tracked and updated annually using the required annual survey 


monitoring protocol.  This method will track long-term changes in the acreage of 


hardbottom types (which will also track the acreage of exposure) through the life of the 


BMA. 


 


Table 1:  Habitat Classification Tracking Table 


Proximity/ 
relief 


Ephemeral 
– function x 


Persistent 
– function x 


Ephemeral 
– function y 


Persistent 
– function y 


Ephemeral 
– function z 


Persistent 
– function z 


Nearshore - L XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


Intermediate - L XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


Offshore - L XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


Nearshore – M XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


Intermediate – M XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


Offshore – M XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


Nearshore – H XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


Intermediate – H XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


Offshore -H XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres XX acres 


L = Low relief; M = medium relief; H = High relief 


 


b. Step 2 – Annual comparison 


 Every year following the biological monitoring survey, the resulting data will be 


compared to the Habitat Map of Hardbottom by the biological monitoring team.  Each 


year, the acreage of each listed habitat (using the habitat classification table) from the 


yearly survey will be tabulated and compared to previous years, and basic trends and 


analysis will be reported by the Participants.  Reports will be submitted to the 


Department as required in the cell-wide hardbottom monitoring plan (Appendix B-1).  


This will track habitat types and shifts caused by sediment movement in the cell. 


 


c.   Step 3 – Analysis of habitat changes/cell-wide trends 


 Every five years following the submittal of the monitoring data, the Department will 


initiate its review of the data.  Changes in communities and hardbottom types as 


classified shall be compared to the Habitat Map of Hardbottom and yearly updates to the 
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Habitat Classification Tracking Table as well as to the historical variation in the cell.  


Trends occurring within the cell shall be noted.  A community response to an increase in 


sedimentation (e.g. degradation of community in percent cover and changes in content of 


the community), provides documentation of sedimentation effects over time.  Community 


response indicators include stress of organism-indicators, reduction of cover by major 


benthic groups, and loss of a particular type of species, and changes in function. 


 The following are indicators of sedimentation and changes in habitat/community 


response that can be seen in monitoring data: 


i. Movement of hardbottom edge, indicative of sand movement, covering different 


portions of hardbottom the hardbottom. 


ii. Sedimentation:  this is measured using the interval sediment depth recording and 


line-intercept sediment patch measurements during the annual biological 


monitoring.  Areas of documented sediment coverage are calculated using 


sediment coverage along a specific length of a transect, and extrapolation between 


transects. 


iii. Species Stress:  Indication of stress by a species or functional group (i.e., partial 


burial or formation of sediment ridge at the base of the coral, bleaching or paling, 


excessive mucus production, or expanded polyps by corals). 


iv. Changes in functional group coverage:  documentation of changing coverage of 


particular species or functional groups documented within quadrats, or 


elimination of functional groups or species. 


v. Changes in functions of hardbottom type: documentation showing that a 


hardbottom classified as one type is shifting to another type of hardbottom, 


reflecting a change in habitat function (i.e., a community typically documented as 


having provided a persistent sheltering ground is changing to a more ephemeral 


community providing grazing habitat).  


 


  As seen in the 12 year historical aerial analysis (Appendix B-4), there is a great 


amount of fluctuation in this dynamic system, and the nature and strength of storms 


greatly contributed to the variability.  Without the in situ data collection the natural 


variation is difficult to define.   However, the added data collected within the field will 
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provide additional data of sediment dynamics within the BMA cell.  In the earlier phases 


of the BMA monitoring, it is likely that the variability of the system will not be fully 


documented and understood, and a successful correlation on a cell-wide basis may not be 


immediately feasible.  It is anticipated with the collection of more consistent in situ data, 


the upper and lower limits of natural variability throughout the cell will become more 


apparent.  Once this understanding of the variability fluctuation occurs, then this can lead 


to a better understanding of project impacts and how to differentiate them from natural 


variability.  This will lead to better resource management strategies by the Department. 


 4. Impact Determination for Unanticipated Impacts 
a.  Step 1 - Baseline establishment 


 The establishment of the baseline for a project area (i.e. Mid-Town) will be 


conducted by the Participants using the annual surveys conducted prior to a project.  


Multiple surveys prior to a project should be assessed to determine a pre-project baseline 


condition. 


 


b.   Step 2 - Analysis of impact from a project  


 Within 5 years following a nourishment, the Department will conduct an analysis of 


the project transects data to determine unanticipated impacts relative to the projects that 


have occurred during that time.  Project impacts are measured by using the project’s 


regulatory transects (i.e. Mid-Town).  Typically, areas offshore of a project, if affected by 


that project, would show an increase in sediment coverage and sedimentation extending 


out from the project area, with a gradual decrease when moving farther from the project 


area.  Additionally, a community response to an increase in sedimentation (e.g., 


degradation of community in percent cover and changes in content of the community) 


provides documentation of sedimentation effects over time.  Community response 


indicators include stress of organism-indicators, reduction of cover by major benthic 


groups, and loss of a particular type of species, and changes in function. 


 The amount of impact would be calculated based on the following measurements of 


sedimentation and community response: 


i. Seaward movement of hardbottom edge:  This is calculated through the 


hardbottom edge survey.   Seaward movement of the hardbottom and sand 
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interface is indicative of direct coverage from the project fill spreading seaward 


and impacting the hardbottom. 


ii. Sedimentation:  This is measured using the interval sediment depth recording and 


line-intercept sediment patch measurements during the annual biological 


monitoring.  Areas of documented sediment coverage are calculated using 


sediment coverage along a specific length of a transect, and extrapolation between 


transects. 


iii. Species Stress:  Indication of stress by a species or functional group (i.e., partial 


burial or formation of sediment ridge at the base of the coral, bleaching or paling, 


excessive mucus production, or expanded polyps by corals). 


iv. Changes in functional group coverage:  documentation of declining coverage of 


particular species or functional groups documented within quadrats, or 


elimination of functional groups or species. 


v. Changes in functions of hardbottom type: Documentation showing that a 


hardbottom classified as one type is shifting to another type of hardbottom, 


reflecting a change in habitat function (i.e., a community typically documented as 


having provided a persistent sheltering ground is changing to a more ephemeral 


community providing grazing habitat).  


 


 Using the measurements above, and correlating the findings with trends seen in 


physical monitoring, acreage of unanticipated impact will be calculated.  Impact can be 


calculated over an acreage amount incrementally, in percentage of loss (i.e., if there was a 


two acre area that documented a 10% loss due to sedimentation and species affects, then 


the resulting impact area would be a 0.2 acre total loss).   Unanticipated impacts will be 


handled through regulatory compliance and enforcement action. 


5.  Data Analysis and Product Development 
 Once data is collected, yearly analysis, including statistics, will be required to be run by 


the BMA Participant.  A single Access database will be developed to manage all biological 


data collected for the cell area.  Quantitative data on the major benthic biological 


components, e.g., percent cover, abundance, distribution by size, and species lists as well as a 


statistical evaluation and comparison (paired or multiple) of the data collected along the 
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permanent transects will help to determine the amount of the hardbottom type and ecological 


functions over time.  This will determine if the ecological functions of the hardbottom habitat 


are impacted by a beach nourishment project.  This database would facilitate efficient 


QA/QC operations, data management, and will also be filed to a uniform GIS database.  The 


results of these analyses will be included in the yearly reports due to the Department.  The 


following are required. 


a. Multivariate Benthic Community Analyses and Univariate Analyses of Physical 


Habitat Data.    


 A table of hardbottom types (according to the classification system for the BMA) will 


be maintained annually to evaluate and track the changes in communities over time.   It 


will be used to determine 1) if the amount of each type of hardbottom is being maintained 


over time and the natural variability of the fluctuations of that type; and 2) if a loss is due 


to a project.  Unanticipated project induced impacts will initiate compliance and 


enforcement action.  Once natural variation can be conclusively determined within the 


cell, this information could be utilized for better resource management in future 


regulatory actions.  


 


b. Statistical Tests 


 The following includes a list of suggested statistical tests to be performed with each 


single survey dataset to compare between annual surveys as well as between annual 


survey and the Habitat Map of Hardbottom: 


i.  Percent cover - benthic functional groups 


 The simplest and one of the most effective statistical comparisons is provided by 


the estimations of % changes in cover, biodiversity, size class distribution, area of 


distribution, sediment cover, and sediment thickness.  Changes expressed in percents 


provide the clearest picture of the changes occurring in the hardbottom communities 


as a result of each nourishment or natural event.  These results are to be presented in 


tabulated and graphical form.  It is also important to understand that the statistical 


significance of change in the absolute value of a parameter or in %, does not 


necessarily reflect a critical threshold e.g. in sediment accumulation that can change 
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the character of hardbottom community; such thresholds can be identified only 


experimentally. 


ii. Similarity Analyses 


a) Non-Parametric Statistics using PRIMER-E (v6) (Clark and Gorely, 2006), 


such as the following listed below: 


1) Similarity matrix – Bray-Curtis and/or Euclidean Distance similarity 


matrices display similarity between samples for further analysis.  This should 


be calculated between every pair of samples. 


2) Cluster analysis with Similarity Profile (SIMPROF) – Simple 


agglomerative, hierarchal clustering which creates a dendrogram from a 


similarity matrix to display significant differences. 


3) MDS ordination – A complex numerical algorithm based on a similarity 


matrix among samples (transects).  This constructs a “map” of the samples 


which attempts to satisfy all the conditions imposed by the rank similarity 


matrix. 


4) Analysis of Similarity (ANOSIM) – Operate on a resemblance matrix and 


carry out an approximate analogue of the standard univariate 1- and 2-way 


ANOVA tests. Allows for the test of the null hypothesis that there are no 


assemblage differences between groups of samples specified by the factors. 


Generates a histogram and provides R-statistic and p-values. 


5) Similarity of Percentage (SIMPER) – Looks at the role of individual taxa 


in contributing to the separation (dissimilarity) between two groups of 


samples (e.g., Artificial vs. Natural). 


6) Second Stage Analysis (2STAGE) – Gives a succinct summary in a 2-d 


picture of the relationship between the multivariate sample patterns under 


various choices (e.g., a disturbance in the temporal patterns of controls vs. 


impact could be detected by a 2STAGE analysis). This includes resemblance, 


MDS and ANOSIM. 


b) Parametric Statistics such as the following listed below: 
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1) T-test – used to determine significant differences based on average percent 


cover, density, richness, etc. Paired, homoscedastic, and heteroscedastic. 


Provides p-value to compare to pre-determined alpha.  


2) ANOVA – A test of the statistical significance of the differences among 


the mean scores of two or more groups on one or more variables. In the event 


scores differ, non-parametric ANOVA or a generalized linear model may be 


utilized to account for the nature of this data. 


3) Shannon Diversity Index (H’) – Measures diversity in categorical data. It 


is simply the information entropy of the distribution, treating species as 


symbols and their relative population sizes as the probability. 


4) Pielou’s Evenness Index (J’) – A measure of biodiversity which quantifies 


how equal the populations are numerically. Based on Shannon Diversity 


Index. 


 


6.  Reporting Protocols  


 The commencement dates of the annual surveys will be reported to the Department seven 


days prior to beginning the work effort.  All raw data (including shape files, copies of field 


data sheets, video and photo records, etc) will be provided to the Department in electronic 


format within two weeks upon completion of the survey. 


 Annual monitoring reports will include aerial photography analysis, hardbottom edge 


surveys and acreage estimations and comparisons; sediment analysis including bar graphs 


depicting sediment patch data, and average sediment depths including monitoring areas, 


transects, and zones; benthic community analysis and change, and statistical analysis of data.  


An annual monitoring summary stating data results, interpretations, and trends, as well as the 


findings of each sampling report will be submitted within 120 days of the completion of the 


annual monitoring event.  A comprehensive environmental monitoring report detailing the 


evaluation of the previous five years of annual surveys will be conducted every five years by 


the Department. 


C)  Hardbottom Mitigation Plan 
 The current projects proposed in the BMA do not include any anticipated direct or secondary 


impacts, therefore no mitigation is required.  In the event future projects having resource impacts 
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are proposed to be included in the BMA (which would require an amendment), the Hardbottom 


Mitigation Plan provides a strategy to offset these impacts.  The following plan summarizes the 


strategy for assessing mitigation requirements to anticipated project impacts. 


1.  Impact Avoidance and Minimization  
 Projects included within the BMA must be designed to avoid and minimize resource 


impacts to the maximum extent practicable.  Additionally, criteria outlined in s. 373.414, F.S. 


must be considered to determine that proposed projects are not contrary to the public interest.  


Any areas of anticipated project impact involving endangered species or designated critical 


habitat will warrant consultation with state and federal agencies including NMFS, FWC, 


FWS, and the Corps.  


2.   Mitigation strategies for Anticipated Impacts     
 Anticipated impacts to habitat from BMA projects will be offset by upfront mitigation or 


mitigation constructed concurrent with project construction.  Mitigation ratios were evaluated 


using information from previously permitted projects since 2000.  The majority of the 


projects evaluated used the Uniform Mitigation Assessment Method (UMAM) to calculate 


the mitigation required to offset the functional loss at the impact site.  The mitigation 


amounts were averaged to determine a standard and adequate ratio of 1:1 when mitigation is 


completed prior construction of the beach nourishment or restoration project, or a 1:1.5 ratio 


when the mitigation is constructed concurrently or after construction of the project, to 


account for a time lag of up to 2 years. 


 Typically anticipated impacts involve direct burial of resources occurring within the 


equilibrium toe of fill of sand placement, and any predicted secondary impacts due to 


increased sediment loading in the system.  Direct impact estimations are usually associated 


with the equilibrium toe of fill prediction, and the secondary impacts are impacts predicted 


beyond the ETOF.  All anticipated direct impacts are typically considered a permanent loss, 


as they are predicted within the ETOF and are traditionally mitigated by creation of a new 


habitat to replace the lost habitat and associated functions.   In the case of hardbottom 


resources, this is best achieved by the creation of an artificial reef using comparable materials 


to imitate the natural substrate.  Secondary loss, which is typically expressed by a loss of 


functionality, and can be either permanent or temporary, is best mitigated through the re-
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establishment or restoration of the degraded functions.  For example, in hardbottom habitats, 


coral nurseries can serve as transplant donors to impacted receiver sites needing re-


establishment; enhancement of certain corals’ spawning sites can increase the larval support 


for a secondary area surrounding a spawning site; and propagation of corals or octocorals can 


serve to restore fauna that have been impaired (Abelson, Avigdor, 2006, Artificial Reefs vs 


Coral Transplantation as Restoration tools for Mitigating Coral Reef Deterioration: Benefits, 


Concerns, and Proposed Guidelines; Bulletin of Marine Science,78(1) 151-159).  The below 


table shows mitigation options for offsetting any anticipated impacts for future projects 


(Table 2).  At the implementation phase of the BMA, there are no anticipated impacts from 


the currently proposed projects that require mitigation. 


Table 2: Mitigation of Anticipated Impacts 


Impact type Mitigation option 1 Mitigation option 2 Mitigation option 3 


Anticipated impact – 
direct burial (burial in 
ETOF) 


Upfront mitigation reef 
(ratio of 1: 1)  Placement 
dependant on type of HB 
community, and features 
of impacted reef (depth, 
relief) 


Post project mitigation 
reef (ratio of 1: 1.5) 
Placement dependant on 
type of HB community, 
and features of impacted 
reef (depth, relief) 


Alternative mitigation (if 
possible) 


 


Anticipated Impact– 
secondary impact  
resulting in 
community 
degradation, loss of 
recruitment  


Coral nursery –typical of 
impacted habitat 


Creation of spawning sites 
– typical for impacted 
habitat  


Propagation of octocorals or 
scleractinian corals typical 
for impacted habitat 


 


3. Unanticipated Project Impacts 


Any unanticipated impacts assessed through project specific monitoring transects will be 


subject to compliance and enforcement action by the Department.  
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DRAFT TRANSECT LOCATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Transect square present in offshore hardbottom = offshore sampling station 
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Transects for regulatory requirements are shown in green.
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Transect square present in offshore hardbottom = offshore sampling station 
 
Transects for regulatory requirements are shown in green.
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Transects for regulatory requirements are shown in green.
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APPENDIX B-2 Cell-Wide Sea Turtle Habitat Monitoring Plan (FWC) 


A) Marine Turtle Nesting Habitat Monitoring  
1. Introduction   


 Cell-Wide monitoring of nesting beaches on Palm Beach Island will be implemented as 


part of the BMA impact analysis required under state and federal laws.  Cell-Wide 


monitoring will enable assessment of changes in sea turtle nesting on project beaches relative 


to fluctuations in nesting that occur naturally across the island.  Placement of sand on the 


shoreline, either through dune restoration or nourishment, during beach management 


activities changes the nesting substrate in the project area and can impact the availability of 


important nearshore habitat.  Implementing a cell-wide approach through the BMA will 


allow any changes observed in monitored nesting parameters to be evaluated across the 


broader landscape that includes the project site and outside the project site.  Monitoring sea 


turtle behavior and reproductive success on an island-wide basis in addition to project-


specific monitoring offers an opportunity to determine the influence of beach management 


activities across a broader spatial and temporal scale within a framework that includes 


fluctuations in sea turtle nesting that may occur independent of beach management activities. 


 Cell-Wide monitoring must be sufficient to adequately assess the spatial and temporal 


extent of sea turtle nesting independent of beach management activities; to assess 


reproductive success within and outside the project areas; and to isolate changes in the beach 


due to projects that impact nesting.  Such monitoring should better enable state and federal 


resource managers to evaluate the impact of spatially and temporally isolated beach 


management activities on overall utilization of Island habitats by nesting sea turtles.  It is 


important to note that the goal of cell-wide monitoring is not to implement the intensive, 


project-specific monitoring required under existing permits across the entire Island.  Rather, 


increasing the extent of monitoring across the island by selectively identifying areas both 


within and outside the project areas to be monitored more intensively is consistent with an 


ecosystem-based approach to assess the impact of beach management on marine turtle 


nesting across Palm Beach Island.  


 The outline below specifies the process by which cell-wide monitoring will be 


implemented as well as the suggested entity for development or implementation of that 


particular part of the process.  It must be noted that certain activities, such as surveys and 
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marking for marine turtle nests, can only be completed by the FWC-authorized Marine Turtle 


Permit Holder (MTPH) for that beach; each MTPH must determine the resources necessary 


to conduct any additional work required as part of the cell-wide monitoring plan.  If the 


volunteer surveyor decides they are not able to implement the additional work, then a 


contractor or alternative entity may be authorized by FWC to complete any work not being 


done by the MTPH.  In all cases, maintaining the existing network of volunteers on Palm 


Beach Island is a priority during implementation of the Palm Beach Island BMA.  


 


2. Nesting Methods  


 The purpose of the cell-wide nesting beach monitoring program is to separate natural 


spatial and temporal variability from variation caused by a specific beach management 


activity (i.e., impact).  Monitoring of nesting behavior will be implemented to detect an 


impact – represented by 20% fewer nests on the project site relative to the number of nests 


documented  across the island with 70% confidence.  Hatch success of nests on beaches 


outside the project area will be compared to hatch success on nests in the project area with an 


expectation of at least 60% hatch success for both locations.   


 To develop the cell-wide monitoring protocol, DEP staff provided a map of Palm Beach 


Island divided into 70, 1,000-foot long zones (shore parallel) roughly based on R-


monuments.  Historical nesting data from 2006 to 2011 was used to calculate an average 


number of nests per zone (~36 loggerhead nests + 5 std. dev) for ~66 zones surveyed across 


the island.  More detailed information on hatch success and nest location along the profile 


will be compared from 16 zones outside the project areas and 16 zones within each project 


area (note: project area refers to full scale nourishment projects, and does not include the 


sand transfer plant or dune restoration areas).   


 


Cell-wide Monitoring 


1. FWC staff will work with the MTPH and DEP survey staff to mark the zone 


boundaries in the field. 


2. Each and every zone across the island will be characterized as follows: 


a. History of beach management activities (dune restoration, nourished, non-


nourished); 
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b. Source of fill (upland, offshore: DEP staff); 


c. Back berm characteristics (sea wall, revetment, dune: noted by DEP or FWC staff 


during field work); 


d. Shoreline structures (groin, breakwater, outfall: noted by DEP or FWC staff 


during field work). 


3. The FWC volunteer MTPH shall begin daily surveys Island wide (across all zones) 


on March 1 and shall continue until October 15. 


a. All nesting emergences shall be counted and classified as to nesting decision (e.g., 


nest or non-nesting emergence or false crawl) per species; 


b. The number of nests and false crawls per species shall be counted for all zones. 


c. GPS locations shall be collected for all nests as follows: 


i.  By MTPH or Contractor as agreed upon between MTPH and Contractor; 


ii. GPS locations shall be obtained using either a handheld or Department 


approved unit (Volunteer MTPH will not be expected to purchase new GPS 


units for cell-wide monitoring). 


 


Project-specific Monitoring 


 Prior to the nesting season and prior to beach management activities, each of the 66 


island-wide zones will be reviewed in the field to identify distinct physical features such as 


armoring, groins or  natural dunes.  Sixteen zones within the project area will be randomly 


selected to monitor more intensely for reproductive success.  Then sixteen zones outside the 


project areas will be randomly chosen from among those zones that best approximate the 


characteristics of the zones within the project areas,  A total of  32 different zones (16 in the 


project areas and 16 cell-wide zones outside the project areas) that are similar with respect to 


other features independent of beach management activities will be monitored as follows:   


1. The FWC volunteer MTPH shall mark nests according to the pre-determined 


sampling schedule with a goal of evaluating the hatch success of loggerhead and 


green nests inside and outside each projects area. Leatherback nesting is not 


sufficiently high to provide meaningful results. 


a. A back dune marking system needs to be installed for all nests marked for 


inventory (by MTPH or contractor as authorized by FWC). 
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b.  The fate of all marked nests shall be documented during daily surveys 


(overwashed, washed out, disoriented, predated); 


c. In the event that nest markers are removed or washed out, all efforts shall be made 


by the MTPH or the contractor as specified by FWC to replace the markers timely 


but no later than five days after initial loss. 


2. The following dependent variables shall be measured within each zone in accordance 


with the FWC Marine Turtle Management Conservation Guidelines.   


a. All nesting emergences shall be counted and classified as to nesting decision (e.g., 


nest or non-nesting emergence or false crawl) per species; 


b. The location of the nest across the profile (nest site choice) shall be measured 


relative to the landward and seaward edges of the berm (seawall or dune toe and 


wrack line) and to any scarps in a total of 32 previously selected zones (16 in the 


project areas and 16 outside the project areas); 


i. Mapping of nest location across profile, either by measuring distance from 


dune and wrack line or GPS location, if using sufficient quality GPS unit 


(by MTPH or contractor as agreed upon by MTPH and FWC; GPS units 


should be at least to 3 meter accuracy, while 1 meter is preferred). 


ii. lGPS locations shall be collected for all nests by MTPH or Contractor as 


agreed upon between MTPH and Contractor 


iii. GPS locations shall be obtained using either a handheld or Department 


approved unit (Volunteer MTPH will not be expected to purchase new 


GPS units for cell-wide monitoring). 


c. Nest inventories shall be conducted for all marked nests within the 32 zones (16 


in the project areas and 16 outside the project areas) to document hatch and 


emergence success, including mortality amounts and sources (disorientation, 


inundation, wash out or erosion, predation).  Nest inventories shall be conducted 


no sooner than three days after signs of first emergence or 70 days after date laid 


(80 days for leatherbacks); 


3. Data shall be provided to FWC electronically in the monitoring spreadsheet by January 


15 each year (MTPH). Data shall be analyzed using standard statistical methods to 
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identify and quantify any impacts to marine turtle reproductive success and nesting 


behavior on project areas relative to other nesting beaches on the Island. 


a. Data shall be tested for normality and homoscedasticity.  All analyses shall be 


completed using parametric statistics if appropriate: minor deviations from 


normality shall not require the use of non-parametric statistics; 


b. The model shall test for autocorrelation due to use of standardized zones for 


multiple years; 


c. If all underlying assumptions are met, multivariate analyses shall be conducted 


using a 0.05 critical value for Type I error;   


d. If appropriate, parametric multiple comparisons shall be utilized to assess 


partitioning of the error variance;  


e. A summary report of all statistical results, including results of i and ii above, shall 


be provided for review by resource agencies.  The report shall include any 


inconsistencies observed in the data, issues with the analyses, and a discussion of 


the statistical results with respect to the null hypothesis;  


f. The resource agencies will review the report and determine if additional 


consultation is needed to address any impacts to the dependent variables that are 


suggested by the statistical testing – was the null hypothesis of no impact due to 


cell-wide beach management activities rejected?  If not, can specific aspects of 


the managed projects be identified as significantly correlated with significant 


results? 


B)  Reporting Protocols 
 Daily survey sheets and an Excel spreadsheet summarizing the results of all surveys shall be 


submitted electronically to FWC within 60 days of monitoring; an annual summary shall be 


provided by January 15 of the following year. 
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TURTLE NESTING DATA* 
Data Source: FWC/FWRI Statewide Nesting Beach Survey Program Database as of 27 February 
2013 


YEAR BEACH 


LOGGER
HEAD 
NEST 


LOGGER
HEAD 
FALSE 


CRAWL 


GREEN 
TURTLE 


NEST 


GREEN 
TURTLE 
FALSE 


CRAWL 


LEATHER
BACK 
NEST 


LEATHER
BACK 
FALSE 


CRAWL 
TOTAL 
NESTS 


TOTAL 
FALSE 


CRAWLS 
2007 BREAKERS 14 38 0 0 0 0 14 38 
2008 BREAKERS 28 55 1 0 0 0 29 55 
2009 BREAKERS 29 50 0 0 1 0 30 50 
2010 BREAKERS 16 63 0 0 1 0 17 63 
2011 BREAKERS 32 69 1 6 0 0 33 75 
2012 BREAKERS 21 44 0 0 2 1 23 45 


2007 


LAKE 
WORTH ILT 
(S Side) 99 195 9 16 8 0 116 211 


2008 


LAKE 
WORTH ILT 
(S Side) 161 338 5 26 8 0 174 364 


2009 


LAKE 
WORTH ILT 
(S Side) 136 160 3 1 15 1 154 162 


2010 


LAKE 
WORTH ILT 
(S Side) 289 346 4 1 6 0 299 347 


2011 


LAKE 
WORTH ILT 
(S Side) 157 404 4 12 9 2 170 418 


2012 


LAKE 
WORTH ILT 
(S. Side) 209 487 5 7 19 1 233 495 


2007 


LAKE 
WORTH 
MUNICIPAL 
BCH 19 31 0 0 0 0 19 31 


2008 


LAKE 
WORTH 
MUNICIPAL 
BCH 13 15 1 0 0 0 14 15 


2009 


LAKE 
WORTH 
MUNICIPAL 
BCH 12 9 0 0 1 1 13 10 


2010 


LAKE 
WORTH 
MUNICIPAL 
BCH 16 22 2 0 0 0 18 22 


2011 


LAKE 
WORTH 
MUNICIPAL 
BCH 12 9 0 0 0 0 12 9 
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YEAR BEACH 


LOGGER
HEAD 
NEST 


LOGGER
HEAD 
FALSE 


CRAWL 


GREEN 
TURTLE 


NEST 


GREEN 
TURTLE 
FALSE 


CRAWL 


LEATHER
BACK 
NEST 


LEATHER
BACK 
FALSE 


CRAWL 
TOTAL 
NESTS 


TOTAL 
FALSE 


CRAWLS 


2012 


LAKE 
WORTH 
MUNICIPAL 
BCH 64 47 0 0 1 0 65 47 


2007 LANTANA 19 27 0 3 1 0 20 30 
2008 LANTANA 8 33 1 0 0 0 9 33 
2009 LANTANA 33 22 2 1 1 0 36 23 
2010 LANTANA 30 66 0 2 1 0 31 68 
2011 LANTANA 46 56 1 0 0 0 47 56 
2012 LANTANA 62 91 0 1 0 0 62 92 


2007 
MANALAPA
N 392 546 78 53 17 4 487 603 


2008 
MANALAPA
N 506 603 77 58 10 0 593 661 


2009 
MANALAPA
N 469 691 67 142 26 15 562 848 


2010 
MANALAPA
N 709 830 94 116 8 2 811 948 


2011 
MANALAPA
N 984 1349 193 125 12 1 1189 1475 


2012 
MANALAPA
N 856 1592 89 20 20 1 965 1613 


2007 


PALM 
BEACH-
NORTH END 720 1221 60 84 17 5 797 1310 


2008 


PALM 
BEACH-
NORTH END 537 746 7 35 6 2 550 783 


2009 


PALM 
BEACH-
NORTH END 166 177 4 1 0 0 170 178 


2010 


PALM 
BEACH-
NORTH END 130 324 3 10 0 1 133 335 


2011 


PALM 
BEACH-
NORTH END 135 419 4 18 0 2 139 439 


2012 


PALM 
BEACH-
NORTH END 4 6 0 0 0 0 4 6 


2007 
PAR III TO 
KREUSLER 75 240 7 18 0 0 82 258 


2008 
PAR III TO 
KREUSLER 132 253 13 25 3 2 148 280 


2009 
PAR III TO 
KREUSLER 130 268 1 1 16 3 147 272 


2010 
PAR III TO 
KREUSLER 218 396 6 15 7 0 231 411 
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YEAR BEACH 


LOGGER
HEAD 
NEST 


LOGGER
HEAD 
FALSE 


CRAWL 


GREEN 
TURTLE 


NEST 


GREEN 
TURTLE 
FALSE 


CRAWL 


LEATHER
BACK 
NEST 


LEATHER
BACK 
FALSE 


CRAWL 
TOTAL 
NESTS 


TOTAL 
FALSE 


CRAWLS 


2011 
PAR III TO 
KREUSLER 255 405 11 30 9 1 275 436 


2012 
PAR III TO 
KREUSLER 231 472 7 9 13 8 251 489 


2007 
SLOAN'S 
CURVE 312 361 38 70 14 3 364 434 


2008 
SLOAN'S 
CURVE 388 592 50 111 2 1 440 704 


2009 
SLOAN'S 
CURVE 372 597 16 34 9 2 397 633 


2010 
SLOAN'S 
CURVE 367 690 26 55 3 0 396 745 


2011 
SLOAN'S 
CURVE 524 729 49 97 15 1 588 827 


2012 
SLOAN'S 
CURVE 581 996 27 43 10 8 618 1047 


2007 


SOUTH 
PALM 
BEACH 355 718 45 34 8 1 408 753 


2008 


SOUTH 
PALM 
BEACH 480 725 31 37 5 2 516 764 


2009 


SOUTH 
PALM 
BEACH 584 1011 22 29 9 6 615 1046 


2010 


SOUTH 
PALM 
BEACH 584 1063 30 44 4 5 618 1112 


2011 


SOUTH 
PALM 
BEACH 732 1167 68 56 11 3 811 1226 


2012 


SOUTH 
PALM 
BEACH 869 1376 36 32 11 3 916 1411 


2007 


TOWN OF 
PALM 
BEACH 
(Midtown) 250 466 17 19 22 4 289 489 


2008 


TOWN OF 
PALM 
BEACH 
(Midtown) 304 488 5 12 7 1 316 501 


2009 


TOWN OF 
PALM 
BEACH 
(Midtown) 325 440 5 19 26 0 356 459 


2010 


TOWN OF 
PALM 
BEACH 
(Midtown) 367 693 6 7 20 4 393 704 
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YEAR BEACH 


LOGGER
HEAD 
NEST 


LOGGER
HEAD 
FALSE 


CRAWL 


GREEN 
TURTLE 


NEST 


GREEN 
TURTLE 
FALSE 


CRAWL 


LEATHER
BACK 
NEST 


LEATHER
BACK 
FALSE 


CRAWL 
TOTAL 
NESTS 


TOTAL 
FALSE 


CRAWLS 


2011 


TOWN OF 
PALM 
BEACH 
(Midtown) 369 640 11 39 18 1 398 680 


2012 


TOWN OF 
PALM 
BEACH 
(Midtown) 668 799 9 22 32 5 709 826 


 


* The Palm Beach North End Survey area changed during the period of record, resulting 
in a 2 mile data gap, explaining the dramatic reduction in crawl counts.    
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The Palm Beach North End survey area changed during the period 
of record, resulting in a 2 mile data gap and a dramatic reduction in 
crawl counts. 
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APPENDIX B-3 Physical Monitoring and Reporting Plan 


A)  Monitoring Protocols 
 Topographic and bathymetric profile surveys of the beach and offshore shall be conducted 


annually.  Surveys will be conducted during a spring or summer month and repeated as close as 


practicable during that same month of the year.  The monitoring area will include profile 


surveys at each of the Department of Environmental Protection’s DNR reference monuments 


within the bounds of the agreement area.  For those project areas that contain erosion control 


structures, such as groins or breakwaters, additional profile lines will be surveyed at a sufficient 


number of intermediate locations to accurately identify patterns of erosion and accretion within 


this subarea. All work activities and deliverables shall be conducted in accordance with the 


latest update of the Department’s Monitoring Standards for Beach Erosion Control Projects, 


Sections 01000 and 01100. 


B)  Reporting Protocols 
 An engineering report and the monitoring data shall be submitted to the Department and all 


parties to this beach management agreement within 90 days following completion of a post-


construction borrow area survey and each annual monitoring survey.  The report shall summarize 


and discuss the data, the performance of the beach fill projects, and identify erosion and 


accretion patterns within the coastal cell. The report shall update the shoreline and volumetric 


changes at each reference monument and by reach.  The annual report shall include the volume 


of sand discharged by the Sand Transfer Plant through each discharge pipeline during the 


previous twelve months.   In addition, the report shall include a comparative review of project 


performance to performance expectations and identification of adverse impacts attributable to the 


projects.  Appendices shall include plots of survey profiles and graphical representations of 


volumetric and shoreline position changes for the monitoring area.  Results shall be analyzed for 


patterns, trends, or changes between annual surveys and cumulatively since project construction. 
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APPENDIX B-4 Hardbottom Data and Analysis 
Town of Palm Beach Historic Aerial Photographic Interpretation 


Interpreted Hardbottom By Date Collected & Beach Management Agreement Study Area Reach 


THESE DATA SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS DRAFT UNTIL A FINAL QA-QC HAS 
BEEN CONDUCTED FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF ALL DELINEATION ACTIVITIES. 


Reach Designation 


August 
2000 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 8, 
2001 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 29, 
2003 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 16 & 
17, 2004 
Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 25 & 
August 6, 


2005 
Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 26, 
2006 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 15 
& 20, 
2007 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 31, 
2008 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 0.05 0.44 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reach 2: R78 to 
R90+400' 46.69 43.96 36.34 42.86 87.81 67.36 68.47 56.05 


Reach 3: R90+400' to 
R95 39.40 45.03 44.95 42.28 48.29 47.49 44.43 44.43 


Reach 4: R95 to 
R102+300' 34.54 43.48 48.00 47.27 17.11 39.09 26.73 26.80 


Reach 5: R102+300' to 
R110+100' 18.35 18.07 19.80 17.46 16.59 19.69 17.32 10.42 


Reach 6: R110+100' to 
R116+500' 19.01 20.58 4.87 1.77 13.74 17.23 11.67 4.84 


Reach 7: R116+500' to 
R128+530' 1.72 2.67 6.58 9.18 18.70 0.09 1.28 3.04 


Reach 8:  R128+530' to 
T133+500' 7.44 8.60 2.61 5.34 12.91 14.90 11.37 2.23 


Reach 9: T133+500' to 
R137+400' 8.52 2.17 0.61 8.62 10.90 18.77 12.85 8.81 


Reach 10: R137+400' to 
R145+740' 19.72 24.67 7.73 33.24 26.44 38.48 36.87 33.36 


Reach 11: R145+740' to 
R151+300'  (Boynton 
Inlet) 


6.18 2.06 0.06 3.68 1.86 3.84 1.04 0.61 


Total Acreage 201.60 211.74 171.56 211.71 254.34 266.94 232.03 190.61 
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Reach Designation 


October 
2-3, 2009 
Acreage 
(PBC) 


October 
10, 2010 
Acreage 
(ACA) 


October 
10, 2011 
Acreage 
(ACA) 


March 30, 
2012 


Acreage 
(ACA) 


Average SD Trend 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 0.20 0.00 0.26 0.06 0.085 0.143 decreasing 


Reach 2: R78 to R90+400' 77.24 68.98 62.59 59.61 59.831 15.336 increasing 


Reach 3: R90+400' to R95 53.92 63.59 51.86 55.45 48.427 6.721 increasing 


Reach 4: R95 to R102+300' 50.69 50.69 31.81 41.93 38.178 10.844 increasing 


Reach 5: R102+300' to R110+100' 19.58 21.08 12.57 19.68 17.551 3.138 decreasing 


Reach 6: R110+100' to R116+500' 1.10 1.23 4.17 2.15 8.530 7.439 decreasing 


Reach 7: R116+500' to R128+530' 1.72 1.45 1.02 2.24 4.141 5.254 decreasing 


Reach 8:  R128+530' to T133+500' 0.45 2.72 4.35 2.53 6.288 4.730 decreasing 


Reach 9: T133+500' to R137+400' 1.03 3.42 5.07 2.52 6.941 5.498 decreasing 


Reach 10: R137+400' to R145+740' 6.87 3.27 7.36 12.33 20.862 12.989 decreasing 


Reach 11: R145+740' to R151+300'  
(Boynton Inlet) 


1.28 N/A N/A N/A 2.290 1.939 decreasing 


Total Acreage 214.06 *216.42 *181.06 *198.5 212.547 27.918 decreasing 


 


* Total Acreage does not include entire BMA study area 
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Town of Palm Beach Historic Aerial Photographic Interpretation 
Interpreted Hardbottom by Date Collected, Beach Management Agreement Study Area Reach, 
and Offshore Zone            
    
Delineation of the Nearshore (seaward to the -13.1’ depth contour NAVD 88), Intermediate 
(between the -13.1’ and -26.2’ depth contour NAVD 88), and Offshore (between the -26.2’ and -
40.0’ depth contour NAVD 88) zones as determined by the FDEP is based on the Town of Palm 
Beach, Florida August 9, 2010 beach profile data collected by Sea Diversified, Inc. and 
referenced to NAVD 88, NAD 83/90.R73 - R135. The FDEP has also compared the August 9, 
2010 depth contours to the 2002 Laser Airborne Depth Sounder data and determined that the 
data sets are in satisfactory agreement.        
     


THESE DATA SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS DRAFT UNTIL A FINAL QA-QC HAS 
BEEN CONDUCTED FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF ALL DELINEATION ACTIVITIES.  


Reach Designation Zone 


August 
2000 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 8, 
2001 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 29, 
2003 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 16 
& 17, 
2004 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 25 & 
August 6, 


2005 
Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 26, 
2006 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 15 
& 20, 
2007 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 31, 
2008 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 Nearshore 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 Intermediate 0.05 0.44 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 Total 0.05 0.44 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Reach 2: R78 to 
R90+400' Nearshore 42.58 36.46 29.38 37.22 75.33 57.07 55.77 44.55 


Reach 2: R78 to 
R90+400' Intermediate 4.11 7.49 5.94 5.63 12.46 10.29 12.68 9.47 


Reach 2: R78 to 
R90+400' Offshore* 0.00 0.01 1.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 2.03 


Reach 2: R78 to 
R90+400' Total 46.69 43.96 36.34 42.86 87.81 67.36 68.47 56.05 


Reach 3: R90+400' 
to R95 Nearshore 12.68 11.72 13.78 9.57 8.97 11.68 8.27 11.32 


Reach 3: R90+400' 
to R95 Intermediate 22.91 29.38 27.19 29.60 33.54 28.71 26.56 26.12 


Reach 3: R90+400' 
to R95 Offshore* 3.81 3.93 3.98 3.11 5.78 7.10 9.60 6.99 


Reach 3: R90+400' 
to R95 Total 39.40 45.03 44.95 42.28 48.29 47.49 44.43 44.43 


Reach 4: R95 to 
R102+300' Nearshore 2.60 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.11 0.44 0.04 0.36 


Reach 4: R95 to 
R102+300' Intermediate 30.74 41.18 46.98 45.91 17.00 35.82 25.50 24.13 


Reach 4: R95 to 
R102+300' Offshore* 1.20 2.28 1.00 1.36 0.00 2.83 1.19 2.31 


Reach 4: R95 to 
R102+300' Total 34.54 43.48 48.00 47.27 17.11 39.09 26.73 26.80 
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Reach Designation Zone 


August 
2000 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 8, 
2001 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 29, 
2003 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 16 
& 17, 
2004 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 25 & 
August 6, 


2005 
Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 26, 
2006 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 15 
& 20, 
2007 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 31, 
2008 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


Reach 5: R102+300' 
to R110+100' Nearshore 5.42 4.51 5.42 2.41 3.50 4.07 3.74 1.36 


Reach 5: R102+300' 
to R110+100' Intermediate 12.84 13.39 14.22 14.94 13.00 15.54 13.54 9.00 


Reach 5: R102+300' 
to R110+100' Offshore* 0.09 0.17 0.16 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.06 


Reach 5: R102+300' 
to R110+100' Total 18.35 18.07 19.80 17.46 16.59 19.69 17.32 10.42 


Reach 6: R110+100' 
to R116+500' Nearshore 19.01 20.58 4.87 1.77 13.74 17.23 11.67 4.84 


Reach 6: R110+100' 
to R116+500' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 6: R110+100' 
to R116+500' Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 6: R110+100' 
to R116+500' Total 19.01 20.58 4.87 1.77 13.74 17.23 11.67 4.84 


Reach 7: R116+500' 
to R128+530' Nearshore 1.72 2.67 6.58 9.18 18.70 0.09 1.28 3.04 


Reach 7: R116+500' 
to R128+530' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 7: R116+500' 
to R128+530' Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 7: R116+500' 
to R128+530' Total 1.72 2.67 6.58 9.18 18.70 0.09 1.28 3.04 


Reach 8:  
R128+530' to 
T133+500' 


Nearshore 7.44 8.60 2.61 5.34 12.91 14.90 11.37 2.23 


Reach 8:  R128+530' 
to T133+500' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 8:  R128+530' 
to T133+500' Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 8:  R128+530' 
to T133+500' Total 7.44 8.60 2.61 5.34 12.91 14.90 11.37 2.23 


Reach 9: T133+500' 
to R137+400' Nearshore 8.52 2.17 0.61 8.62 10.90 18.77 12.85 8.81 


Reach 9: T133+500' 
to R137+400' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 9: T133+500' 
to R137+400' Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 9: T133+500' 
to R137+400' Total 8.52 2.17 0.61 8.62 10.90 18.77 12.85 8.81 


Reach 10: 
R137+400' to 
R145+740' 


Nearshore 19.72 24.67 7.73 33.24 26.44 38.48 36.87 33.36 


Reach 10: 
R137+400' to 
R145+740' 


Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Reach Designation Zone 


August 
2000 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 8, 
2001 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 29, 
2003 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 16 
& 17, 
2004 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 25 & 
August 6, 


2005 
Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 26, 
2006 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 15 
& 20, 
2007 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


July 31, 
2008 


Acreage 
(PBC) 


Reach 10: 
R137+400' to 
R145+740' 


Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 10: 
R137+400' to 
R145+740' 


Total 19.72 24.67 7.73 33.24 26.44 38.48 36.87 33.36 


Reach 11: 
R145+740' to 
R151+300'  
(Boynton Inlet) 


Nearshore 6.18 2.06 0.06 3.68 1.86 3.84 1.04 0.61 


Reach 11: 
R145+740' to 
R151+300'  
(Boynton Inlet) 


Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 11: 
R145+740' to 
R151+300'  
(Boynton Inlet) 


Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Reach 11: 
R145+740' to 
R151+300'  
(Boynton Inlet) 


Total 6.18 2.06 0.06 3.68 1.86 3.84 1.04 0.61 


Total Acreage Nearshore 125.87 113.46 71.06 111.03 172.46 166.57 142.90 110.48 
Total Acreage Intermediate 70.65 91.88 94.34 96.08 76.00 90.36 78.28 68.72 
Total Acreage Offshore* 5.10 6.39 6.16 4.59 5.89 10.01 10.85 11.39 
Total Acreage Total 201.60 211.74 171.56 211.71 254.34 266.94 232.03 190.61 
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Reach Designation  Zone 


October 
2-3, 2009 
Acreage 
(PBC) 


October 
10, 2010 
Acreage 
(ACA) 


October 
10, 2011 
Acreage 
(ACA) 


March 30, 
2012 


Acreage 
(ACA) 


Average SD Trend 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 Nearshore 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.06 0.069 0.140 decreasing 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 Offshore* 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.017 0.058 increasing 


Reach 1: R76 to R78 Total 0.20 0.00 0.26 0.06 0.085 0.143 decreasing 


Reach 2: R78 to R90+400' Nearshore 58.36 46.23 43.71 41.98 47.387 12.385 increasing 


Reach 2: R78 to R90+400' Intermediate 17.53 22.72 18.88 17.62 12.068 5.987 increasing 


Reach 2: R78 to R90+400' Offshore* 1.35 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.375 0.694 increasing 


Reach 2: R78 to R90+400' Total 77.24 68.98 62.59 59.61 59.831 15.336 increasing 


Reach 3: R90+400' to R95 Nearshore 13.19 14.47 11.99 14.65 11.858 2.080 increasing 


Reach 3: R90+400' to R95 Intermediate 35.20 40.26 34.70 34.74 30.743 4.955 increasing 


Reach 3: R90+400' to R95 Offshore* 5.53 8.86 5.17 6.06 5.827 2.033 increasing 


Reach 3: R90+400' to R95 Total 53.92 63.59 51.86 55.45 48.427 6.721 increasing 


Reach 4: R95 to R102+300' Nearshore 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.32 0.333 0.731 decreasing 


Reach 4: R95 to R102+300' Intermediate 49.93 50.09 31.33 40.96 36.631 10.953 increasing 


Reach 4: R95 to R102+300' Offshore* 0.76 0.60 0.39 0.65 1.214 0.857 decreasing 


Reach 4: R95 to R102+300' Total 50.69 50.69 31.81 41.93 38.178 10.844 increasing 


Reach 5: R102+300' to 
R110+100' Nearshore 5.13 4.61 2.34 4.74 3.938 1.315 decreasing 


Reach 5: R102+300' to 
R110+100' Intermediate 14.39 16.43 10.23 14.89 13.534 2.125 decreasing 


Reach 5: R102+300' to 
R110+100' Offshore* 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.05 0.079 0.049 decreasing 


Reach 5: R102+300' to 
R110+100' Total 19.58 21.08 12.57 19.68 17.551 3.138 decreasing 


Reach 6: R110+100' to 
R116+500' Nearshore 1.10 1.23 4.17 2.15 8.530 7.439 decreasing 


Reach 6: R110+100' to 
R116+500' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 6: R110+100' to 
R116+500' Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 6: R110+100' to 
R116+500' Total 1.10 1.23 4.17 2.15 8.530 7.439 decreasing 


Reach 7: R116+500' to 
R128+530' Nearshore 1.72 1.45 1.02 2.24 4.141 5.254 decreasing 
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Reach Designation  Zone 


October 
2-3, 2009 
Acreage 
(PBC) 


October 
10, 2010 
Acreage 
(ACA) 


October 
10, 2011 
Acreage 
(ACA) 


March 30, 
2012 


Acreage 
(ACA) 


Average SD Trend 


Reach 7: R116+500' to 
R128+530' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 7: R116+500' to 
R128+530' Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 7: R116+500' to 
R128+530' Total 1.72 1.45 1.02 2.24 4.141 5.254 decreasing 


Reach 8:  R128+530' to 
T133+500' Nearshore 0.45 2.72 4.35 2.53 6.288 4.730 decreasing 


Reach 8:  R128+530' to 
T133+500' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 8:  R128+530' to 
T133+500' Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 8:  R128+530' to 
T133+500' Total 0.45 2.72 4.35 2.53 6.288 4.730 decreasing 


Reach 9: T133+500' to 
R137+400' Nearshore 1.03 3.42 5.07 2.52 6.941 5.498 decreasing 


Reach 9: T133+500' to 
R137+400' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 9: T133+500' to 
R137+400' Offshore * 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 9: T133+500' to 
R137+400' Total 1.03 3.42 5.07 2.52 6.941 5.498 decreasing 


Reach 10: R137+400' to 
R145+740' Nearshore 6.87 3.27 7.36 12.33 20.862 12.989 decreasing 


Reach 10: R137+400' to 
R145+740' Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 10: R137+400' to 
R145+740' Offshore* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 10: R137+400' to 
R145+740' Total 6.87 3.27 7.36 12.33 20.862 12.989 decreasing 


Reach 11: R145+740' to 
R151+300'  (Boynton Inlet) Nearshore 1.28 N/A N/A N/A 2.290 1.939 decreasing 


Reach 11: R145+740' to 
R151+300'  (Boynton Inlet) Intermediate 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 11: R145+740' to 
R151+300'  (Boynton Inlet) Offshore* 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0.000 0.000 No change 


Reach 11: R145+740' to 
R151+300'  (Boynton Inlet) Total 1.28 N/A N/A N/A 2.290 1.939 decreasing 


Total Acreage Nearshore 89.13 77.40 80.10 83.46 111.994 34.396 decreasing 


Total Acreage Intermediate 117.05 129.50 95.40 108.27 93.044 18.497 increasing 


Total Acreage Offshore* 7.90 9.53 5.56 6.77 7.512 2.356 increasing 


Total Acreage Total 214.06 **216.42 **181.06 **198.50 212.547 27.918 decreasing 


* The aerial imagery for all reviewed datasets does not extend to the eastern boundary (-40.0’ 
depth contour NAVD 88) of the Offshore Zone. Therefore, the values presented for the Offshore 
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Zone as defined by the FDEP may not represent all hardbottom resources within this area. Based 
on review of the evaluated datasets, hardbottom resource delineation has been conducted for all 
features within the aerial image. 


** Total Acreage does not include entire BMA study area      
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Hardbottom Data for Entire Cell 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 1 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 2 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 3 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 4 
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Hardbottom Data for Reaches 3 and 4 Combined 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 5 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 6 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 7 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 8 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 9 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 10 
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Hardbottom Data for Reach 11 
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APPENDIX B-5 Annual Monitoring Surveys and Due Dates For BMA Participants 


 


Annual Monitoring 
Plan 


Required Survey Timeframe of 
Survey 


Yearly Report Due Date 


Annual Physical 
Monitoring 


Topographic and 
bathymetric profile surveys 
of the beach and offshore 


Spring or summer 
month 


Engineering report and the 
monitoring data due within 
90 days following completion 
of each annual monitoring 
survey 


Hardbottom 
Monitoring 


Habitat Mapping Summer after 
agreement signed 


120 days after completion 


Hardbottom 
Monitoring 


Aerial photography Summer and 
winter 


Commencement date 


Hardbottom 
Monitoring 


Aerial desktop analysis Prior to summer 
surveys 


Commencement date on in 
situ work– 7 days prior to 
survey;  
 
Annual Monitoring report 
submitted within 120 days of 
the completion of the annual 
monitoring event 


Hardbottom 
Monitoring 


Hardbottom edge survey Summer Commencement date on in 
situ work– 7 days prior to 
survey;  
 
Annual Monitoring report 
submitted within 120 days of 
the completion of the annual 
monitoring event 


Hardbottom 
Monitoring 


Transect monitoring Summer Commencement date on in 
situ work– 7 days prior to 
survey;  
 
Annual Monitoring report 
submitted within 120 days of 
the completion of the annual 
monitoring event 


Annual Turtle 
Monitoring 


   
Daily nesting  / false crawl 
surveys 


Daily during 
nesting season.   


Daily survey sheets and 
summarizing Excel 
spreadsheet  -due within 60 
days of survey  
 
Annual survey due January 
15 
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